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ALFA 1900C SS
Touring Coupe
TRIUMPH FURY
How it got away
FIAT RITMO
Drama in court

FERRARI 812 GTS V 365

ALFETTA FRENZY
10-CAR GTV 6 MEGA-TEST
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MASERATI MEXICO: OLD SCHOOL 1960S COUPE ON TEST

V12 SPIDERS

PANDA100HP: FULL GUIDE
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As I write this, the UK is finally emerging into a more open, optimistic time. It’s been 
a long wait but we’re now on the brink of what looks like a very exciting motoring
calendar in 2021. The season is certainly starting late but already we have 

plenty of dates to look forward to.

Not all events in 2021 will be open to the public – for instance, some of the early-season
Ferrari Challenge races – and those that are may well be limited in terms of numbers. 
But right now, anything is welcome.

Our own events are the ones we’re looking forward to the most, of course. The first of
these is a brand new one, not just for us but also for the whole motoring calendar. 
Prescott Italia in association with Auto Italia magazine takes place on Sunday 30 May 
in the Prescott Estate near the Cotswolds, and is reserved for Italian cars. 

The great news is that you can take your very own car up the historic Prescott hillclimb.
And as a reader of Auto Italia, you can take advantage of a special discount on this rare
opportunity – simply visit prescotthillclimb.co.uk and enter the code PRESCOTT ITALIA 21.
For further details, see page 12.

Three more Auto Italia events to put firmly in your diary begin on 10 July with our 
Northern Italian Car Day at the superb Raby Castle in County Durham – book your 
tickets at www.raby.co.uk.

Then just one week later, there’s the big one on 18 July: Auto Italia’s legendary Italian Car
Day at Brooklands Museum. Having been forced to cancel the event in 2020, this is the one
that not just us but everyone else we’ve spoken to is really looking forward to.

Finally on 17 October we return to Brooklands Museum for our Autumn Motorsport Day. 
For more information on all these exciting events, please visit our website, 
www.auto-italia.co.uk – we can’t wait to see you out and about very soon.
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FIAT 500 LOUNGE 

2019. 17,870 miles.  

1.2, manual gearbox. 55.4 miles per 

gallon. CO2: 114 g/km. 

500 Lounge finished in Grey with 

cloth upholstery.  

The Lounge specification includes 

Alloy wheels,  

Air conditioning, Bluetooth 

connectivity for telephone and music 

streaming, Electric windows,  

Electric door mirrors,  

Infotainment system,  

Remote central locking and  

Rear parking sensors.  

Price £7,995

ALFA ROMEO GTV V6 LUSSO 

2003. Brunello red with Momo black leather. 17 inch teledial alloys. 

Legendary 240bhp 3.2 V6 Busso engine. Fitted with the Q2 limited slip 

differential. Complete service history and has been maintained by ourselves 

since 2012. E/W,  Climate controlled air con and Remote central locking with 

immobiliser and alarm. This particular model benefits from a discreet custom 

paint-job with the Alfa Romeo logo visible on the bonnet from certain angles. 

Mileage 103,270 miles Price: £10,995

ALFA ROMEO GIULIA TB 

LUSSO TI 

2020 specification Giulia featuring 

touch screen infotainment and 

wireless phone charging.  

Visconti green metallic with black 

leather upholstery.  

Great spec inc 19 inch diamond  

cut alloy wheels. Harman Kardon  

hi-fi, Brake upgrade and Driver 

assistance pack. Pre-registered with 

only  68 miles and benefitting  

from the balance of the  

manufacturers warranty and roadside 

assistance cover.  

Price: £32,990

FIAT 500 STREET 

2013. 49,250 miles. This limited 

edition 500 Street benefits from air-

con, tinted windows, Blue&Me, 16-

inch alloy wheels, leather steering 

wheel and satin chrome additions to 

the door handles and wing mirrors. 

Additional specification includes 

Remote central locking, Electric 

windows and door mirrors, panoramic 

electric roof and rear parking sensors. 

Genuine low mileage with service and 

MOT history to verify. New service , 

MOT and cambelt. You can drive 

away with complete peace of mind. 

Price £4,695

ALFA GIULIA TB VELOCE 

15,600 miles. Alfa Romeo 

management car in Stromboli grey 

with red sports leather upholstery.  

Veloce specification includes  

18 inch alloy wheels with red brake 

calipers , climate controlled air 

conditioning , cruise control,  

electric windows and door mirrors, 

front and rear parking sensors, 

infotainment system with Apple/ 

Android play, keyless access  

and starting, auto dimming 

 rear view mirror and  

shark fin roof aerial. 

Price: £23,490
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ITALIAN CAR NEWS 
Pagani Huayra R
Anew track-focused ‘R’ version of

Pagani’s Huayra has been launched. 
It’s powered by a V12-R 6.0-litre

naturally aspirated engine designed with
HWA AG specifically for track use. It’s claimed
to have “the charm, romance, sound and
simplicity of F1 engines of the 1980s” and
produces 850hp at 8250rpm, torque of
750Nm at 5500rpm and a red line set at
9000rpm. The unique exhaust is ceramic-
coated and incorporates demountable
silencers to suit different tracks. A new, non-
synchronized, dog ring, six-speed sequential
gearbox uses a sintered metal racing clutch. 

The Huayra R’s revised carbon monocoque
incorporates fitted seats, safety side
structures and a roll-bar. The front
subframes are made of chrome-molybdenum

alloy steel for track use, while the rear
subframe forms an integral structure with
the monocoque, resulting in a 51% increase
in flexural rigidity and 16% increase in
torsional rigidity compared to the road
version. The overall dry weight is 1050kg.

Aerodynamics have been developed to
produce 1000kg of downforce at 199mph.
Two new side air intakes at the front
ensure better cooling for the front brakes,
as well as channelling airflow towards the
side of the car. New wing profiles up front
improve air extraction and create greater
stability, while new air vents above the
wheelarches and at the sides channel air to
the rear. A new roof scoop has an
integrated central fin, while there’s also a
specific rear diffuser and rear wing. 

The active suspension system uses forged
aluminium parts and has specific settings
that allow for greater camber recovery and
dynamic bump steer correction. New Brembo
CCM-R self-ventilated carbon-ceramic disc
brakes are coupled with racing pads. Pirelli P
Zero racing slicks are available in Dry and Wet
versions, fitted on custom APP Tech forged
aluminium 19-inch wheels.

Inside, the main controls, including traction
control, ABS mapping and radio
communication, are grouped on the quick-
release steering wheel. Secondary controls
sit on the centre console, while a
customisable motorsport dashboard feeds
the driver with information and onboard
telemetry logs all vehicle data. There’s an AP
Racing adjustable pedal set, too. 
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LANCIA RALLY 037 ‘NUMBER 1’ FOR SALE
The very first Lancia Rally 037 produced is to be sold at auction in Italy. The 1980
prototype was a development car for the Rally 037 that would become the last rear-
wheel drive car ever to win the World Rally Championship. 

Chassis SE037-001 was constructed by Dallara before being assembled and
developed at the Abarth factory, overseen by Sergio Limone. It underwent testing
duties on track and in the wind tunnel, and was driven extensively by Markku Alen,
Adartico Vudafieri and Giorgio Pianta. In 1982, it served as a recce car for the
Acropolis Rally in Martini racing livery. When its official duties ended, it passed into
the private ownership of Sergio Limone, who restored it to its original development
specification. It retains the correct-spec 1995cc supercharged engine and is certified
by FIVA and the Lancia Club of Italy. 

RM Sotheby’s is auctioning the car at its all-new Palazzo Serbelloni sale in Milan 
on 15 June 2021, with an estimate of €700,000 to €900,000. Visit rmsothebys.com
for more information. 

HYBRID JOINS LEVANTE RANGE
Maserati has announced a new mild-hybrid version of its Levante. This combines a
2.0-litre four-cylinder petrol engine with a 48-volt electric system that recovers
energy during deceleration and braking. Peak power is 330hp – claimed to be best in
class – while torque is 450Nm.

Having only four cylinders means the Hybrid is about 20kg lighter than the
existing V6 petrol model, enabling Maserati to claim it is both faster and greener. Its
maximum speed is 149mph, it can do 0-62mph in 6.0 seconds and CO2 is less than
the petrol and diesel models, at 231-252g/km.

Maserati says that its “unmistakable trademark sound” remains, thanks to
dynamic flaps in the exhaust and a resonator; no amplifier is used. Better weight
distribution means it is nimbler around corners, too, claims Maserati. 

Cobalt blue details identify the Levante Hybrid, such as the side air intakes, brake
callipers, rear pillar logo and interior stitching. A new colour – metallic triple-coat
Azzurro Astro – is uniquely available for the Hybrid. 
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NEWS

SORPASSO V10 DEBUTS
Turin-based supercar maker Frangivento has
announced a new model called the Sorpasso (which
translates as ‘overtake’). Two versions are on offer:
Sorpasso Stradale and Sorpasso GTXX. Both use a
Lamborghini-derived V10 engine. The Stradale is
naturally aspirated and boasts 610hp, while the
supercharged GTXX has 850hp. The GTXX has not yet
been unveiled but is promised to have “a more
aggressive look” including a big rear wing.

Both have all-wheel drive and, using a carbon chassis
tub, weigh only 1300kg. The GTXX is claimed to do 
0-62mph in 2.9 seconds and 0-124mph in 9.3 seconds,
with a top speed of 214mph. 

The cabin is luxuriously equipped with Italian leather
and suede, plus an “Avatar Driving Assistant” voice
control system. Buyers will be invited to work with
stylists to customise their car, including the name –
the ‘XX’ in the GTXX name can be altered to any two
numbers of your choosing. No prices have been
announced but deliveries are set to begin in July 2021.

‘HEY GOOGLE’ FIAT 500 
Fiat has partnered up with Google to create a
new ‘Hey Google’ special series Fiat 500. The
onboard Hey Google voice assistant allows
you to connect with the car even when you’re
away from it, using voice only. This can be
done via smartphone or Google Nest Hub, a
separate digital display supplied with the car.

You can find out things like where the car is
parked, how much fuel is left and mileage
driven that day. The car can also send
notifications if a theft is attempted or if it is
being driven at too high a speed. 

A new livery includes a gloss black roof and
mirror caps, Hey Google badges on the front
wings and Hey Google ‘molecule’ logos on the
centre pillars and seats. A new matt silver
dashboard includes the 500 logo in white. 

The 500 Hybrid Hey Google is available in
hatchback and cabrio versions, while Fiat is
also offering its 500X and Fiat 500L models 
in Hey Google guises. 

FIAT 500 BREAKS 2.5 MILLION
The total number of Fiat 500s made in Poland has reached the 2.5 million mark.
That’s more than any previous model produced at the Tychy plant, including the
second-generation Panda (2,168,000 units) and the 126p (2,166,000). Made in
Poland since 2007, the Fiat 500 was 2020’s European market leader in the city car
segment, with a 17.7% share. Over 3.5 million units of the 500 family (including
500L and 500X) have been sold since 2007.

NEW AGNELLI/FERRARI
EXPO IN MODENA
A new exhibition has opened at the
Museo Enzo Ferrari in Modena that brings
together one-off cars built by Ferrari for
Fiat’s boss, Gianni Agnelli. Cars spanning
over 50 years are on show, including his
Ferrari 166 MM, 212 Inter, 375 America,
400 Superamerica, 365 P Speciale,
Testarossa Spider, 360 Barchetta and
2003 Formula 1 car. Gianni Agnelli and
Ferrari: the Elegance of the Legend is
currently not open to the public due to
Covid, but live online tours can be booked
at www.ferrari.com/en-EN/museums
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CIZETA PROTOTYPE SURFACES
The very first prototype of the Cizeta supercar
designed by Marcello Gandini has been rediscovered
and offered for sale in France. Created as a ‘master’
prototype by Gandini in 1985, it was built as an initial
template for Claudio Zampolli’s rival to Lamborghini and
Ferrari. The prototype was a non-running mock-up that
was significantly changed for production in 1988, when
it was unveiled as a 16-cylinder 560hp supercar.
Reputedly only eight examples were made up until
1993, including two for the Brunei royal family. 

RARE US BARN FINDS
Two significant new ‘barn finds’ are
coming up for auction in Gooding’s
Geared Online sale in the USA in May
2021. A 1955 Ferrari 250 Europa GT by
Pinin Farina (chassis 0413GT) was
originally built, it is thought, for Enrico
Wax. One of just 43 cars made, it has
been hidden away in a Californian
collection for 60 years and has never
before been restored, exhibited or
offered for public sale. It is described as
a “time capsule example”, having done

33,671km from new. Among its special
characteristics are a unique instrument
arrangement and an unconventional
taillight treatment. 

Also for auction is a 1965 Alfa Romeo
2600 Spider by Touring. Delivered new to
Rezzaghi Motors in San Francisco, USA, it
has remained in single family ownership
from 1965 to 2021. Described as “a true
garage find”, it retains its original-issue
California plates. The auction takes
place on 3-7 May; for more info visit
www.goodingco.com

NEW PININFARINA SHOW
The Petersen Automotive Museum in Los Angeles has opened a new celebration of
Pininfarina. Called The Aesthetic of Motoring: 90 Years of Pininfarina, it includes four
display cars. The 1931 Cadillac Model 452A Boattail Roadster is the first Pininfarina
body mounted on a non-Italian chassis; the 1947 Cisitalia 202 Coupe is an iconically
beautiful coupe; the 1967 Ferrari 365P Berlinetta Speciale ‘Tre Posti’ pioneered the
central driving position; and the 2019 Pininfarina Battista is an early design model. 

The exhibit joins other Pininfarina-designed vehicles at the museum, including 
two Nash-Healeys from the 1950s, a 1959 Ferrari 250 GT, 1985 Ferrari 288 GTO, 
2001 Ferrari 550 Barchetta and the 1982 Ferrari 308 GTSi from Magnum PI. 
The show runs until 5 December 2021. 

ALFA DESIGNER
ROBERT OPRON
DIES AT 89
French-born designer
Robert Opron has died at
the age of 89. The
legendary stylist of the
Maserati-engined Citroen
SM of 1970 had a stellar
career creating cars for
Citroen and Renault
before moving to Italy to
join the Fiat Group, where
he worked on projects
such as the Alfa Romeo
SZ and first Fiat Bravo. 



 Service & Repairs for all Alfa Romeos  

 2.0 litre conversion available for your 4C  

 Online Parts Shop  

 Restoration of all Classic Alfas  

 Genuine Parts  

Unit 3 & 4 Orchard Road Industrial Estate – Royston – Hertfordshire – SG8 5HD 

www.alfaworkshop.co.uk   info@alfaworkshop.co.uk

Tel: 01763 244441 
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URUS SETS SPEED RECORD 
A Lamborghini Urus has set a new speed record in
Russia. It took the 1000-metre record at an average
speed of 114km/h (70.8mph) from a standing start,
with a maximum recorded speed during the sprint of
298km/h (185mph). Andrey Leontyev took the record
during the Days of Speed on the ice of Lake Baikal. 

NEW UK SHOWROOM FOR
LAMBORGHINI & MASERATI 
HR Owen has begun construction of a new £30m
facility in Hatfield, Hertfordshire that will bring
together new Lamborghini, Bentley and Maserati
showrooms. Expected to be completed and operational
by autumn 2022, the site will include five new
showrooms and three aftersales facilities in all. 

GAZ SUSPENSION FOR FERRARI 308
A new performance suspension kit for the Ferrari 308
is being offered by GAZ. The kit has coilover struts
that are adjustable for height and damper rate,
with a ride height range of 80mm. The
damper units are anodised and come with
a gas cell filled with oil to prevent
cavitation and reduce fade, designed
to cope with racing and trackday
use. Valving can be specified for
‘road’ or 'full race' use.  The front
and rear coilovers retail at
£162.07 plus VAT each and
include a two-year warranty.
For further details visit
www.gazshocks.com

FERRARI CONFIRMS CHALLENGE UK SEASON
Ferrari North Europe has confirmed that the Ferrari Challenge UK 2021 season will
start at Brands Hatch on 14-16 May, as originally planned. Further races will take
place at Donington (12-13 June), Snetterton (10-11 July) and Oulton Park (1-2
October), plus a Ferrari Racing Days event at Silverstone (17-19 September) that
will also see action from the F1 Clienti and XX programmes. 

Making its debut in the UK series this year is the uprated Ferrari 488 Challenge
EVO, the only car eligible for the 2021 season. Also new this year is the option to
enter single races, rather than the full season. All rounds will also include action

from the Ferrari Formula Classic series. 

GIULIA Q OUTSELLS C63 & M3
Alfa Romeo’s Giulia Quadrifoglio was the best-selling
super-saloon in Europe in 2020. With 639 sales across
the continent last year, it comfortably outsold its most
direct rivals, the Mercedes-Benz C63 S and BMW M3,
which sold only 246 and 70 respectively. 

PRESCOTT ITALIA 2021
A new Italian car event called Prescott Italia will
launch on Sunday 30 May. Run in association with
Auto Italia magazine, this brand new, exclusively
Italian event showcases Italian design and cars at
the Prescott Estate near the Cotswold borders.

Owners of Italian cars are being invited to sign
up for a chance to make four non-competitive,
untimed drives up the historic hill (two in the
morning, two in the afternoon). Parking will be allocated into marque zones along

the tree-lined paddock. A mobile pizza oven and ice
cream van will also be on site.

A Covid secure environment is promised and the event
will be run behind closed doors with limited spectator
numbers (as government guidance permits). The event
will also be live-streamed through Prescott’s YouTube
and Facebook channels. 

For more information and to book tickets, visit
prescotthillclimb.co.uk where, on entering the code
PRESCOTT ITALIA 21, as an exclusive offer to Auto Italia
readers, you will get £5 off an entry to drive up the hill. 
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Return to Daytona
Ferrari has scratched a 50-year itch by launching its first
V12 front-engined roadster since the Daytona Spider.
How much of the golden spirit remains?
Story by Chris Rees
Photography by Michael Ward 

unerringly popular with enthusiasts. When
Ferrari floated the idea of making a drop-top
version of its 812 Superfast, it truly hit the
mother lode. The 812 GTS seems to appeal to
clients more passionately than pretty much
any other recent Ferrari. Interestingly, Ferrari
says there’s almost no overlap between
coupe and convertible customers – you’re
either a Superfast person or a GTS person.

Since the Daytona was the last GTS-
badged V12, it feels entirely fitting that
Ferrari should revive that three-letter badge
for its latest V12, the 812 GTS. But just how

T
here’s something beguilingly
magical about a V12 convertible,
especially one with those twelve
cylinders positioned ahead of the
driver. This format surely

represents the pinnacle of grand touring:
top down, wind in the hair and, above all,
the sound of a dozen pistons doing their
thing within earshot.

Enzo’s very first Ferrari was a front-engined
V12 spider, a line that continued right up
until the ‘Daytona’ Spider (officially dubbed
the 365 GTS4) – and it seemed until recently

that the Daytona was destined to be the
very last of this line from Maranello.
Launched at the 1969 Frankfurt Show, the
Spider was only put into production in 1971
and built for just two years, during which
time a mere 122 were made, just seven with
right-hand drive. Excepting ‘Special Series’
rarities like the 550 Barchetta and SA Aperta
(for which see page 24), that was curtains
for open-top Ferraris with up-front V12s.

It took fully 50 years for Maranello to
realise that it was missing a trick. Far from
withering on the vine, V12s have remained
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much of the spirit of the Daytona Spider does
the 812 GTS rekindle, and how does it differ?
And are we now looking at the last of the
line, a true end of an era?

812 GTS: DAYTONA REBORN?

In so many ways the 812 GTS feels like the
zenith of naturally aspirated multi-cylinder
performance. The stats certainly confirm its
peak status: 6.5 litres, 800hp, 0-62mph in
under 3.0 seconds and a top whack of
211mph. One further stat that clearly
demonstrates another peak is its

seemed to do all that our 599 GTB and
California T could do – and more – in one car.”
So Peter and Chrissie ended up buying it. 

It does indeed have a stunning spec, with
dreamily deep Blu Le Mans paint, Beige
Tradizione cabin, forged 20-inch Racing
wheels, lower bodywork painted in gloss
black and silver ‘dreamlines’ on the sills, front
bumper and rear diffuser. Most of the GTS’s
body panels differ from the Superfast’s,
notably the entire rear end. Head fairings
flow down the rear deck, with flying
buttresses sitting atop the tonneau. The rear

popularity. In 2020, the 812 family very
nearly outsold the Portofino, Ferrari’s ‘entry
level’ model, which is remarkable for a car
costing just shy of £300,000. 

One couple who very much bought into the
812 GTS – literally, in fact – are Ferrari
enthusiasts Peter and Chrissie Churchley. Not
that they were originally thinking of one, as
Peter explains: “We’d gone for a walk in
Windsor Great Park and popped in to visit
Maranello at Egham. When we saw this 812
GTS, it just seemed perfect for us – the
colour, the specification, everything. It

IN ASSOCIATION with
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soundtrack especially for the GTS. For
instance, it has a unique interconnected
exhaust system to amplify the aural
experience, while the combustion system
has been tweaked, too. 

The drama is turned up to 11 when you
switch from Sport to Race mode. It’s like all
the taps being opened on a Philharmonic
rendition of Turandot. At 6500rpm, the sound
is searing your eardrums; as it approaches
the 8900rpm redline – yes, nearly 9k of
rotations per minute – it’s like the cosmos is
being torn apart, with you in the front row.
The drama is only enhanced by the steering
wheel’s upper edge illuminating in a series of
red lights as you reach the gear up-change
point. There is nothing – absolutely nothing –
like a V12 engine to get your juices flowing,
and the 812 GTS is arguably the single best
Ferrari for enjoying this experience.

While it’s true that the GTS encourages a
more laid-back driving style than the more
hardcore Superfast – it’s a surprisingly
comfortable car to pootle around in – it will
still perform like an absolute berserker in a
B-road battle when you want to. Using launch
control, you can get to 62mph in less than 3
seconds and 124mph in 8.3 seconds, while
the top speed is unchanged at 211mph. In
practice, the performance is intoxicatingly,

wheelarches lose the Superfast’s
aerodynamic by-pass, which Ferrari has
compensated for by giving the rear diffuser
an extra flap. Also unique to the convertible
are special forged alloy wheels. The only part
of the GTS I don’t personally like is the
painted black panels on the B-pillars that try
to make them look like windows.

Press the ‘roof open’ button and the
aluminium hard top is swallowed up behind
the cockpit and it transforms from fixed-roof
coupe to fully-open spider (this is,
incidentally, the very first 12-cylinder Ferrari
ever to have a retractable hard top). It takes
just 14 seconds and you can do it at any
speed up to 27mph. The rear buttresses
return to their original position and, although
they obstruct your rear vision somewhat,
they don’t impinge on the open air feeling.

And that’s what the GTS does so well. A
series of little winglets and aero devices
around the cockpit tells you how much work
Ferrari has done to minimise turbulence in the
cockpit. There’s a neat little electric screen
behind the cabin that can be raised or
lowered by degrees to favour comfort or a
pleasurable flow of air through the cabin.

Perhaps the biggest reason to lower the
roof is simply to hear the engine and exhaust
do their thing. Ferrari has engineered the

absurdly extreme: a riot of barely contained
raucousness, sending the rear wheels into a
shimmy at full throttle.

Of course there are differences in the way
it drives over the 812 Superfast. The body
structure has been strengthened a lot,
resulting in a 60kg increase in weight
compared to the coupe. There have been
chassis changes, too, with unique-to-GTS
suspension and chassis control settings.
While the GTS drives much like the 812
Superfast for the most part, it’s possible to
detect some body flex with the roof down: a
faint creak as you enter a raised garage
forecourt, a hint of a shimmy over potholes.
That said, the handling is crystal-sharp; it’s
only the car’s sheer size that ultimately
discourages you on small, twisty roads.

One distinct advantage of the classic front-
mounted V12 layout over mid-engined cars is
the roominess and comfort on offer. And
while the boot is a lot smaller than the
Superfast’s (210 litres versus 320), owners
Peter and Chrissie proved on our photo shoot
that you can pack in two foldable chairs and
a full picnic lunch with ease.

The 812 spider’s charms are almost
impossible to resist. It offers imperious
performance alongside easy cruising; luxury
alongside lairiness; drama alongside

“ When you switch to Race mode, it’s like all the taps
opening on a Philharmonic rendition of Turandot ”
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FERRARI 812 GTS V 365 GTS4

ENGINE: 6496cc V12
POWER: 800hp at 8500rpm 
TORQUE: 718Nm (576lb ft) at 7000rpm
TRANSMISSION: 7-speed dual-clutch auto
TYRES: 275/35 ZR20 front, 315/35 ZR20 rear
DIMENSIONS: 4693mm (L), 1971mm (W), 1276mm (H)
WEIGHT: 1600kg
MAX SPEED: 211mph
0-62MPH: 3.0sec
PRICE: £293,150

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
FERRARI 812 GTS

IN ASSOCIATION with
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FERRARI 812 GTS V 365 GTS4

for the front wheel wells/bulkhead and sills.
Many outfits did after-the-event conversions
and some unwisely retained the Berlinetta’s
original glassfibre inner structure. This
example uses all of the original
strengthening steel structures specified by
Scaglietti. That means it’s totally devoid of
scuttle shake. As Lincoln comments: “I have
Daytona coupe as well and I can honestly say
the Spider’s body actually feels stiffer.”

This Daytona is pretty much standard, as
Lincoln explains: “I prefer it as it is, without
upgrades; the Daytona just doesn’t need
them.” There’s one exception, though – the
steering – which we’ll come on to.

Time to bring the beautiful beast to life.
With a whirr of the starter motor and a
gentle splutter from the six Weber carbs, the
V12 comes alive with a smooth rumble. At
tickover, the Ansa exhaust isn’t particularly
loud but a blip of the throttle demonstrates
that its sound quality is glorious, especially
when it reaches 4000rpm.

Snick the gear lever down and to the left
to engage dogleg first and you’re off. It’s best
not to try and grab second until the ’box has
warmed up – about 10 minutes into the drive
– since it tends to baulk. That’s no problem

discretion. Could it be the end of an era,
though, as V12s get legislated out of
existence? Ferrari remains tight-lipped
about the future of its V12 programme,
other than to say it will keep it going “as
long as possible”. In my book, that should
be another 50 years.

365 GTS4 ‘DAYTONA’: 
ORIGIN STORY

Everyone knows this car as the Daytona
Spider, but it was never officially so called.
The rather less exotic name of 365 GTS4
signalled its heritage as a ‘365’ family
member, the ‘4’ indicting the number of
camshafts on the 12-cylinder engine, while
the ‘S’ denoted ‘Spider’ in contrast to the
365 GTB4 ‘Berlinetta’.

Fifty years separate the 812 GTS from the
365 GTS4 ‘Daytona’ Spider. Looking at the
two cars sitting alongside each other, they
really seem to have almost nothing in
common other than badges, a V12 engine
and some echoes of the famous Daytona
seat design. The sheer size of the 812 GTS –
especially its astonishing girth – is brought
into stark relief by the Daytona’s achingly
delicate demeanour. The modern car also

looks so aggressive, brutish even, next to its
forbear. Leonardo Fioravanti’s uniquely pretty
Daytona shape becomes even more arrow-
like without a roof; the retractable pop-up
double headlamps keep the front end
smooth; the flanks are delicately bowed; and
the rear is cleaner than an operating table.
Top down, the roof nestles under a tonneau
that maintains an absolute purity of profile
and the colour scheme – Rosso with Beige
Pelle upholstery – is classic.

It won’t have escaped your attention that
this car is right-hand drive. However, it’s not
one of the uber-rare factory RHD GTS4
unicorns. It started out life as a 1973 RHD
Berlinetta and was converted in the 1980s by
Emilio Garcia of EG Autokraft. When its
current owner, Lincoln Small, discovered this,
he was very happy: “It made it ‘kosher’
because EG used all Scaglietti parts. When I
mentioned that I’d bought the car to a friend,
Roger Taylor, he realised that he was the
original owner back in ’73 – and then
proceeded to give me the spare key for it!”

It was Scaglietti that coachbuilt the
factory GTS4 conversion, specifying steel
inner wheel arches front and rear, a steel
bulkhead behind the cabin, plus extra bracing

“ This car uses all the original steel structures specified
by Scaglietti and is totally devoid of scuttle shake ”

IN ASSOCIATION with
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at all, since first gear is so tall (it’s possible
to reach almost 60mph in first) and you can
just go straight into third.

I wasn’t prepared for how wonderfully
smooth and beautiful the Daytona’s V12 is.
Clearly beautifully set up on its six Weber
40DCNFs, its sheer flexibility is what strikes
you, with masses of torque available right
from the off. Momentum builds with
relentless ease, a sustained rush that just
gets better the faster you go. You can hear

the car, Terry and Hayleigh Dolphin, tell me
that it would be even better if the car’s
original air box were removed (and let’s be
frank, it hardly enhances the engine bay’s
looks) and trumpets fitted instead. But then
we hit the never-ending dilemma of
originality versus drivability… 

Anyone who’s ever driven a Daytona will
come away with tales of aching biceps, so
hefty is the steering at low speed. Not this
one, though. It’s been retro-fitted with

every tick of the cams and every
mechanical whine of the gearbox but that’s
all integral to the heady Daytona
experience. As the V12 reaches its redline
zone of 6800-7700rpm, it sounds like angels
are jamming on electric guitars.

On the occasions where you find a bridge
or tunnel, make sure the roof is down
because…. that sound! Beefy yet sweet,
vocal yet subtle, and always sublime. The
father-and-daughter team that looks after

Rarely has any Ferrari
looked so good. And very
few are as rewarding to
drive, even after 50 years

IN ASSOCIATION with
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bespoke-made electric power assistance
which makes it a doddle to manoeuvre.
However, there is a small price to pay: at
higher speeds, when the regular Daytona
comes to life in terms of steering feel, the
electric assistance feels a touch light.

One thing that’s brilliantly commendable
– especially for a car designed in the 1960s
– is just how comfortable the cabin is with
the top down. Even at speeds into three
figures, passengers don’t get buffeted,
even with the windows wound down.
As for folding the roof, there couldn’t be a

bigger contrast between the 812’s electric

again, what price originality? And in any
case, once the car is set into a corner, it’s
an absolute delight. There’s more
movement when you brake hard, too: 
while the discs provide excellent stopping
power, the relatively soft suspension
produces quite a bit of pitch. 

This Daytona has seen plenty of use in
Lincoln’s ownership – for instance, he took it
the Peloponnese in Greece with David
Cottingham – as well as attending plenty of
shows. A sensational car in sensational
fettle, this is one Ferrari whose charms are
simply impossible to resist.  III

hard top and the two-person job that 
the Daytona demands.

Another highly impressive aspect of the
Daytona is just how solid it feels on the
road. That steel reinforcement I mentioned
earlier means there’s no hint of scuttle
shake and no wobbliness. Not that wobbles
are entirely off the menu: while the super-
high 70 profile Michelin XWX tyres
engender a magically soft ride, initial turn-in
is wallowy and you have to wait for the car
to settle before applying the power. The
factory’s positive camber settings could
easily be reduced to sharpen things up, but

ENGINE: 4390cc V12 
POWER: 352hp at 7500rpm
TORQUE: 431Nm (318lb ft) at 5500rpm  
TRANSMISSION: 5-speed manual
TYRES: 215/70 VR15 front, 225/70 VR15 rear
DIMENSIONS: 4425mm (L), 1760mm (W), 1245mm (H)
WEIGHT: 1200kg
MAX SPEED: 161mph
0-62MPH: 5.8sec
VALUE: £600,000 (est)

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
FERRARI 365 GTS4 ‘DAYTONA’

Thanks to Lincolin Small, Terry and Hayleigh
Dolphin, and Peter and Chrissie Churchley
for their kind help with this feature
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Ferrari’s Missing V12 Links
Between the 365 GTS4 Daytona and the 812 GTS, 

Ferrari and its approved coachbuilders made all sorts 
of little-known front-engined V12 convertibles

Story by Chris Rees
Photography by Michael Ward 

Pair of SP3JC models
commissioned by Ferrari
dealer, John Collins of
Talacrest, around the F12tdf
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550 GTZ BARCHETTA

Not many coachbuilders have been officially
recognised by Ferrari in recent years but
Zagato is one. Having developed the 575 GTZ
coupe with Maranello’s blessing, Zagato
investigated making an open version (pics
below). Ultimately it opted to use the 550
Barchetta as a basis instead of the 575, as it
was designed as an open car from the
outset. The somewhat bulbous styling,
particularly at the rear, was a little divisive
but the electric canvas roof was neat. The
550 GTZ Barchetta celebrated Zagato’s 90th
birthday in 2009 and only three examples
were built, priced at £1 million a pop,
including one in right-hand drive.

599 GTZ NIBBIO SPYDER

Following on from the 550 GTZ and 575 GTZ,
Zagato did a follow-up version based on
Ferrari’s 599 GTB. Dubbed the 599 GTZ Nibbio
(pic below), it was a much more successful
design than the earlier cars, with a more
sculpted nose and a sharper, more angular
rear. A maximum production run of nine was
announced but customers could select either
Coupe or Spyder coachwork. Although the
double-bubble roof of the coupe was lost in
the Spyder, it was the more popular model of
the two: six were made.

S
o there’s been a 50-year gap
between front-engined V12
convertible models, has there
Ferrari? Well, yes and no.
Maranello’s claim is true if you

count regular production models. But with
enough money and clout, you could have
ordered a whole string of V12 drop-tops
between the Daytona Spider and 812 GTS,
courtesy of coachbuilders like Pininfarina and
Ferrari’s own Special Projects division.

550 BARCHETTA PININFARINA

The first official front V12-engined drop-top
Ferrari since the Daytona Spyder was the
special edition 550 Barchetta. This debuted in
2000, marking the 70th anniversary of
Pininfarina. Indulgent and impractical, its
fabric top was more of an umbrella than a
roof. Cosmetic changes included a flatter
windscreen, twin rollover hoops and 19-inch
split-rim alloys, while the 550’s 5.5-litre V12
was unaltered. Only 448 Barchettas were
built, including 42 in right-hand drive, each
with a numbered plaque bearing Sergio
Pininfarina’s signature.

SUPERAMERICA

If the 550 Barchetta was marginal as an
everyday car, Ferrari’s 575M-based
Superamerica of 2005 was much more
usable. Its Leonardo Fioravanti-designed
folding hardtop used carbonfibre components
and an electrochromic glass panel – a world
first – that rotated 180 degrees, then stowed
beneath the rear deck. With 540hp and top
speed of 199mph, the Superamerica was
marketed as the world’s fastest convertible
at the time. A total of 559 were made, priced
at £191,000 in the UK.

P540 SUPERFAST APERTA 

In 2008 Ferrari set up a division to make one-
offs for wealthy clients. The second of these
unique Ferraris, finished in 2009, was for an
American, Edward Walson: the P540
Superfast Aperta (pic below). Its design was
inspired by the Ferrari 'Golden Roadster' built
by Carrozzeria Fantuzzi (as featured in the
1968 film, Spirits of the Dead). Based on the
599 GTB Fiorano, it was slightly longer and
lower overall but the chassis was
strengthened to maintain rigidity and weight
went up by only 20kg thanks to extensive
use of carbonfibre. Designed by Pininfarina,
the one-off was built in Maranello.

SA APERTA

The SA Aperta (pics below) was effectively
the roadster variant of the 670hp 599 GTO.
Launched at the 2010 Paris Show, it was a
limited edition that honoured Sergio and
Andrea Pininfarina, hence the ‘SA’ title. The
lower half of the SA Aperta was basically 599
but the upper section was all-new with a
more steeply raked windscreen and
removable soft-top. The new boot lid was
made of aluminium while the C-pillars were
made of carbonfibre. Other unique features
included a 599XX-derived exhaust system,
special five-spoke wheels and bespoke
suspension settings. The interior was also
redesigned. Just 80 examples were produced. 



SUPERAMERICA 45 

The Superamerica 45 (pics below) marked the
definitive shift away from Pininfarina to
Ferrari’s own new Centro Stile. A Special
Projects one-off commissioned by collector
Peter Kalikow, the ‘45’ bit referred to the 45
years of his Ferrari ownership history when
the car was completed in 2011. Based on the
599 GTB, the bespoke design featured a
rotating carbonfibre hardtop, a carbon boot
and quarter-lights in the rear buttresses. It
was painted in exclusive Blu Antille with
contrasting dark blue accents and burnished
aluminium trim.

F12 TRS 

Ferrari’s F12berlinetta was launched in 2012
and within two years, an open-top version
had been built by Ferrari Special Projects.
Designed by Ferrari’s Centro Stile division,
headed by Flavio Manzoni, inspiration came
from the 1957 250 Testa Rossa. The
barchetta bodywork had no roof at all, while
the red cylinder heads of the V12 were visible
through a transparent panel in the bonnet.
Dubbed the F12 TRS, it debuted at the 2014
Ferrari Cavalcade in Sicily and also went up
the hill at that year’s Goodwood Festival of
Speed (pics below). Two were made for the
same client: one red, the other black initially
but soon repainted silver. 
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F60 AMERICA 

Ferrari decided to make a limited-production
open-roof version of the F12berlinetta in
2014, exclusively for the US market. The F60
America (pics below) celebrated 60 years of
Ferrari in North America, as its NART-inspired
blue-and-white paint scheme attested. All-
new bodywork featured a lightweight
removable soft top. One distinctive feature
was an asymmetrical cabin design with red
trim for the driver's side and black for the
passenger, while the American flag appeared
on the seats. Just 10 examples were made,
priced at over £2 million apiece.

FERRARI SP3JC 

The SP3JC was commissioned by Ferrari
dealer and collector, John Collins of Talacrest,
who requested a “pure, uncompromising
roadster”. Built around the F12tdf, it was
styled in-house, featuring a muscular stance,
sculpted flanks, new front air intake and
horizontal slashes at the rear end. There was
no roof at all: two carbonfibre roll hoops and
rear buttresses were the only protection.
Glass inserts in the bonnet showed off the
F12tdf’s 780hp V12 engine. The project took
over three years to complete, being revealed
in 2018. Two examples were made, one in
blue-and-white, the other red-and-grey.

MONZA SP1 AND SP2

The Monza is easily the most exciting Ferrari
of recent years. A roofless, lightweight
version of the 812 Superfast, it was inspired
by racing barchettas of the 1950s, namely
the 750 Monza and 860 Monza (hence the
name). The all-carbonfibre body was cleanly
styled and almost aeronautical. Visually, the
impression was of two halves separated by a
groove. The small doors opened upwards for
entry to a cabin that could seat either one or
two passengers (the SP1 was a single-seater,
the SP2 a two-seater), while a simple aero
screen replaced the windscreen. Launched in
2018, production was limited to 499 units,
priced at around £2 million each. III







T
he engine is still ticking as the warm, orange sun sinks behind the mountains.
It’s the perfect place, the perfect day, the perfect weather to drive this car. 
I’m well aware that, many years from now, I’ll be thinking of this moment and
wanting to come back. The car will still be here, and so will these amazing
roads, but it may never feel the same again. 

Alfa Romeo has witnessed many renaissances in its history, not the least overcoming
the aftermath of war. When Mussolini was taken down in July 1943, the north of Italy
became a no man’s land for a time and was quickly occupied by the Nazis. Although Italy
was by now officially out of the war, it still suffered intense battles and bombings, one of
which ruined Alfa’s Portello factory in 1944. 

These events forced a big change in Alfa Romeo’s plans. Wilfredo Ricart’s ambitious 6C
2000 Gazella prototype, developed during the war, was dropped as being too costly to
make, and this forward-thinking, front-wheel drive, streamlined car never saw the light of
day. Ricart returned to his home country of Spain and his position at Alfa Romeo was
inherited by Orazio Satta Puliga. 

Alfa Romeo fell back on making different versions of the 6C 2500 which, as wonderful
as they may have been, were pre-war cars and way too expensive. If Portello wanted to
turn the page, it would have to start building cars in sufficient numbers to sustain the
whole operation. Downsizing was the way to go and in 1950 Alfa launched the 1900. Its
four-cylinder engine had a capacity of 1884cc and although the internal design was
essentially taken from the six-cylinder 6C, the new engine had a much higher specific
output, achieved by shortening the stroke and raising compression, while keeping the
efficient twin-cam alloy head with hemispherical chambers and 90 degrees between
valves. With a single carburettor, the new engine put out 90hp. 

ART FORM
‘Form follows function’ is a philosophy that produces

great cars. But sometimes, form itself lies at the heart
of a car’s greatness. Carrozzeria Touring’s Alfa 1900C SS

is just such a machine – and equally great to drive

Story by Hugo Reis
Photography by Rui Reis
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Cabin feels much more
cossetting than Giulietta’s.
Large wheel is needed to
cope with steering weight

designed a new shortened platform, labelled with a ‘C’
for ‘Corto’ (Italian for short). To spice it up a little more,
from 1954 you could specify 1900 Ti Super mechanicals,
which offered 115hp from an enlarged 1975cc engine.

The 1900C Sprint platform became a blank canvas
for Italian carrozzerie and 1900 coupes slotted in as
some of the most desirable cars on the planet. Pinin
Farina, Ghia, Castagna, Boano, Colli, Zagato, Bertone
and more dressed Alfa’s coupe, but perhaps the most
elegant of all was Touring’s two-window model. 

Under Federico Formenti’s design management,
Touring built four different series of the 1900C 
Sprint from 1951 to 1958, totalling 1538 cars, of
which 589 were the later series as featured here.
The two-window Super Sprint was penned by the
masterful Carlo ‘Cici’ Anderloni and is definitely the
sleekest and most elegant. 

This CSS lives in the Museu do Caramulo in the
Portuguese mountains. I’ve seen this car many,
many times before but I can’t help feeling butterflies
in my stomach and wearing the silliest smile as I
greet it. Fun fact: I came here today to drive a very

The rest of Alfa Romeo’s new 1900 was more
radical. The unibody was a three-volume, four-door
berlina and the first Alfa to be wind-tunnel shaped. It
was clever and efficient, but perhaps not very
beautiful. The ace up the sleeve was the independent
front suspension by coil springs and double
wishbones, although the rear was a less radical rigid
axle supported by trailing arms and an upper A-frame.
Alfa Romeo argued that racing drivers weren’t
convinced by independent rear suspension but the
real reason was down to cost. 

In any case, both the press and early customers
praised the 1900’s dynamics and Alfa Romeo was
tempted to return to racing. The 1900 Ti, with two
carbs and a five-speed gearbox, was a 100hp,
106mph car, and very successful in road races like
the Mille Miglia and Carrera Panamericana. The
advertising slogan “The Race Winning Family Car”
was no empty claim.

However, there was still a clientele for more upmarket
coachbuilt cars. With no resources left to build a 1900
coupe in-house, in 1951 Portello’s engineers simply

“ The two-window Super Sprint, penned by Carlo ‘Cici’
Anderloni, is definitely the sleekest and most elegant ”



ALFA ROMEO 1900C SS TOURING

when we almost clocked 200km/h. He made me
addicted to Alfas and speed till today.”

When Mendes died in 1970, his family decided to
donate his car to the Museu do Caramulo, where 
it’s been displayed and used regularly ever since. In
the late 1990s, the museum’s founder João Lacerda
sent the car to Autonautica in Switzerland for
restoration. Once finished, Philippe Rochat of
Aeronautica and Lacerda’s grandson João Maria
drove the car all the way back to Caramulo. “Rochat
drove the wheels off the Alfa. We were flat out most
of the way, so I guess he was clearly confident of
the work they’d carried out.”

Today the CSS still sounds fresh and looks gorgeous,
even more so since it’s no garage queen but very well
used. The seats retain a perfect dose of patina, a
palpable testimony to its wonderful history. The driving
position is sporty, with a high floor and low seat, pretty
normal for performance cars of this era. However,
unlike the smaller Giuliettas, the seats are reclinable,
making them way more comfortable. Your legs are
outstretched, and the pedals aren’t too offset. The

different car: a Ferrari 400i. However, a technical
problem (although I’m tempted to call it a blessing)
resulted in this twist of fate and now I’m holding the
keys to the beautiful Alfa. 

Curiously, this was almost exactly how its first
owner ended up buying it. Vicente Cannas Mendes
was a successful civil engineer who decided, in the
summer of 1956, to replace his faithful Studebaker
Champion with a Ferrari. However, unable to find any
available example which suited his preferences, he
was charmed by the Superleggera-dressed Alfa.
Within months of buying one, he accepted a job in
Mozambique – then a Portuguese colony – and the
1900 Touring went over with him and his wife. There’s
a period photo from around 1960 showing the car in
Beira on typically unpaved roads, wearing local
Mozambique number plates. 

In the mid-1960s, Mendes returned to Portugal with
his cherished Alfa, which he continued to use
extensively. His nephew, Miguel, vividly recalls some
very fast trips as a passenger: “He was an excellent
driver. I remember a drive on Christmas Eve in 1966,

Touring’s Superleggera
method keeps weight low,
performance high. Style is
superb in every detail 
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huge steering wheel sits close to my chest, but I don’t
mind, as the steering requires some determination
during manoeuvres and slow corners. But that’s where
the evidence that you’re driving a 65-year-old car ends:
it feels incredibly modern. The engine pulls smoothly,
with a deep induction roar and an exhaust note that’s
fruitier and racier than you’d expect. For an engine that
is less than two litres, the usable rev range is
incredible, tolerating very low revs but also reacting to
throttle inputs almost impatiently. 

The real star of the show is the five-speed gearbox.
Everyone who’s driven a 1960s Alfa is familiar with
the sleek, long lever gearshifts. Well, this is nothing
like that: it has a tight, very short action which
encourages you to snick frantically through the 
gears as fast as you dare. Only the kink up to fifth
requires a bit more concentration, but there’s little
use for it on these roads. 

Caramulo’s mountains are a truly idyllic place: an
empty playground for the enthusiastic driver with all
sorts of corners set against epic backdrops. However,
these roads are often narrow, technical and not really
suited to most 1950s grand touring cars. Except
maybe for the 1900C SS.

As I climb up the hill, the engine feels bigger than it
is, which is partly explained by the low weight of the
body. The Superleggera label means the thin aluminium
panels are supported by a clever tubular steel frame,
keeping weight down to around a tonne. Combining

that with the clever suspension, the CSS ends up
feeling much more agile than it looks. Yes, it rolls
through corners but not nearly as much as a Giulietta
Sprint. There’s less understeer as well, the 1900 shining
through the fastest corners.

This gives me the chance to rev the short-stroke
engine up to 5000rpm. It is clear that it would happily
sing up to the 6000rpm redline, but I would feel guilty
and there’s really no need for it, as there’s more than
enough grunt all through the rev range and the gearing
leaves no flat spots. As you pile up speed, the car feels
even better: lighter, more alert to every input. Only the
drum brakes feel weak and out of place.

So why aren’t we told more often about how
wonderful this Alfa Romeo is? Maybe because the
smaller Giulietta Sprint, launched in 1954, stole its
limelight – understandably, perhaps, as it was so
crucial model to Alfa Romeo’s future as its first coupe
to be produced in series. As it is, the 1900C SS remains
as a well-kept secret, although the fact that prices are
so high is a clue that word has got out. I can’t help
wondering how many of these cars ever get to be
driven properly, considering their collectable status
and the fact that they look like precious sculptures. 

Yes, those looks are certainly a great part of the
allure. Driving one for the camera in this scenery, as the
sun drops down, feels like being handed a canvas and
brushes and discovering that, for the first and
unrepeatable time, you’re able to make art. III

ENGINE: 1975cc 4-cyl DOHC 
BORE X STROKE: 84.5mm x 88mm  
COMPRESSION RATIO: 8.5:1
INDUCTION: 2 x Solex 40 PII double-barrel carbs 
POWER: 112hp at 5900rpm 
TORQUE: 146Nm (108lb ft) at 3600rpm  
TRANSMISSION: 5-speed manual
SUSPENSION: Double wishbones, coil springs, 

anti-roll bar (front); 
Rigid axle, coil springs (rear)

BRAKES: Drums (front & rear)
TYRES: 165 SR16
DIMENSIONS: 4405mm(L), 1630mm (W), 1350mm (H)
WEIGHT: 1000kg
MAX SPEED: 118mph

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
ALFA ROMEO 1900C SS TOURING

Thanks to Museu do
Caramulo, Marco Pestana
and Miguel Valle de
Figueiredo for their help
with this feature
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1954 Alfa Romeo 1900C SS

Series 2 Coupé

Estimated Value: £200,000

Based on 52 year old male,

Architect, full NCB, living in

NR6 postcode, SD&P (exc.

commuting), garaged, 4000

miles pa, car club member,

2nd car for everyday use.

Premium: £520 inc IPT

Excess: £500

(exc. fee + legal cover)
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their fair share of sporting success,
especially in rallies with the GT 1.8, GTV
2000 and GTV Turbodelta (although the
latter never truly realised its potential due
to the withdrawal of Autodelta from
official racing). In total, the four-cylinder
twin cam cars won 10 European
championships, five more in South America
and almost 50 titles in its home nation of
Italy. In rallying, the GTV 2000 Group 2 won
the European championship.

There were experiments with Montreal-
derived V8-powered GTVs but it’s the
legendary V6 Bussos that we’re celebrating

A
lmost as soon as Alfa Romeo
launched the Alfetta GT, the
coupe was pressed into service
in racing. The Alfetta GT and its
successor the GTV would enjoy

well over a decade of success in all forms
of motorsport, from circuit racing to rallies
to hillclimbing. Yet the Alfetta’s
competition career isn’t nearly as well
known as some other Alfa Romeos, despite
the fact that it remains one of the finest
tools for competitive driving even today.

The Alfetta scored racing victories all
over the world, despite the constant

management changes at Alfa Romeo and
their sometimes ambivalent commitment to
motorsport. Today, the GT and GTV
certainly have a passionate following
among in-the-know Alfisti, who enjoy great
success in historic racing. The vision of the
Giugiaro-designed three-door coupe on the
limit of the laws of physics through corners,
its engine emitting piercing screams, is
indelible in the minds of racing fans. 

It would be impossible to sum up in 
just a few pages how broad and strong
was the Alfetta coupe’s sporting career.
The four-cylinder models certainly had

TRACK VELOCES
Alfetta GTVs enjoyed huge racing success over the years, both
on track and in rallying. We gather 10 Busso V6-engined racers
and high-performance specials for a GTV 6 super-celebration 

Story by Marco Di Pietro/Ruoteclassiche
Images by Wolfango
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here – by far the most successful of the
Alfetta series. Preparation for racing the
GTV 6 began in late 1981 in readiness for
the 1982 season. The Alfetta coupe really
came into its own at this point, with a
string of successes in the hands of some
great names such as Bruno Bentivogli
(Italian Rally champion for three
consecutive years), Federico Ormezzano,
Gabriele Noberasco and Sandro Munari.

We are grateful for the support of three
people in particular for this gathering of
amazing machinery at the Vairano circuit
in Italy. Guido Ganassin is a passionate

Autodelta in period are today worth an
absolute fortune and remain true
favourites among historic racers. The
reasons are many: its rear-wheel drive
chassis and perfect weight distribution;
the superior gear shift quality of Autodelta
cars compared to the oft-criticised
standard set-up; excellent braking; and an
easily tunable powerplant (capable of
exceeding 240hp in Group 2 and Group A
racing). With as little as 1000kg of weight
to carry, our GTV 6s posted some pretty
impressive times in the hands of their
pilots around Vairano. 

collector, well known for organising the
Delta Marathon, a 24-hour non-stop raid
of 20 Alpine passes in Lancia Deltas. Carlo
Colombo is the curator of the Alfa Special
Historic Club Italia collection, the world’s
most important set of Alfetta road and
racing cars, which includes 14 examples
of the GTV 6 and eight of the GT and GTV.
Finally Gabriele ‘Odeon’ Noberasco is a
racing driver, still active today, who is
here to drive the Group A rally car
originally driven by his arch-rival Bruno
Bentivogli in 1983.

Examples of the GTV prepared by
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seemingly doing everything right: the
director was Cesare Fiorio and Munari’s co-
pilot was Ian Street, a very capable
professional from Kenya who had already sat
alongside him in the previous Safari (in a
Porsche 911). A long test session behind the
wheel of a prototype – an old Group N GTV 6
from 1982 built by Scuderia Tre Gazzelle –
had fuelled hopes of victory. 

However, the failure of a tiny part forced
Munari’s 1983 Safari to come to an abrupt
end. Munari was in an excellent position in
the rankings when brushes inside the engine
distributor broke. These broken parts –
replaceable for just a few lire – spelled the
end of the line for Munari. It took a full two
hours for assistance to reach the GTV 6, and
even then the diagnosis took ages. So much
time was lost that Munari finished the stage

Sandro Munari took part in the 1983 Safari
rally in this very GTV 6, specially prepared by
Autodelta for the African race. The ‘Dragon’
had been trying to win the Safari since 1974,
when he finished third in a Lancia Fulvia HF,
then picked up a second place in 1975,
retired in 1976 and secured third place in
1977 in a Lancia Stratos. In 1979 he finished
10th in a Fiat 131 Abarth and then suffered
four retirements from 1981 to 1984. 

The 1983 Safari was one of the most
unfortunate, despite the Autodelta team

out of time and was forced to retire. The
curse of the Safari had struck yet again – this
was a race he never once won. 

The specially prepared GTV 6 for the Safari
had a unique structure with a strengthened
body, bull bars front and rear, a variety of
spotlights and a tippy-toe ride height. The
2.5-litre V6 engine was tuned to give 225hp
and deliver its peak torque at relatively low
revs and the fuel tank is 100 litres.

Luckily for us, the car has survived. An
Alfa Romeo dealership in Udine bought it
from Autodelta to use as window dressing.
When the dealer switched from being an
Alfa dealer to another manufacturer, the 
car was abandoned in a back room among
so-called ‘unsalable’ cars. With some good
fortune, it was rescued by the Alfa Special
Historic Club of Italy.

ENGINE: 2492cc V6 
POWER: 225hp at 6700rpm 
WEIGHT: 1100kg
MAX SPEED: 109mph

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
GROUP 2 SAFARI (EX-MUNARI)

GROUP 2 SAFARI – EX-MUNARI



It’s the mid-1980s, turbos are all the rage and
the American tuner, Reeves Callaway, has an
idea to transform the Alfa GTV 6 into a junior
supercar. Taking Alfa’s 2.5-litre Busso V6 and
bolting two IHI RHB5 turbos to it, complete
with unique air-to-air intercooler, produced a
power boost to 230hp. That was pretty much
50% more power – and the conversion also
added 50% to the standard car’s price.

Between 1984 and 1986, Callaway made
36 Twin Turbo GTV 6s, of which 27 still
remain, according to the Callaway register.
This is the only example in Europe. It

certainly looks mean, with its chunky bonnet
scoop feeding the intercooler and oh-so-
1980s spoilers front and rear. 

It’s a beast to drive, too. The turbos don’t
start to wake up until 3000rpm, and by
4000rpm they’re forcing the tacho needle
into a real frenzy. The acceleration feels
even quicker than the 0-62mph time of 6.8
seconds suggests – by the standards of the
1980s this really was supercar territory. Back
off the throttle and the sound of the turbo
pressure dissipating is like a dragon
breathing fire. As long as you’re in the right
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ALFA ROMEO ALFETTA GTV 6

Body kit, spoilers and
vented bonnet hint at what
lies underneath: two turbos
and 230hp of raw powerCALLAWAY TWIN TURBO

rev band, torque is very strong so you don’t
actually need to change gear very much.
Around corners, though, it can be a bit of a
handful when the turbos kick in. Still, that’s
all part of the fun, isn’t it?

ENGINE: 2492cc V6 twin-turbo 
POWER: 230hp at 5500rpm 
TORQUE: 332Nm (245lb ft) @ 2500rpm
WEIGHT: 1240kg 
MAX SPEED: 149mph

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
CALLAWAY TWIN TURBO
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Koni dampers and Eibach springs, a stainless
steel Ansa sport exhaust and Speedline
wheels. Even in this mild form, the GTV 6 
still feels great to drive.

As a ‘base line’ comparison, Guido Ganassin
asked his son Giacomo to bring along his
(virtually) standard GTV 6. 29-year-old
Giacomo, who lives in Venice, has a degree in
law and works as a ski instructor in Cortina,
very much follows in his father’s footsteps as
regards the GTV 6. His example has
96,000km on the clock and is in excellent
condition. It’s used frequently, pretty much
as an everyday car, despite its lack of air
conditioning and the heavy steering by
modern standards. The only modifications of
significance are lowered suspension using

ENGINE: 2492cc V6  
POWER: 160hp at 6000rpm 
TORQUE: 217Nm at 4000rpm
WEIGHT: 1210kg 
MAX SPEED: 127mph

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
2.5 STRADALE

2.5 STRADALE

Once upon a time, Alfa Romeo used to make
all its cars with right-hand drive, but it’s
highly unusual to see a modern Alfa with
RHD on Italian roads. So what’s the story?
The car’s owner, Peter Moggian Barban, was
born in South Africa and this car reminds him
of his birthplace, since it’s a very rare GTV 6
3.0 that was produced solely for the RHD
South African market. This is one of the
rarest Alfas of all time – it’s thought that
just 208 were made from 1983 on (of which
this is number 38).

The idea for the GTV 6 3.0 came from Alfa
Romeo South Africa’s racing department.
The goal was to homologate a car to beat
BMWs on South African race tracks, in which
the GTV 6 3.0 was very successful.
Autodelta in Italy engineered the enlarged
3.0-litre Busso V6, fitting new crankshafts,
pistons and sleeves, plus larger valves. The
longer stroke (72mm versus 66.3mm) and

3.0 V6 FROM
SOUTH AFRICA

1984 Alfa GTV6 2.5 litre

Estimated Value: £20,000

Based on 52 year old male,

Architect, full NCB, living in

NR6 postcode, SD&P (exc.

commuting), garaged, 4000

miles pa, car club member,

2nd car for everyday use.

Premium: £97.17 inc IPT

Excess: £150

(exc. fee + legal cover)



ALFA ROMEO ALFETTA GTV 6

the bored-out 93mm pistons (up from
88mm) expanded the 2.5 V6 to 2934cc. In
Italy, the Busso V6-powered GTV always had
fuel injection rather than the six-carb set-up
found in the 1979 Alfa Six. However, the
South African 3.0 reverted back to six
carburettors since they were better suited
to the country’s high-altitude race tracks
(Kyalami lies 5000ft above sea level).

This car looks great with its deep front
spoiler, red body piping, glassfibre bonnet
with cooling duct and UK-made Compomotive
alloy wheels. It’s great to drive, too, with an
engine note that’s unique to this model: a
beefy roar at low revs and a piercingly urgent
screech at higher revs (not that you really
need to rev this engine hard since there’s
plenty of low-down torque). It’s not super-
quick objectively speaking (0-62mph takes 8.4
seconds) but subjectively it’s got so much to
recommend it. Owner Peter has participated
in several Rally Legend events in it.

ENGINE: 2934cc V6  
POWER: 186hp at 6000rpm 
WEIGHT: 1118kg 
MAX SPEED: 140mph

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
3.0 SOUTH AFRICA

GROUP 2 HILLCLIMB Alessio ‘Alex’ De Angelis is a tuner of classic cars who is well known in Italy. He’s a passionate
Alfetta fan and his GTV 6 is designed as a hillclimb special. Created to give the best balance
of performance and reliability, it’s an ex-road car transformed recently for hillclimbing duties,
rather than a period racer. Among the major changes are a stripped-out cabin, race-modified
dash, racing driver’s seat, uprated brakes and Group 2 extended wheelarches. 

It uses a 2.5-litre V6 engine tuned specifically for hillclimb events. Its
power output is a healthy but not extreme 220hp, peaking at

6600rpm, and it has a lightened flywheel. It’s geared for
acceleration, not top speed, and has been set up to

take corners at the highest possible speeds, in
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which task it’s superb. The suspension is
very well developed: on poor surfaces, the
grip is just brilliant.

Alessio is used to racing with cars with
much more glamorous provenance. He’s built
this GTV 6 pretty much as a fun exercise,
but testing it on our track at Vairano, he was
clearly having a ball and told us he fell in
love with it even more. 

Alessandro and Emanuele Morteo are GTV 6
fanatics, with three racers in their
possession. In addition to owning a Group N
hillclimb car and a Group A car for the track,
they have brought along their Group 2 rally
machine. They bought the car in 2020 as
Group A racer, believed originally to have
been run by the famous Jolly Club team in
Italy. They have now turned it into a Group 2
machine to allow them to modify the car
more, in particular reducing weight. The
cabin has been significantly stripped out and
transformed into racing order, the brakes are
uprated, the engine is tuned to give 235hp,
the wheelarches are Group 2, the bonnet
and boot lid are lightened and big Carello
lights adorn the front end.

The Morteo brothers are Alfisti of pure
pedigree, having inherited their passion for
Alfa Romeo from their father. Emanuele is an
engineer and mechanic: he’s the sporting
director of the legendary Scuderia del
Portello racing team and partner of the 
Alfa Blue Team. Meanwhile Alessandro is a
surgeon who happens to be very handy
behind the wheel: he’s a historic racing
champion with his Alfa GTAm and also 
the winner of the 2019 Alfa Revival 
Cup in a Giulietta Ti. 

To say we’re jealous of Emanuele and
Alessandro would be an understatement. The
thought of owning a trio of racing GTV 6s
(Group N, Group A and Group 2) is a full house
which we’d die for. The Group 2 racer should
see its first action during 2021.

ENGINE: 2492cc V6  
POWER: 220hp at 6600rpm 
WEIGHT: 1035kg 
MAX SPEED: 112mph

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
GROUP 2 HILLCLIMB

GROUP 2 RALLY



ALFA ROMEO ALFETTA GTV 6

This splendid circuit racer was actually born
as a Group A rally car but back in the 1990s, a
company called RS Tuning of Marghera in the
province of Veneto converted it for use on
the track. It’s an ex-Mirabella Racing machine
with a long sporting history behind it.

There are many specific details that
identify this as a pukka Autodelta car. Open
the doors and you can see the interior is

ENGINE: 2492cc V6  
POWER: 235hp at 6700rpm
WEIGHT: 1020kg 
MAX SPEED: 106mph

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
GROUP 2 RALLY

GROUP A TRACK 
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painted white. That’s because, like almost
all GTV 6s supplied by Autodelta, the body
came in white, the idea being that teams or
owners would add their own livery or that
of their sponsors. 

This proved to be one of the quickest cars
at our Vairano track shoot, thanks to its very
healthy slug of power (240hp), super-light dry
weight (exactly one tonne) and a
specification designed to maximise speeds
through corners and along the straights.
Uprated servo-less brakes are joined by a
twin-plate clutch, giving it a real race car feel.

ENGINE: 2492cc V6  
POWER: 240hp at 6800rpm
WEIGHT: 1000kg 
MAX SPEED: 143mph

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
GROUP A TRACK 
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ALFA ROMEO ALFETTA GTV 6

the famous white-and-green Totip livery. 
Its spec is pretty extreme. It’s the lightest

car here (weighing under a tonne) and is
geared for maximum acceleration (its close-
ratio gearbox is mated with an 8/43 final
drive) so it has the lowest top speed at
99mph, despite its free-revving 228hp
engine. The stripped-out cabin is full-on rally-
spec with a full cage and Sparco belts.

This car is owned by Eraldo Righi, who is a
mine of information on preparation of Alfa
racers. He ranks as one of the most fanatical
Alfisti we’ve ever met and is considered by
insiders to have an almost photographic
recall of the correct technical details for
racing Alfas, especially how to transform the
Alfetta coupe into a competitive machine. An
Alfa dealer based in San Marino for more than
25 years, he has owned this meticulously
restored GTV 6 since 2004.

This is the car that ran in the 500km of
Monza in 1986 driven by Gabriele Bolchi, who
was Silvio Berlusconi’s helicopter pilot. It was
later converted for rallying and today wears

ENGINE: 2492cc V6  
POWER: 228hp at 7000rpm
WEIGHT: 980kg 
MAX SPEED: 99mph

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
GROUP 2/GROUP A

GROUP 2/GROUP A
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GROUP 2 RALLY
boasts a string of classic rally successes in
Italy, with regional and national titles under
its belt. It’s a much-campaigned machine that
saw Solfa win the Italian Rally Championship
for historic Group 2 racers in the over-2000cc
class in both 2017 and 2019. 

It’s been meticulously prepared by Team
Ferkito, with a stripped-out race cabin, full
cage, 235hp powerplant, uprated brakes
and a livery that deliciously includes the
racing number 116 – the official Tipo
number of the Alfetta. 

Michele Solfa is an entrepreneur in the field
of marble quarrying who also has a huge
passion for racing GTVs. He started
competing in a GTV 2000 as one of the first
to believe in the Alfetta GTV as a racer. At
the beginning, his friends and rivals almost
mocked him for his choice but he’s very
much had the last laugh. After having
ventured into regularity rallying, he won the
Triveneto title in 2015.

This is his second GTV, a Group 2 rally GTV
6 that he found in France. It’s a car that now

ENGINE: 2492cc V6  
POWER: 235hp at 7200rpm
WEIGHT: 1000kg 
MAX SPEED: 112mph

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
GROUP 2 RALLY



For more information email: parts@alfettagtv6.co.uk

For race and performance parts for all transaxle Alfa Romeos

 www.alfettagtv6.co.uk
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This GTV 6 could be our favourite of this 
10-car gathering. In 1981, racing driver Bruno
Bentivogli had done a sterling job in rallying
and was expecting an official seat for Group
A. But despite him failing to secure a factory
drive, Carlo Chiti of Autodelta agreed to
supply him with a car – actually one of two –
on a semi-official basis. Bentivogli
campaigned with the Bologna Corse team in
1982 in this car, scoring well in the early part
of the season. Bentivogli then received a
second GTV 6 in which to end the year and
secure him the title for 1982. 

In 1984, the same GTV 6 became a real
trailblazer in the Sanremo Rally, driven by
Amilcare Ballestrieri. The engine was
converted to methane fuel by Landi Renzo,

HOW MANY ALFETTA GTV 6
RACERS WERE BUILT?
We must first distinguish between GTV 6s
made by Autodelta and those by unofficial
preparers. Our figures are almost certainly
accurate for Autodelta. In terms of track racers
and Group A Touring Car racing in Europe, 14
units were made from 1982 to 1984, of which
two were for Alfa Romeo Germany, competing
in Germany and the Netherlands. There were
also a few more Group N track racers. 

For rallying, there were about 20 Group N
cars, six or seven of which were for the 
semi-official Scuderia Tre Gazelle, the others
privateers. In Group A, there were 15 examples:
four for Alfa Romeo France, eight by Autodelta,
two for Bentivogli/Bologna Corse, plus
Munari's Safari Group 2 car. To complicate
matters, four or five cars by Autodelta
remained unsold, which are best regarded as
Autodelta-made but not Autodelta-prepared.
These were eventually sold to privateers in
late 1984 during the transformation into Alfa
Corse, and were raced in hillclimbs up until
1988. They’ve very much come back into
vogue among historic racers since 2003. 

Finally, there are perhaps 20 ‘non-Autodelta’
GTV 6s, many of which were built as Group N
cars and later became Group A.

GROUP A 
EX-BENTIVOGLI

ENGINE: 2492cc V6  
POWER: 275hp at 7500rpm
WEIGHT: 1020kg 
MAX SPEED: 112mph

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
GROUP A (EX-BENTIVOGLI)

using enormous 200-litre gas cylinders. 
Carlo Columbus discovered the car in 2008

in an almost wrecked state, its engine seized.
He recognised the car because it still had its
identifying plate for the methane conversion
in the engine bay and its cut-away rear cross
member to house the bulky gas cylinders.

The car now forms part of the Alfa Special
Historic Club collection and was driven at
Vairano today by historic racer Gabriele
‘Odeon’ Noberasco. With its original Mahle
pistons still in place, it’s the most powerful
car at our gathering, boasting an epic
275hp. With its stripped-out race cockpit, 
it’s also very light and therefore extremely
quick, while the uprated brakes work
superbly, even without a servo. III
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When Fiat
Sued Seat
For decades, Seat built Fiats under licence in Spain. But as the
partnership ended in bitter acrimony, Fiat filed a lawsuit,
claiming the Ronda looked too much like the Ritmo. The 
Spanish brought a secret yellow-painted weapon to court…

Story by Chris Rees
Photography by Seat/Fiat



Fiat’s 1400. That was followed by the Seat
600 of 1957, another Fiat replica that did for
Spain what the Fiat 600 did for Italy: motorise
its population. It was not long before Seat
started making unique-to-Spain variants,
including four-door versions of the 600 and
850; the 133; and the 1200 Sport (see
separate panel for more). In 1967, Fiat upped
its stake in Seat to 36% and permitted Seat
to export cars for the first time.

In 1978, Fiat launched its Ritmo (aka
Strada), a brilliantly modernist design created
by Sergio Sartorelli at Fiat’s Centro Stile. It
was advanced in so many areas: the first
mainstream hatchback to use integrated
plastic bumpers; no recognisable front grille;
and bold graphic treatments for the cooling
vents, door handles and wheels. 

Seat was naturally extremely keen to make
its own version, the Seat Ritmo. This looked
essentially the same as the Fiat model, the
main difference being that it used older

I
t’s never nice when friends separate; and
divorces are so often messy affairs that
end up in court. The 1980 separation of
Fiat and its Spanish collaborator, Seat,
was particularly acrimonious, involving

accusations of plagiarism and behind-the-
scenes intrigue – a combustible mix that
ended up in the international courts. 

Rewinding back to the aftermath of 
World War Two, an impoverished Spain
desperately needed to industrialise, and
that included setting up a car industry. The
Spanish government struck a deal with Fiat
in 1950, leading to the formation of the
Sociedad Española de Automóviles de
Turismo (Seat). The cooperation extended
to Fiat owning 7% of the company, with
42% owned by Spanish banks and the
remaining 51% by the government’s
Instituto Nacional de Industria (INI).

Seat began manufacturing cars in 1953
with the 1400, which was a carbon copy of

Seat started making Fiats
in 1953. Dramatic court
exhibit (left) highlighted in
yellow all the differences
with Fiat’s Ritmo (above)

pushrod engines from the 124. By agreement
with Fiat, the Seat Ritmo was reserved for
the Spanish market, where it sold very well:
by 1980, it had become Spain’s number three
seller with 7.1% of the market.

But things weren’t all rosy in Spain. In a
newly liberalised post-Franco economy, car
imports were now flooding in and Seat’s
market share plunged. By 1978 the
company was making a loss. A restructure
was agreed but Fiat got cold feet about the
whole operation and sold its shares for a
symbolically low price of one peseta each,
and INI ended up owning 95% of the Spanish
company. This definitive divorce presented a
problem since Seat was making exclusively
licence-built Fiats at the time. A deal was
agreed whereby Seat committed to
redesigning its Fiat-based models inside and
out and giving them fresh names. The
agreement stated that the “restyling will
refer not only to internal finishing elements
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to the Spanish press, Seat did attempt to
resolve the problem with Fiat but Turin simply
didn’t respond. Instead the Italians went
legal, filing a lawsuit against Seat on 17
November 1982 at the International Court of
Arbitration of the International Chamber of
Commerce (ICC) in Paris. 

Things got very fruity, since Fiat was
seeking to prevent Seat exporting the
Ronda, while accusations were flying of
‘fake’ spare parts being sold in dealerships.
Seat filed a countersuit against Fiat for
attempting to stop its legitimate right to
export. It was high stakes stuff: a ruling
against Seat could easily have spelt
curtains for the Spanish company. 

Fiat contended that the Ronda’s centre
body section was essentially identical to
the Ritmo’s, which was true – only the door
handles were different. But Seat’s lawyers
employed a very clever strategy: to
highlight the differences rather than the
similarities. Seat’s engineers were asked to
take a black Ronda and mark all the
alterations over the Fiat in bright yellow

and but also to significant elements of
external panelling”. 

The process began in 1980, with Seat
effecting facelifts on the Panda, 127 and
Ritmo, the revised models eventually being
renamed Marbella, Fura and Ronda
respectively. Somewhat ironically, it was to
Italy that Seat turned for its Ronda restyle,
getting Rayton Fissore to do the work (via the
hand of Tom Tjaarda, the man behind the De
Tomaso Pantera and Ford Fiesta Mk1). 

The first of Seat’s revised models, the
Ronda, was revealed in May 1982, fronted by
an all-new, distinctively modern ‘S’ brand logo.
However, Fiat was extremely unimpressed
when it saw the Ronda, which it believed
looked far too close to the Ritmo. Fiat was
especially irritated because the Ronda pre-
empted its own facelifted Ritmo, which
arrived in October 1982, complete with
sloping nose, more conventional grille and
square door handles – all very Ronda-like. So
in August 1982 Fiat sent a formal letter to
Seat complaining that it was not satisfied
that the changes went far enough. According

paint. The result made for a spectacular-
looking exhibit at the trial, one that
ultimately proved persuasive.

Here in stark relief were all the differences:
rectangular headlights in place of circular
ones, new bumpers, grille, bonnet, front and
rear screens, door handles, wheels, tail
lights, badges and wheelarch trims. The
changes inside were even more extensive,
with a new dashboard, different instruments,
unique seats, gear lever, door panels and
extra sound deadening. 

The lawsuit saw multiple witnesses
travelling to Paris from both Spain and Italy to
testify, but it seems Fiat already recognised
it was on shaky ground, as executives such
as Umberto Agnelli and Cesare Romiti failed
to appear. Within months, the court was
ready to deliver its verdict. While the full
ruling was never released publicly, the court
sided with Seat, concluding that it had
sufficiently modified the Ronda not to be
judged merely as a rebadged Ritmo. 

This ruling meant that Seat was free to
export the Ronda in direct competition with

Three-box Fiat Regata (left)
was almost totally
unrelated to Seat’s Malaga
(right). Ronda P used
Porsche-developed engines
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WHEN FIAT SUED SEAT

the Ritmo, and it was priced to undercut the
Fiat. On 22 April 1983, the first export Ronda
was delivered to a customer in the
Netherlands, an event Seat thought was
important enough to send its entire
management team along to. June 1983 also
marked the first Seat Rondas being sold in
Italy, which must have really galled
executives in Turin. Britain also started
importing Seats in October 1985, with the
Ronda rebadged as the Málaga Hatchback
(but that only lasted here for one year).

In a curious twist, there was a second
lawsuit involving the Ronda. In June 1983, the
Japanese giant Honda objected to the badge
because it sounded too similar to its own
brand name and instigated court
proceedings in Germany. The Spanish
authorities even got involved, since Honda
was threatening to withdraw its motorcycle
factory from Spain. Seat eventually satisfied
Honda by agreeing to limit its exports. 

The Ronda range was expanded in 1984 to
include a version of Fiat's 2.0-litre engine with
a cylinder head developed by Porsche, quickly
followed by all-new ‘System Porsche’ engines
of 1.2 litres (62hp) and 1.5 litres (85hp),
whereupon the Ronda was renamed the
Ronda P (the ‘P’ referring to Porsche). 

However, the Ronda was never a big hit.
Between 1982 and 1986, only 177,869 were
built. Even in its home market, it wasn’t a
popular choice – for instance, in 1985 it only
ranked 17th in the Spanish sales charts.

Seat would have to wait for later models
to ignite sales. In 1984, Seat again turned 
to Italy, getting Giorgetto Giugiaro to design
its new small hatchback on Ronda
underpinnings. The resulting Seat Ibiza was
a runaway success, selling 1.34 million units
over nine years. 

Another Ronda-related model was the four-
door Málaga saloon of 1985-1991, a mash-up
of Ibiza and Ronda bits that looked a bit like
Fiat’s own three-box Ritmo, the Regata – but
apart from sharing its centre bodywork, it
had almost nothing to do with it. 

Was Fiat short-sighted for passing over the
opportunity to take full control of Seat in
1979? In retrospect, yes. In addition, Fiat’s
hard-nosed litigious attitude did it no favours.
In 1986, Volkswagen took a majority stake in
Seat and henceforth VW platforms would be
used exclusively – a situation that continues
to this day.  III

Seat started out in 1953 making exact
replicas of Fiat models. Its first unique
model arrived in 1963: an elongated,
four-door version of the Seat 600, called
the 800 (pic above), which was notable
for its front ‘suicide’ doors and
conventional rear ones. This was
followed by a square-shaped four-door
version of the Seat 850 in 1967 (pic
right), a model that lasted in production
– latterly as the 850 Especial Lujo – until
1974. By then, Seat had launched another unique model, the 133 (pic below left) which
combined an 850 floorpan with an outline that suggested Fiat’s 126 (although all the
panelwork was unique to the Spanish car). The 133 was sold in several export markets –
including the UK – badged as a Fiat.

Without question the most appealing unique-to-Spain Seat was the 1200 Sport, later
redubbed the 1430 Sport (pic below). Designed by an Italian, Aldo Sessano, this highly

attractive coupe was nicknamed
‘Bocanegra’ (black mouth) on account
of its distinctive black rubber nose.
Made from 1975 to 1979, it enjoys a
strong following today.

A Spanish coachbuilder called
Emelba also made all sorts of
special-bodied Seats, perhaps the
most relevant for this feature being
a few efforts on the Ronda, including
the Poker van/pick-up and a
prototype called the ‘Family’ which
had sliding rear doors. 

SPAIN’S UNIQUE FIATS
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its impossibly slinky design (by a still
precocious Giugiaro) was viewed with some
scepticism by the Maserati grandees. “It’ll
never catch on,” they muttered over their
lunchtime Lambruscos. But then the
Lamborghini Miura ignited the zeitgeist, the
’Sixties started to swing and things would
never be the same again. 

The original sales estimate for the Ghibli
had been 100 examples, but once Maserati
realised it had a success on its hands, of
course it was adopted as a production
model. Immediately, it made the Mexico
appear woefully traditional.

In a road test report in Car magazine in
1968, testers described the Mexico as ‘old
school’. They were ultimately disappointed
with the car but mostly because they’d
been expecting to test a Ghibli and were let
down at the last minute. Such was the spell
that the Ghibli had already cast around the
world that the Mexico was never going to be
a fitting substitute.

Car said that the Mexico tried too hard to
be two different things at the same time:

Once Upon a Time 
in Mexico

The last of the old school Maserati line, the Mexico represents the
perfect blend of sports and luxury motoring. We relish the

experience in one of just nine RHD cars ever made
Story by Andy Heywood 

Photography by Michael Ward 

H
ad it not been for the revolution
in car design that took place in
the mid-1960s, the history of the
Maserati Mexico might have
been very different. When

Maserati announced the Ghibli in 1966, it
really marked the end for the Mexico, almost
before it had even begun.

After nearly a decade of focusing on
making GT cars for cultured, old-money
clients, the Mexico was a natural progression
for Maserati. Here was a stylish, a la mode,
two-box shape, elegantly conceived with
Vignale, one of Maserati’s most loyal and
successful coachbuilding collaborators, and
utilising the latest versions of its V8 engine
and running gear. The Mexico could trace its
lineage back through the exotic 5000 GT and
before that to the racing cars of its illustrious
past. And yet it was chic, modern and able to
transport four people in high-speed luxury.

By contrast, the Ghibli project that Chief
Engineer Alfieri and his team were working on
at the same time was really only supposed to
be a limited edition. This new supercar, with

raw GT and luxury car. Maserati might have
taken this as a compliment, but Car, and the
changing world, saw it as a failure. As is
often the case, one mediocre review gets
syndicated ad infinitum, which inflicts
further damage. By the end of production in
mid-1971, total sales of the Mexico were
around 485, whereas the Ghibli sold double
that number in broadly the same period.
However, history has a different perspective
on such things and the Mexico story is
certainly worth revisiting today.

The Mexico lineage began with a prototype
built by Vignale and displayed on the
coachbuilder’s own stand at the 1965 Turin
Motor Show. It was the work of Alfredo
Vignale’s new ‘house’ designer, Virginio Vairo,
around the brief of a car that could be a more
production-oriented version of the bespoke
5000 GT. The prototype was even called the
Maserati 5000 GT by Vignale, although it was
certainly recognisable as the Mexico we see
today, if a little caricatured. The nose lent
further forwards and the tail was more
abrupt. It was more aggressive-looking than
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and a separate subframe for the engine and
front suspension, the Mexico used an oval
tube steel chassis that was a development
of the 3500 GT/Sebring line and thus more
like the Ghibli. There was however some
crossover between Mexico and
Quattroporte, in that during the facelift of
the latter, the dashboard was redesigned to
incorporate lacquered wood panelling
similar to the new Mexico.

There was a choice of engine size for the
production car: 4.2 or 4.7-litre versions of
the same quad-camshaft all-aluminium V8.
These were also shared with the
Quattroporte, although again the Ghibli was
similar apart from having a dry sump oil
system. These early versions of the engine
had cylinder head castings with holes for
twin plugs per cylinder – a nod to the 5000
GT engine, although they were never
supplied with dual ignition and one set was
permanently blanked off. Sitting in the vee
of the engine was a bank of four twin-choke
Weber DCNL carburettors and underneath,
tubular exhaust manifolds led to a large
bore system and unusual squashed oval
tailpipes that were unique to this model. In

the production car and featured a 4.9-litre
version of the Maserati V8 that had first been
seen in the Quattroporte of 1963. 

It made a good impression on the public,
and especially on an existing Maserati
customer from Mexico. Fernando Diaz Barroso
owned a 5000 GT, which he had just returned
to Maserati for repairs after an accident. He
liked the Vignale prototype so much that he
asked Maserati to sell him that car instead,
although he also asked if they could re-use
the chassis number of his 5000 GT so that he
wouldn’t attract import taxes. From then on,
it was known as the ‘Mexican car’ around the
factory. When series production started in
1966, the name stuck.

Coincidentally, later that year, John
Surtees won the Mexican Grand Prix in a
Cooper Maserati and for many years it was
assumed that the name came from this, but
the car was already in production by that
time. Another commonly perpetuated
falsehood regarding the Mexico was that it
shared its underpinnings with the
Quattroporte. This was a logical assumption
as both were built by Vignale, but whereas
the four-door car had a monocoque frame

this form, the engine produced an effortless
260hp or 290hp, depending on capacity, and
provided a gloriously sophisticated
soundtrack at all times.

Drive was through a ZF five-speed manual
gearbox, the type of which varied depending
on the engine size. With the 4.2-litre engine
came the S5-20 ’box, already in service in
other Maseratis. 4.7-litre engines came got
the new S5/325, which would also be used in
the Ghibli and later cars. Alternatively, there
was the option of automatic, a three-speed
unit by Borg Warner. Final drive was provided
by a Salisbury live axle. Front suspension was
independent by double wishbones and the
rear by semi-elliptic leaf spring. Apart from
spring and shock absorber rates and anti-roll
bars, this was all the same as the 3500 GT.
Where the Mexico differed was in the use of
ventilated brake discs front and rear – the
first Maserati to do so (early examples of the
Ghibli used solid discs).

The all-steel body was fabricated off the
car in a number of panels that were then
joined together by Vignale’s craftsmen and
welded to the tubular chassis. After painting,
the interiors were trimmed in Connolly leather

Classical shape, penned by
Virginio Vairo of Vignale,
makes a stark contrast to
Maserati’s exotic Ghibli 
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MASERATI MEXICO

before delivery to Maserati to have the
mechanical parts fitted. The finished cars
sported Borrani wire wheels with splined
hubs. In theory a Borrani disc wheel option
existed but was rarely, if ever, specified.

Performance for this 1500kg machine was
excellent for the time. Maserati never quoted
a 0-60mph time for the Mexico, preferring
emphasise its maximum speed of 159mph for
the 4.7-litre
version and 10mph
less for the 4.2.
The accuracy of
this would have
been heavily
dependent on the
chosen axle ratio
as five options were available, but it was
certainly possible. 

It was customary at Maserati to make
small changes to specification throughout
production. Although never officially
acknowledged, the Mexico had a distinct first
and second series. In 1969, the engine was
modernised internally, the camshaft
specification was changed to give more
efficient emissions and the carburettors were

substantially improved.
However, there is definitely a difference in

the driving experience. Early cars are unlikely
to have power-assisted steering, which
makes later cars much easier to manoeuvre,
although once on the move the non-assisted
steering gives better feel. Also, the early
DCNL carburettors were quite crude
compared to DCNFs, the latter giving much

more accurate fuel
delivery resulting
in smoother
running and
ultimately more
power.

And as one
might expect,

regardless of early or late, there is also a
difference between the two engines. The 4.7
has more power and torque but never feels
quite as smooth or sophisticated as the 4.2.
This feeling is exacerbated by the different
gearbox options, as the older S5-20 is much
lighter and easier to operate than the
heavyweight Ghibli gearbox.

Our feature car is one of only nine right-
hand drive cars made. In some ways, these

updated to the later DCNF Webers. New
cylinder heads also marked the end of the
dummy spark plug holes. The rest of the
mechanical specification remained the same,
apart from the wheels: later cars gained bolt-
on hubs, and although Borrani wire wheels
were still the most popular option, they were
now bolted on rather than splined, as seen on
our feature car. Latterly, the option of the

Ghibli’s starburst magnesium alloy wheel was
also offered. Inside, the seats were improved
to incorporate headrests and to make them
more luxurious, while the exterior door
handles were updated to the same style as
the latest Indy model.

The final Mexico brochure of 1970 
featured a picture of an early car and the
specifications and outputs were never
updated, even though the engine was

“ The 4.7 engine has more power and torque but never
feels quite as smooth or sophisticated as the 4.2 ”

1971 Maserati Mexico 4.7 RHD 

Valued at auction: £110,000

Based on 52 year old male,

Architect, full NCB, living in

NR6 postcode, SD&P (exc.

commuting), garaged, 4000

miles pa, car club member,

2nd car for everyday use.

Premium: £360.64 inc IPT

Excess: £500

(exc. fee + legal cover)



cars were really a conversion rather than
fully engineered version. This is particularly
noticeable in the location of the steering
box, which appears to be something of an
afterthought. The first two right-hand drive
cars (with 4.2-litre engine) were exported
to South Africa and Hong Kong; seven more
(all 4.7) were sold new in the UK – three
early cars, four late ones. Of the late cars,
the last two were equipped with an
automatic gearbox. That makes ‘our’ car
the last of the manual versions, so it’s an

future. And in that they were right, as the
sales figures confirm.

However, in their criticism of the car having
a confused identity I cannot agree. The
combination of sports car performance and
luxury car comfort is an intrinsic part of the
Maserati DNA, present in all of its cars. Only
the ratio changes between models. It’s the
little piece of magic that designers of new
Maseratis still strive to achieve today – and
long may they continue to succeed as their
predecessors did with the Mexico.  III

incredibly rare thing for sure.
But even in left-hand drive, with so many

permutations of specification, there are
hardly ever two cars the same and it is
interesting to speculate on whether Car ’s
testers would have changed their mind had
they driven a different version. I think
probably not, for two reasons. Firstly, while
it was unfair to label the Mexico ‘old school’
– in many ways it was modern and
progressive – their point was that in the
post-Ghibli revolution, it was all about the

Many thanks to McGrath
Maserati for making this
Mexico available. More at
www.mcgrathmaserati.co.uk
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C
ompared with their Italian counterparts,
British car makers had a much more
conservative approach to design and
engineering in the 1950s, ’60s and ’70s. The
will and the skills were frequently there to

break new ground but sadly the budgets generally
were not. Cost-cutting usually took priority over
innovation, resulting in a raft of unadventurous
models in the showrooms.

This was the case with Triumph, which was still
making a separate-chassis model (the Spitfire) right
up until 1980. It wasn't until the TR7 arrived in 1975
that Triumph’s TR sports car dynasty finally got
unitary construction, but a decade before that
Triumph could – and perhaps should – have made the
switch with Italian aid.

It was in November 1964 that Triumph commissioned
Turin-based Giovanni Michelotti to come up with a new
monocoque sports car. The relationship between
Triumph and Michelotti had started the previous
decade (see Auto Italia April 2021 for more) and the
Italian’s first request full design for a production
vehicle was the Herald that would be launched in 1959. 

With its separate chassis it was easy to spin off the
Spitfire, GT6 and Vitesse from the Herald, with many of
the mechanicals being shared between the models.
But with the unitary-construction MGB having arrived in
1962, Triumph realised that it was getting left behind in
the mass-market sports car segment. What it needed
was something that didn't just compete; Triumph

Latin 
Fury

Of all the cars that
Michelotti designed in

Italy for Triumph, the Fury
is perhaps his greatest
lost cause: a thing of 
beauty that deserved 

to be so much more than
a one-off prototype

Story and images by Richard Dredge
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Birmingham-based Patrick Collection. While it was in
the collection it was re-registered GL 484 and lightly
restored by that museum's curator, John Ward. The
bodywork was still in good condition and so was the
interior, but the paint was tired so it got a fresh coat in
its original Powder Blue.

The Fury was then sold on to a private owner before
being bought by its current custodian, Jane Weitzmann,
in 2009. Since John Ward's efforts the Fury's bodywork
has received some further TLC in the hands of Jane.
You'll be familiar with Jane if you're a regular reader of
Auto Italia as she's the lucky owner of a collection of
rare and quirky cars including an Iso Grifo, Fiat Gamine

and Lamborghini LM002; you can see what else Jane
owns at jhwclassics.com.

Jane comments: "As a fan of rare cars, the Fury fits
in perfectly with my ethos, as it's a one-off. The story
starts when I passed my driving test as a teenager,
and I wanted to buy a car but couldn't afford one. Then
my godmother passed away and left me £500 in her
will. I went window shopping at a Triumph dealer where
I found that I couldn't afford a new Spitfire, but while I
was there a lady drove in to part-exchange her
Primrose Yellow Spitfire Mk3 against a new GT6. I got
chatting to her and instead of her trading in the
Spitfire I bought it for the £500 that was burning a hole
in my pocket. Over the next four years I racked up lots
of miles and memories in my Spitfire.

"In the late 2000s I quite fancied the idea of revisiting
my youth, but I thought that I might be disappointed,
with the Spitfire perhaps not being as good as I
remember it. Having been lucky enough to drive a lot of
high-performance cars over the years, the Triumph
might have felt a bit lacklustre in comparison. Then in
2009 I visited the Goodwood Revival and the perfect
solution presented itself: the Fury, which was for sale
on the Hurst Park dealer stand.

"I'd bought a few cars from Hurst Park in the past so
we knew each other pretty well. I got chatting to them,

needed to blow arch-rival MG into the weeds.
Just three months after being briefed, Michelotti

came up with the svelte 2+2 roadster that you see
here. All Michelotti-styled Triumphs carried four-letter
codenames; the Herald was Zobo, the Spitfire was
Bomb and the Stag carried its development tag into
production. Michelotti’s new sports car was known as
the Fury and it looked sensational, a bit like an
overgrown Spitfire, with its Coke bottle rear haunches.
It had a long bonnet and a low nose that incorporated
pop-up headlights – something that wouldn't arrive in a
Triumph production car until the TR7 of 1975. 

All of the Fury's inner and outer panels had to be

hand-made from scratch, as did most of the structure,
but the mechanicals were carried over from an array of
Triumph's production models. Under that extended
nose was the same 1998cc straight-six that you'd find
in the contemporary Vitesse and 2000 big saloon. A
four-speed non-overdrive TR4 manual gearbox sent the
engine's 95hp to the rear wheels, while there were disc
brakes up front and drums at the rear. The 1300 saloon
donated its steering rack and the semi-trailing arm rear
suspension was borrowed from the TR4.

In common with most Triumph prototypes the Fury
was given a development chassis (X749). Once it had
been delivered to Triumph in 1965 it was tested by
Triumph's chief test driver Fred Nicklin and his deputy
Gordon Birtwhistle. Whether or not there was ever any
serious intention to put the Fury into production has
been lost in the mists of time; some say that it was
considered while others claim that it was just an
exercise that never really stood any chance of reaching
showrooms. Instead, Triumph stuck with its TR5/TR6
model line and in 1970 we got the Stag, another
Michelotti creation. Both were worthy enough (despite
the Stag's terrible reputation for fragility) but neither
offered the glamour of the Fury.

Three years after the Fury was built, Triumph finally
registered it (as TVT 990G) before selling it to the

“ It looked sensational – a bit like an overgrown Spitfire,
with a long bonnet, low nose and pop-up headlights ”



TRIUMPH FURY
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having never seen or heard of the Fury before. As soon
as I saw the car I thought that she looked like a grown-
up Spitfire, and that's just what she is. I was fascinated
to hear that she is unique, which made her that much
more appealing, but even if the Fury had been a
production car I would have bought one.

"The Fury came with an extensive history file which
started at the point that Triumph first sold the car to
the Patrick Collection; in the Triumph's 56-year history
it's had just three owners including me. When I bought
the Fury she was in very good condition but after 10
years I discovered a bit of rust on the driver's door
which proved to be more significant once we'd stripped
everything down. There was quite a lot of corrosion
around the windscreen which led to fresh metal having
to be let in, along with a complete respray.

"The car is still largely original as far as the
bodywork is concerned, while the trim and mechanical
parts are – as far as I know – the same ones fitted

when the Fury left Michelotti's studio in Turin. The
Triumph has now covered almost 43,000 miles, many
of which I've notched up, including quite a few longer
trips such as over to France. With her smooth and
torquey six-cylinder engine the Fury is a joy to drive,
plus she's very practical with a big boot and ample
space behind the seats."

Not many owners would be happy to use their unique
prototype for long continental jaunts, but Jane buys all
of her cars for using. With all of its panels unique, the
one-off Triumph has been 3D-scanned so that
replacement parts can be made if the worst should
happen. Perhaps with her scans Jane should put the
Fury into production herself. She would no longer own
the sole example ever made, of course, but no doubt
there are quite a few people who would love to have a
Fury of their own, as this shapely Triumph surely
represents one of the greatest missed automotive
opportunities of all time.  III

Main monocoque structure
and 1998cc straight-six
derive from Triumph 2000.
Plenty of space in cabin

ENGINE: 1998cc 6-cyl 
POWER: 95hp at 5000rpm 
TORQUE: 115lb ft at 3000rpm  
TRANSMISSION: 4-speed manual, rear-wheel drive
TOP SPEED: 115mph
0-62MPH: 12.5sec

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
TRIUMPH FURY



For Sale: 

Lancia Gamma Berlina 

Lancia Trevi 

Silver Lancia Beta HPE Available in July 

Black Lancia Beta Coupe Available in Q1 2022

SOLD
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SOLD

COMING SOON
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S
ince it’s launch in 1980, the Fiat Panda has
been Italy’s perennial people’s car.
Remarkably, over 7.8 million Pandas have
been made in all, in all sorts of formats:
standard, 4x4, Cross and – for a short time

only – a truly sporty model. 
It was in 2006 that Fiat launched the all-new Panda

100HP, a small hot hatch that took up reins of the
Seicento Sporting which had been discontinued the
year before. In contrast to the 54hp Sporting, the
Panda 100HP lived up to its name with 100 horses from
the 1368cc 16-valve FIRE engine. This was a free-
revving power unit that sounded like an angry beehive
being beaten by a pointy stick, and was capable of
115mph and 0-62mph in 9.5 seconds. 

One of its more surprising aspects was the fitment
of a six-speed manual gearbox, targeted at the
enthusiast market, although that did result in the
turning circle being badly affected. Instantly, the
Panda 100HP fitted its brief perfectly: cheap to run
and a bucket of fun. It got rave reviews at launch
(Auto Italia included) and its status as a modern
classic has only been cemented since.

The 100HP feels most at home on twisty country lanes,
where you can select Sport mode and really exercise
those 100 horses, helped by the low weight of 975kg.
Sport mode reduces the electronic steering assistance
and sharpens the throttle response, enhancing the
driving experience and excitement factor. 

Once you reach the 3000rpm mark, the power
delivery is linear all the way up to the redline of
6600rpm. The stats (100hp at 6000rpm and 97Ib ft at
4250rpm) don’t sound like much on paper but on the
road, it’s a different animal. The engine purrs and zings
as you squeeze the throttle pedal and you’ll be having
lots of fun even at low speeds.

The gearchange is as smooth as butter and can be
very rewarding. Third gear is where the horses really
prance, and the presence of sixth gear means that you
can manage motorway speeds in relative comfort,
cruising at just over 3000rpm. The gearstick is also
positioned near the steering wheel so you can whizz
through the gears with ease.

The handling is spot on thanks to a stiff chassis and
short wheelbase. You can chuck the 100HP into almost
any corner with exuberance and it’ll keep grabbing the
tarmac. The flipside is a very hard ride but even that’s
relatively easy to live with after a while.

The Panda 100HP was discontinued 10 years ago, so it
is certainly not a new car. There are a few things for

People’s
Pocket
Rocket

Conceived as the perfect
people’s car, Fiat’s Gen 2
Panda was transformed

into a mini hot hatchback
with the 100HP. Made from

2006 to 2011, it achieved
cult status with its peppy

power and handling. 
What should you look for

when buying one?
Story by Daniel Achterhuis 

Images by Michael Ward

ONTHEROAD

WHATTOLOOKFOR
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you to look out for. Bodywork is something to have a
detailed look at. The Panda 100HP was built well at
Fiat’s Tychy factory in Poland, but its cheap price tag
(just £9995 at launch) meant some cost-cutting, such
as thin paint and some cheap trim. Make sure that the
body trim – spoiler, front grille, rear diffuser and body
kit – is all properly attached because parts are hard to
source and typically on the pricey side. The ‘Panda
100HP’ rear badge is hard to find and reattach; you
can find replacement stickers on eBay. The 15-inch
alloys are easily scuffed and scraped, but a refurb
works wonders. The optional Pandamonium pack (red
brake callipers, side stripes and silver mirror covers)
adds a touch of pizzazz.

The 1.4-litre 16-valve FIRE engine is well known and
reliable but it’s still crucial that you make the usual
checks for wear, especially with high-mileage
examples. Blue smoke on start-up or dripping oil could
signify engine wear; use a piece of tissue over the
exhaust to check for grotty soot. On your test drive,
rev the engine to ensure it’s in a healthy state. The
engine oil should be nice and clean and without
‘mayonnaise’, which could signify a failing head gasket
(an expensive repair). Fiat also recommend that the
cambelt is swapped every five years, so double check
that this has been done otherwise you could find a
half-engine rebuild being required.

Panda 100HP interiors do tend to wear quite badly,
with seat bolsters collapsing and the steering wheel
wearing away. The plain gearknob wears fast, too, but
you can pop it off and give it a repaint. The gaiter
splits easily as well. One slight annoyance is the parcel
shelf, which doesn’t automatically lift as the boot is
opened and instead is manual – so often you get back
into the driver’s seat to find that the parcel shelf is
blocking the rear view. 

The electrics can be dodgy at times – sorry Fiat fans,
but it’s true. Give everything a test: windows, CD

Huge fun to drive, super-
practical and cheap to buy
and run – it’s the perfect
people’s hot hatch
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FIAT PANDA 100HP BUYERS’ GUIDE

ENGINE: 1368cc 4-cyl
POWER: 100hp at 6000rpm
TORQUE: 97Ib ft (131Nm) at 4250rpm 
TRANSMISSION: 6-speed manual
WEIGHT: 975kg
MAX SPEED: 115mph
0-62MPH: 9.5 secs

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
FIAT PANDA 100HP

“ Around 2000 Panda
100HPs came to the UK.
About 1500 are left  ”



player, mirrors, trip computer, lights, wipers and the all-
important Sport button. Also check the electronic
climate control, which is painful and expensive to
replace. The power steering system is also electric and
can fail occasionally – and if it does, you really have to
flex your muscles around corners. You can reset the
system by switching the car off and on again, but long-
term, check the battery load capacity and torque
sensors, which tend to fail with age.

The spine-shattering suspension is something to
check, too, as the OEM dampers are pretty weak.
The rear beam is also susceptible to rust, so ensure
it’s in good condition; these are specific to the
100HP and now hard to find. 

Most parts for the Panda 100HP tend to be cheap,
although occasionally a challenge to source; quite
often parts need to be imported from abroad. Very
useful are the Fiat Panda 100HP UK group on Facebook
and the Fiat Forum online.

Most Panda 100HPs average around 40mpg around
town, and around 35mpg even when you’re giving it
some beans – very respectable figures for the engine
size and power output. Beware though: the fuel tank is
only 30 litres. Tyres, insurance and general servicing
costs are very reasonable, too, which all add up to the
perfect formula: maximum fun at minimum cost.

Around 2000 Panda 100HPs were imported to the UK,
of which about 1500 are left on the road. We think that
prices have now passed their low point and are starting
to rise gently. Currently, it’s still possible to buy at an
acceptable price, but rarity is forcing prices of
the best ones to appreciate. The average
price for a good 100HP is around £2200,
but prices do vary with vehicle
condition and mileage.  III

RUNNINGCOSTS

TYPICALPRICES
• Panda 100HP, 2007, 118,000 miles, red, £1795
• Panda 100HP, 2009, 112,000 miles, white, £1980
• Panda 100HP, 2007, 94,648 miles, blue, £2250
• Panda 100HP, 2007, 71,000 miles, black, £2990
• Panda 100HP, 2008, 65,000 miles, grey, £3250

OWNER’SVIEW
We bought our Panda 100HP after driving
one and being instantly impressed by the
car’s capability and fun factor. One year
into 100HP ownership and it still beats
any Lamborghini or Ferrari in my mind.
Many people ask “Why a Panda, Daniel?”
My answer is always, “Just drive one.”
Yes, they’re ‘only’ souped-up Fiat Pandas,
but they have a cult following and there’s
a strong friendship among owners. The
Fiat Panda community is one of the best
out there and I’m very grateful to be a
part of it. I always refer to the Fiat Panda
100HP as my favourite car, because it’s
quirky and fun. Try one and you’ll
immediately understand. Pandas are
great. – Daniel Achterhuis
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CLUB ITALIA

Story & images by Matteo Grazia

Ferrari Finali
Mondiali 
We were at the Misano track to soak
up all the action during Ferrari’s
rescheduled season finale

driver from Liechtenstein, Fabienne
Wohlwend (of the Octane 126 team): it
ended up with a gap at the finish line
of just six tenths in favour of Merckx. 

However, during post-race checks,
the scrutineers found technical
irregularities on Neubauer's car, which
resulted in its disqualification. The
podium was therefore rearranged with
Merckx on the top step, second place
for Wohlwend and third place for the
American driver, Cooper MacNeil of the
Ferrari Westlake team. Neubauer has
put in an appeal, so we now await the
outcome of the deliberations.

In the Trofeo Pirelli Am class, many
of the title contenders had problems.
Frederik Paulsen (Formula Racing) and
Matús Vyboh (Scuderia Praha) both
retired, while a drive-through penalty
dented the chances of Christian
Brunsborg (Formula Racing). In the end,
a close-fought bout of overtaking and
counter-overtaking saw the Dutch
driver Han Sikkens (HR Owen) triumph
over the Italian Tommaso Rocca
(Rossocorsa), while the third step of
the podium went to the Englishman

F
errari chose the superb
Misano Adriatico circuit,
famous for hosting the
MotoGP championship, for its
Finali Mondiali grand finale

event of the 2020 sporting year. With
a sense of inevitability, the pandemic
forced a change of date: having
initially been scheduled for November
2020, Ferrari decided to switch the
weekend to March 2021. 

Despite the sad absence of tifosi
due to Covid restrictions, the event
was a great celebration of Prancing
Horse competition, with a full roster
of exciting and spectacular races.
World championship titles were up for
grabs in the various Ferrari 488
Challenge races. 

In the Trofeo Pirelli Pro class – the
premier rung of the single-make series
– Frenchman Thomas Neubauer of the
Charles Pozzi-Courage team took an
early lead and stretched away from his
opponents. Second and third places
were closely fought between the
Belgian driver Florian Merckx (of Baron
Motorsport) and the young female
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John Dhillon (Graypaul Nottingham).
As for the Coppa Shell titles, after a

hard-fought start, Roger Grouwels
(Race Art-Kroymans) took the lead by
making a brave overtake under braking
at turn eight (the ‘Quercia’ curve)
against Ernst Kirchmayr (Baron
Motorsport), who had taken pole
position. After this move, Grouwels
gradually distanced himself from his
rival and arrived victorious at the end
of the race. Axel Sartingen (Lueg
Sportivo) took the final podium place. 

In the Am category, victory went to
the Baron Motorsport team with driver
Michael Simoncic who finished ahead
of Alex Fox (SF Grand Est Mulhouse)
and Miroslav Výboh (Scuderia Praha).

Ferrari Finali Mondiali is not just
about racing. During the weekend, the
Corse Clienti track sessions alternated
exclusive programs that saw some
glorious track action from both
Formula 1 cars and Ferrari’s track-only
XX hypercars series. A pair of F1 single-
seaters, the F2007 and the F2008 –
both victorious in the constructors'
championships thanks to Kimi
Räikkönen and Felipe Massa – flooded
the circuit with the shrill scream of
their naturally aspirated V8 engines. 

Around 10 FXX-K and 599XX track
models made a spectacular sight –
and especially a spectacular sound –
with their 12-cylinder engines. The
most powerful FXX-K Evo model has a
naturally aspirated 6.2-litre V12 with
860hp combined with an electric
power boost of a further 190hp, plus a
KERS system for kinetic energy
recovery. With its total power output
of 1050hp, it’s among the very fastest
track cars ever built.

A third track activity programme –
the recently launched ‘Club GT
Competizioni’ – allows owners of
racing cars who have participated in

past seasons to get back on the
track. During the Misano weekend,
cars spanning about 30 years could
be admired, from the recent 488 GT3
to the unforgettable 550 Maranello
GTS Prodrive, F430 GT2/GT3 and
F355 Challenge.

On Sunday, the weekend ended with
a fantastic show. Four F60 Formula 1
single-seaters driven by Davide Rigon,
Andrea Bertolini, Giancarlo Fisichella
and Olivier Beretta recreated a mini-
Grand Prix simulation. Some very fast
laps ended with awesome burnouts on
the main straight. Also very welcome
was a parade of the 488 GTE and 488
GT3 Evo racers from the 2020 FIA WEC
championship and the GT World
Challenge Europe seasons, in addition
to the two 488 GTEs (with race
numbers 51 and 52) that will compete
this year with a new livery.

As always, at each edition of the
Ferrari Finali, the Maranello factory
presents some news. Following its
announcement in November last year,
the 488 GT Modificata made its first
public appearance. Destined for Club
Competizioni GT track use, it’s
focused on delivering maximum
driving fun without having to comply
with the technical limitations of
championship regulations. It combines
the best of 488 GTE and 488 GT3 Evo
models in an even higher-performance
guise. Specs include a V8 twin-turbo
engine that develops fully 700hp, a
gearbox with specific ratios and a
carbonfibre clutch, plus downforce of
over 1000kg at 142mph. Produced in a
limited series, each unit can be
customised by the owner.

The Ferrari Finali Mondiali weekend
had the honour of reopening Italy’s
2021 racing season. The next edition of
the Finali Mondiali will be held at
Mugello circuit on 4-7 November.

Close GT racing, XX
programme action and F1
demonstrations made the
weekend one to remember
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AUTO ITALIA READERS REPORT ON THEIR WHEELS
READERS’ CARS

TERRY GRIGGS
DE TOMASO MANGUSTA

Your cars, your stories – tales of Italian car ownership in the real world

never taken it anywhere but his local garage
for servicing. We agreed a price and it was
transported to me in Melbourne.

When I got it home, I just changed the
water pump, coolant hoses, points, flushed
the brake and clutch fluid, changed the
engine oil and filter, and it was ready to
register here in Victoria. The car remains in
very good, original, unrestored condition. 

I have used it regularly and found that the
early stories of ill handling and poor road
manners were far from the truth. I have found
it a great car to drive, and it easily adapts to
any way that I want to drive it. The Ford
302/ZF transaxle combination means that if
you want to drive it gently around town, all
you do is select first then change to third and

fifth, and you can just stay in that gear,
unless you need to come to a full stop, as it
has so much torque. Alternatively, if you
want to drive it like a sports car, accelerating
up through the gearbox is a delight, and the
exhaust sound is just fantastic!

The steering is light but with good feel,
and for someone of my height it is extremely
comfortable and a pleasure to drive. Just
pulling in for fuel, then releasing the gullwing
to access the filler, a crowd instantly
gathers wanting to know all about it. It just
makes me feel good.

I currently have four other cars: a Ferrari
308 GTS, Rolls-Royce Silver Cloud, Pininfarina
Spider and Hyundai Veloster daily car. But the
Mangusta is the one I intend to keep forever!

I
live in Australia, and first saw a
Mangusta when I was 18 years old. That
would have been 1971, and the owner
was happy to let me pore all over it and
answer all my questions. I knew then

that I had to have one, as it was the most
beautiful car I had ever seen: from every
angle it was a work of art. 

It took me until 2002 to find the car I knew
was meant to be mine. I had been fortunate
to own many great cars in between,
including a Fiat Dino Spider, 850 Sport, 124
Sport, 124 Spider, Alfa Romeo GTV, Alfasud
Sprint, Lancia Beta Coupe, HPE, Gamma
Coupe, Ferrari 246 GT and Maserati Mistral
and Merak. I should have bought a few
others, including a Ferrari Daytona, Iso Grifo
and Lamborghini Miura.

My Mangusta was the third-last made,
built in 1972. It is one of only ten right-hand
drive Mangustas, and was sold new in
Sydney, NSW. I found it with the help of
another Mangusta owner here in Melbourne:
he told me that there was a car that may be
for sale in Sydney. I called the owner (who
had had the car since 1972) and he agreed
to let me look at it. I flew to Sydney and
knew straightaway that this was the car for
me. It was showing only 44,000km on the
odometer and the owner told me he had
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WRITE TO THE EDITOR AT: AUTO ITALIA MAGAZINE, ENTERPRISE HOUSE, BUILDING 52, WREST
PARK, SILSOE, BEDFORDSHIRE, MK45 4HS  OR EMAIL CHRIS@AUTO-ITALIA.CO.UK

eMAILBOX

ITALIAN
DESIGNS
Your latest issue (May
2021) is simply sublime.
Of particular interest is
the splendid Effeffe
Berlinetta conceived by
the Frigerio brothers. This
has to be one of the most
intriguing recreations of a
by-gone age, evoking the
feel of the famous Gran
Turismo at the end of the
1950s – a hybrid GT with
mechanicals derived from
series and revised
according to new
requirements, the rest
being born from a blank
sheet of paper, entirely
handmade with very
pleasing aesthetics. 

As far as improving on
older design such as the
Alfa Romeo Stradale 33,
in my view there is no
substitute for the
harmonious timeless
lines of the original.
Another example is the
elegantly beautiful Piero
Drogo Carrozzeria Sports
aluminium custom body
that was mounted on a
Ferrari 250 TR chassis
which was re-bodied
with a GTO-like body by
Drogo in 1964 and
features the same
2250mm wheelbase as
the Testa Rossa. 

May I recommend as a
future feature the
Bizzarrini Europa, a small

GT car produced between
1966 and 1969. Originally
powered by a 1481cc Fiat
engine, the car officially
became the Europa with
the introduction of an
1897cc Opel powerplant.
About 20 examples were
built, all but five using
the Opel engine. 

All in all a terrific read
from page to page, I could
not put it down!
John Byrne

127 MEMORIES
I really enjoyed the
article on the 50th
anniversary of the Fiat
127 (May 2021 issue) as
it brings back happy
memories. My second car
was a 127 Special, which
replaced a 126, and this
in turn was replaced by a
Series 2 1050 Super. I still
look back at the Super
as one of my favourite
cars, even though I have

owned several Lancias
and Alfa Romeos since
and loved them all. I
passed my driving test
nearly 40 years ago
using my brother’s 127
and the following day he
picked up a new Sport,
so we have had our fair
share of 127s. That was
a great little hot hatch.
One point that I think is
incorrect in the article is
the fact about the last
British Car of the Year: I
think that was the Rover
SD1 in 1977.

I have been subscribing
to the magazine for a
long time now and always
enjoy it, and appreciate
the work that you all put
into it, particularly over
the last year which 
must have been very
challenging. Keep up the
good work.
Andrew Parry

FAINT PRAISE
AND FLATTERY
I simply had to write and
agree wholeheartedly
with the comments
expressed by Jeremy
Reseigh-Watts (no
relation) regarding the
‘faint praise’ for the Fiat
131 Sport. I have owned
three examples of the
Mirafiori 131, including a
Sport, and have also had
many other cars with the

legendary Lampredi Twin
Cam, including Lancias. I
think Jeremy has made
the case for the 131
Sport very eloquently and
I too can remember Car
magazine's test
comparison with the Ford
RS.  Enough said.

While writing, thank you
for the interesting article
‘Fulvia Flattery’. I suppose,
if I squint, I can just about
see some slight
similarities between the
Fulvia and Michelotti's
Fiat-OSCA, but whether
they were actually
"influences" I am less
sure. What I am sure
about is Castagnero got it
absolutely right with the
Fulvia –one of the
prettiest coupes ever
made – whereas the Fiat-
OSCA was not one of
Michelotti's best
endeavours in my opinion.
Keep up the good work.
Barrie Watts

NUMBERS
GAME
Just been reading the
April 2021 issue and was
curious as to why the
Giulietta Sprint wasn't
included in the Top 30
Selling Alfas feature,
because the Spider was. 
I raced a well known blue
Sprint successfully for 20
years. Great magazine
and superb quality, 
by the way.
Peter Shaw (ex-chairman

of the Giulietta Register)

Why no mention of the 4C
or 8C?  
Will Gough

You’re right: the Sprint
sold 24,084 examples, so
should have made the
Number 30 slot. As for
the 4C and 8C, both are
too rare to make the Top

30 – total production of
the former was circa
10,000, the 8C was limited
to only 1000. – Ed

ENGINE SLOT
COVERS
As well as Auto Italia
keeping me occupied
during the recent
lockdowns, I have amused
myself with a small
project for my sixth Alfa
Romeo – a 2.0-litre Giulia
TI – by designing a badge
to fit in the obvious place
on the car’s engine cover.
I’ve had two designs
manufactured: a ‘Cross
and Serpent’ one and a
‘Quadrifoglio Verde’, each
on a woven carbonfibre-
effect background and
including the Italian
‘Tricolore’. The badge also
fits the engine cover on
the 2.0-litre Stelvio.

I hope readers will
agree that the badges
set off the car’s engine
bay rather well; and 
they are available for
discerning Alfisti to
purchase via
matthew.utting@tiscali.co.uk
Matthew Utting



The Courtyard Garage, James Lane,  
Grazeley Green, Reading RG7 1NB 

+44 (0)118 983 1200   |  www.rtcc.co.uk

For Sale: Lancia Fulvia 1.6 HF

LHD. Red with black interior. A very straight and sound example of 

these rare and desirable cars, imported from Belgium in 2014 and 

maintained to a very high standard since, with documented  

bills for approaching £20,000. 

The car has been properly prepared for historic regularity rallies and has 

competed in the San Remo, Coupe des Alps and more recently the 

Rally of the Tests amongst others. Whilst retaining the original HF seats 

front and rear, for comfort, the engine performs very well  

twin 45 DHLAs on a group 4 inlet manifold and competition  

4-2-1 exhaust manifold while the rebuilt 5 speed gearbox offers slick 

gear changes with perfect synchro. 

Please call us for a comprehensive list of the car’s equipment.  

Fulvias are great fun to drive as competitive now in historic  

events as they were when new.   

RTCC would be delighted to look after the car for the new owner. 

Price £37,850

Your one stop source for Technical Articles,  
Workshop Manuals & Hard-to-find spare parts for 

your beloved Alfa Romeo 
 

International House, 24 Holborn Viaduct,  
London EC1A 2BN   

www.alfa-restoration.co.uk  
email: info@alfa-restoration.co.uk 

  Tel: (0)20 3627 4718
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BOOKSHELF

Lancia Delta de Mon Père
By Jean-Luc Armagnacq
ETAI
£30

The well-known publisher of the French-
text ‘de Mon Père’ series on individual

models, ETAI, has crossed the French
border again and has just released the
latest in this group, this time on the
Lancia Delta, covering all models of the
first series (1979-1994).

The amount of research and detail
into which the author has delved is
remarkable and one gets the impression
that he has considerable affection for
this car. The number of illustrations of
Italdesign proposals and variations is
revealing to say the least, and some of the
initial dashboard proposals were decidedly
‘adventurous’, perhaps stranger than some
Citroëns of the period!

All variations of motive power are
covered, from the 1.1 (Italy only), 1.3 and 1.5
at launch, through twin-cam variants to the
integrale. The fearsome Group B S4 is also
given eight pages, while a considerable
amount of space has been given to the
rallying exploits of the integrale and S4.

Another delight is the inclusion of

coachbuilt one-offs such as Zagato’s
Hyena, Italdesign’s Orca aerodynamic
exercise and Pininfarina’s Integrale HIT
(High Italian Technology), the chassis of
which was formed of composite box
section. Gianni Agnelli’s exquisite two-door
integrale convertible is also shown; 
another Italian ‘if only’.

This 188-page tome is printed on
excellent gloss paper and packed full of
information, details and specifications as
well as hundreds of photographs – a
fascinating addition to ETAI’s titles.

Formula 1: Car by Car 1990–99
By Peter Higham
Evro Publishing
£50

This is the latest instalment in Evro’s series
covering all the decades of Formula 1. As per
previous titles in the series, it’s a fact-
packed, blow-by-blow account of every car,
every team and every year. Of course, the
decade was overshadowed by one terrible
weekend in 1994 when Roland Ratzenberger
and Ayrton Senna both lost their loves,
leading to big changes in terms of safety
and circuit layouts. 

Two teams with Italian connections were
prominent in this decade. Although Ferrari
had quite a lean time of it in the 1990s, it
ended things on an upbeat note by taking the

1999 Constructors’ title, having won six
Grands Prix that year. Although British-based,
the Benetton team was Italian-sponsored and
took two titles with its sensational new
driver, Michael Schumacher, in 1994 and 1995.

While it’s the stories of the winning cars
that inevitably dominate, equally fascinating
are the more obscure F1 cars and teams,
including such Italian contenders as Osella,
Dallara, Minardi and Andrea Moda. 

This is a big book, fully 304 pages long, with
over 550 colour images showing every type of
F1 car that appeared during the decade. The
photo source is the Motorsport Images
archives that author Peter Higham ran for
many years. Don’t expect too many behind-
the-scenes revelations or interview-type
insights, but as a solidly reliable reference
source, this a superb overview.

Bialbero: All the Cars Powered by the
Legendary Twin Cam Engine
By Phil & Michael Ward
bialbero.co.uk
£45

During Lockdown,  Phil Ward and Michael Ward
have been busy putting together a book on
every car to feature Fiat's legendary Aurelia
Lampredi-designed twin-cam engine.
Spanning 304 pages and featuring more than
900 images – many never seen before – this
hefty tome was clearly a labour of love for
the pair.

You'll search in vain for any Ferraris within

this book, but there are plenty of road and
race Alfa Romeos, Fiats and Lancias, not all of
which are obvious. Included is a raft of
concepts and prototypes along with modified
cars; there are separate chapters on twin-
cam ownership and tuning this widely used
powerplant.

Clearly laid out and featuring period images
as well as digitally shot photographs, you can

discover the delights of cars as varied
as the Fiat Strada Abarth, Lancia
Hyena and 037 Rally, as well as the
Stola Dedica and Lancia Magia.

Produced to a very high standard
but available only in softback form,
the £45 asking price for Bialbero is
something of a bargain considering
the amount of material contained
within its pages. So get along to
bialbero.co.uk to order your copy. 
Richard Dredge.
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Alfa Romeo Owners’ Club
aroc-uk.com
Alfaowner.com Club
alfaowner.com
Club Alfa Uk clubalfa.co.uk
Alfa Romeo Association of
California
alfaromeoassociation.org
Alfa Romeo Club Quadrifoglio
Belgium
clubquadrifoglio.be
Alfa Romeo Owners’ Club of Canada
alfabb.com
Alfa Romeo Owners’ Club Australia
Victoria Division. The most active and
passionate owners in Australia.
alfaclubvic.org.au
Alfa Romeo Owners’ Club Australia
(South Australian Division)
alfaclubsa.org.au
Malcolm Ebel
membership@alfaclubsa.org.au  

Abarthisti
abarthisti.co.uk
abarthforum.co.uk
Abarth Owners Club
On-line club for owners, fans and
enthusiasts of the Abarth brand
abarthownersclub.com
De Tomaso UK Drivers’ Club
detomasodc.co.uk
Ferrari Owners’ Club
Cavallino House,  2 Church Way,
Whittlebury, Northants, NN12 8XS
gary.dearn@ferrariownersclub.co.uk

ferrariownersclub.co.uk
Fiat Club America
fiatclubamerica.com
Fiat America fiatamerica.com
Fiat Club Africa fiatclub.co.za
Fiat Club of New South Wales
fiatclub.com.au
Fiat Club of Victoria
fiatclub.org.au

CLUBS
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June 5

Italian Passion for Speed

Cardiff

www.italianautomotoclub.co.uk

III  June 8-12

Modena Cento Ore Classic

Modena, Italy

modenacentooreclassic.it

June 9-11

London Concours & Supercars

Honourable Artillery Company,

London

londonconcours.co.uk

III  June 10-13

Giro di Sicilia

Siciliy, Italy 

girodisicilia.it

June 12-13 

Thruxton Historic 

Thruxton Circuit, Hampshire

thruxtonracing.co.uk

June 13  

SpaItalia 

Spa Circuit, Belgium

www.spaitalia.be

III  June 17-20

Leggenda di Bassano

Alps, Italy

stellaalpinastorica.it

III  June 19 & 26

12in12 Rally

Northwest Italian Alps

12in12.strikingly.comt

June 27

AROC National Alfa Day

Bicester Heritage, Oxon

www.aroc-uk.com

May 7-9

Lancia Motor Club GNW

Lancashire 
www.lancia.myzen.co.uk
III  May 12-15

Mille Miglia

Brescia, Italy 
1000miglia.it
III  May 28-30

Concorso d’Eleganza Villa d’Este

Lake Como, Italy
concorsodeleganzavilladeste.com
May 30

Prescott Italia 

Prescott Hill Climb, Glos
www.prescotthillclimb.co.uk
June 5

National Ferrari Owners’ Day

Sywell Aerodrome, Northants 
nationalferrariownersday.com

DIARY DATES 2021

Fiat & Lancia Club of Western
Australia fiatlancia.org.au
Fiat 500 Club
fiat500club.org.uk
Fiat 500 Enthusiasts Club GB
fiat500enthusiasts.co.uk
Sporting Fiats Club
www.sportingfiatsclub.com
Fiat Barchetta UK Owners’ Club
fiatbarchetta.com
Fiat Forum 
fiatforum.com
Fiat Multipla Owners’ Club
multiplaowners.co.uk
Fiat Cinquecento & Seicento
clubcento.co.uk
Fiat X1/9 Owners’ Club 
.x1-9ownersclub.org.uk
Fiat 127 Forum 
fiat127.com
Fiat 131 Mirafiori Forum
131mirafiori.com

The Fiat Coupe Club UK fccuk.org
The Other Dino (Fiat)
Brian1Boxall@btinternet.com
Fiat Scotland
Scotland’s dedicated Fiat community
fiat-scotland.com
Lamborghini Club UK
membership@lamborghiniclub.co.uk
www.lamborghiniclub.co.uk
Lancia Motor Club GB
Sarah Heath-Brook  31 Creffield Road,
Colchester, CO3 3HY
membership@lanciamc.co.uk
lanciamc.co.uk
Lancia Montecarlo Consortium
lanciamontecarlo.club
International Association  of Lancia
Clubs viva-lancia.com
Club LanciaSport
lanciasport.com
Stratos Enthusiasts Club  
stratosec.com

Lancia Gamma Consortium
www.gammaconsortium.com
lanciagammaforum.com
Maserati Club
Dave Smith
admin@maseraticlub.co.uk
maseraticlub.co.uk 
Sports Maserati Club
Matthew Yates 
sportsmaserati.com
Maserati Club Of America
themaseraticlub.com
Northern Ireland Italian 
Motor Club
niimc.net
Italian AutoMoto Club
italianAutoMotoClub.co.uk
Italian Made Cars Club
italianmadecarsclub.org.au
Scuderia Italian Car Club  
South Australia
scuderiaitaliancarclub.asn.au

Fiat Motor Club GB
The original UK club for owners of all Fiat models.

membership@fiatmotorclubgb.co.uk;
editor@fiatmotorclubgb.co.uk;

press-officer is gavin@fiatmotorclubgb.co.uk
chairman is b.stigant@ntlworld.com

www.fiatmotorclubgb.co.uk

August 19-22

British Motor Show

Farnborough International

Expo Centre  

www.thebritishmotorshow.live

August 27-29

Passione Engadina

St Moritz, Swizterland

www.passione-engadina.ch

September 1-4

Salon Privé 

Blenheim Palace, Oxon

www.salonpriveconcours.com

September 5

Italian AutoMoto Festival

Bridgnorth, Shropshire

www.italianautomotoclub.co.uk

III  September 10-12

Vernasca Silver Flag 

Salsomaggiore Terme (Parma)

www.vernascasilverflag.it

III  September 10-12

Vallelunga Classic

Autodromo Piero Taruffi, Italy

www.peterauto.fr

September 12

Italian Wheels & Wings 

Cosford, Shropshire

www.italianautomotoclub.co.uk

September 12

AROC Autumn Alfa Day

Yorkshire Wildlife Park

www.aroc-uk.com

III  September 14-17

12in12 Cheese Rally

Spa to Bra

12in12.strikingly.com

July 8-11

Goodwood Festival of Speed

Goodwood House, West Sussex

www.goodwood.com

July 10

Auto Italia Northern

Italian Car Day

Raby Castle, Co Durham

www.raby.co.uk

July 8-11

Retro Classics

Messe Stuttgart, Germany

www.retro-classics.de

III  July 15-18

Coppa d’Oro delle Dolomiti

Dolomites, Italy

coppadorodelledolomiti.it

July 17-18

Classic Nostalgia 

Shelsley Walsh

www.classicnostalgia.co.uk

July 18

Auto Italia Italian Car Day

Brooklands Museum 

www.auto-italia.co.uk

July 23-25

Lancia Motor Club National Rally

Thame, Oxfordshire

www.lancia.myzen.co.uk

July 31 – August 1

Silverstone Classic

Silverstone Circuit, 

www.silverstoneclassic.com

August 7-8 

Beaulieu Supercar Weekend  

National Motor Museum,

www.beaulieu.co.uk 

III  Septmber 16-19

Gran Premio 

Nuvolari

Mantova, Italy

gpnuvolari.it

III  October 1-3 

Milano AutoClassica 
Fiera Milano Rho, Italy 
www.milanoautoclassica.com 

October 15-16 

Rally Revival

Glyndwr University, Wrexham

www.rallyrevival.co.uk

Oct 17

Autumn Motorsport Day

Brooklands Museum 

www.auto-italia.co.uk

October 16-17

Goodwood 78th Members’

Meeting

Goodwood Circuit, 

West Sussex

www.goodwood.com

November 11-13

Classic Motor Show 

NEC, Birmingham

www.necclassicmotorshow.com

February 2-6 2022

Rétromobile 

Paris, France

retromobile.com

February 18-20 2022

Race Retro 

Stoneleigh, Warks

www.raceretro.com

2022
NEW EVENT!

PRESCOTT ITALIA
IN ASSOCIATION

WITH 
AUTO ITALIA

Discount code:
PRESCOTT 
ITALIA 21
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COMING SOON

If you are having trouble finding your favourite magazine, call us on 01462 811115. 
Auto Italia is available at  If you cannot find the magazine remember that
you can reserve your copy under the Just Ask! scheme so, well, just ask!
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ISSUE 305 ON SALE 6TH JUNE

POCKET ROCKETS:
A112 V INNOCENTI V SEICENTO

MASERATI
3500 GT

ALFA MITO RACER





ABARTH

Abarths at Silver Flag 85

595SS 118

750 Zagato Dubble Bubble             60

750 Zagato Record Monza            196

750 Zagato Record Monza + 750

Zagato Dubble Bubble                   258

850 Allemano Spider 50

Abarth 2000 SP 165/250

Abarth Osella PA2 89

Abarth Osella PA2 Nordschleife   144

Abarth OT 1300 93

Abarth Simca 1300 119

Abarth Simca 1300 Longnose      303

Abarth Simca 1300 OT 143

1000 Bialbero 50

1000 TCR 106

1000 TC 145/264

1000 TC v 600 Modified               238

Abarth Tipo 139 197

Abarth Tipo 140 201

2200 Allemano Spider 147

2400 Allemano (Carlo’s car)         288

1000 Berlina Corsa /Abarth Simca

2000 / 500 Esse Esse 167

750 GT Zagato / 500 Trofeo / 124

Stradale / 1000TC (VBH) 168

850TC Nürburgring 103

OT 1600 (rep) 235

Scorpione Corsa Prototipo           141

Lombardi Grand Prix                      265

Abarths at Monza  58

Autobianchi A112                   75/270

Ritmo (Alitalia)  90

Formula Italia 90

Formula Abarth 033 138

124 Abarth Rally  67

124 Abarth Grp 4 Rally x2 73

124 Abarths x3 145

124 Abarth Rally 196

124 Abarth Rally Targa Florio       257

124 Abarth Stradale 280 

131 Abarth Alitalia 68 

  131 Prototypes 215

131 Abarth Diesel 231

131 Stradale v Group 2 251

131 (Martin Holmes) 284

131 Story 292

X1/9 Prototipo 130

Panda Rally EVO 2007 136

Stilo WRGB 2005 /2006       101/129

Stilo Trofeo Abarth 193

Grande Punto S2000 134/253

Grande Punto Italy launch            138

Grande Punto Abarth Sanremo    141

Grande Punto Abarth Belgium     143

Grande Punto Abarth SS UK         149

Grande Punto Abarth SS               162

Grande Punto Abarth v 130TC     158

Grande Punto Abarth v Mito        171

Grande Punto Abarth Guide          267

500C Abarth/Punto Abarth EVO  175

Abarth Grande Punto EVO            197

500 Abarth 2008 Italy launch      148

500 Abarth 2008 UK launch         156

500 Abarth Trofeo Brands (VBH)  166

500 Abarth Trofeo Cadwell           170

500 Abarth Trofeo GB Race 1       171

500 Abarth Trofeo GB Roundup    181

500 Abarth (Forge) 179

500 Abarth SS Hillclimb UK          182

500 Abarth ‘Polizia’ 204

500 Buyers’ Guide 218

500 595 695 Buyers’ Guide          271

Abarth 595 by Oakley/TMC          218

Abarth 595 SS (2019) 281

Abarth 695 New V Old                  251

Abarth 695/SS/Biposto/Tributo 283

Abarth Classics at Franciacorte  181

Abarth Classics at Franciacorte  191

Abarths 124 MY2017 248

Abarths 124 R-GT v 

Ex-works 124 Group 4 259

Abarth Classiche 255

Abarth MY2017 range test           257

Abarth 124 Spider  265

Abarth 124 Spider Buyers’ Guide 275

Abarth 124 GT 268/278

Abarth at 70 (Castle-Miller)          279

Abarth 15 best road cars              279

Abarth 70 years of Racing            281

Abarth Days Milan 286

ALFA ROMEO

100 Years of Alfa Romeo. Pt1      167

100 Years of Alfa Romeo. Pt2      168  

100 Years of Alfa Romeo. Pt3      169  

100 Years of Alfa Romeo. Pt4      170  

Autodelta 209  

Alfa Romeo prototypes (TZ3)       171  

Alfa Romeo Commercials              192  

Alfa Romeo F12 van 261    

SE048 (Group C racer) 106  

G1  264  

RL 213

6C 1750SS 117  

6C 1750 189/225  

6C 2300 Replica 75

6C 2300 Aerospider 201

6C 2500 Freccia d’Oro 50 

6C 2500 by Castanga 134

6C 2500B Mille Miglia 155 

6C 2500 Supergioello Gilco          292 

6C 2500S 156

6C 2500SS 187 

6C 2500 Competizione 243 

6C 3000 Superflow 285 

8C 2300 (Spitzley) 56 

2900A 83

8C 2900B Le Mans 267

8C 2900B Spider 248

8C 2600 at Spa 114

8C 2600 (Simon Moore)                 142

8C Tipo B/Montreal/8C Comp      149

8C 2300 v 8C Competizione         163

8C 2300 v 8C Comp Spider           283

8C Engine Feature 151

8C Tipo B ‘P3’ 253

Alfetta 159 Track Test 87

Alfetta 12C 101

Bimotore 95

Tipo 33 Stradale   164

Tipo 33/3   56/188

Tipo 33/2   194

Tipo 33 Daytona   109

Tipo 33 TT12   113/258

Tipo 33 Concepts                          124

Tipo 33 Elvio Deganello 204

Tipo 33 Brand Hatch 303

1900 SSZ   80

1900 Golden Oldie   115

1900 C SS BOANO 1955 266

1900 Ti (Pininfarina)                     202

1900 Disco Volante                         64

1900 Disco Volante                       230

1900 Pinin Farina x 2                    236

2000 Sprint 212

Alfa Twincam engine feature       137

Alfa Twinspark engine feature     145

1750 GT Prototipo 132

Giulia Sprint Veloce Zagato          195

Giulietta Sprint Veloce ‘Goccia”   94

Giulietta Sprint Veloce v GT Q2   147

Giulietta Sprint Barn Find             223

Giulietta Sprint Bertone               228

Giulietta Sprint Zagato 50/295

Giulietta Sprint Zagato (Turin)     282

Giulietta 50th Birthday  97

Giulietta Ti 233

SZ Coda Tronca 268

LDS Formula One   69

Giulietta Sprint Speciale 205

Giulietta Sprint Speciale               274

Giulia SS 18/140

Giulia Spider (B&W) 167

Giulia Spider (Concours) 253

Giulia Spider Veloce Racer           259

Giulia or Giulietta? 24

2600 Sprint   16 

2600 Spiders   51 

2600 Spider v Lancia Flaminia     255

2600 SZ   56 

2600 Berlina 286 

Disco Volante 2012 198

Canguro 205

TZ1&1/2 62

TZ1&1/2 History + Prototypes     276

TZ1 179

TZ2 135

TZ3 185

Montreal v Dino V Biturbo            159 

Montreal V8 Engine Feature         187 

Montreal Group 4 Autodelta         263 

Montreal v Dino Coupe                  299 

1900 Matta Jeep  ‘AR51’ 246

2300 RIO 106

Alfa 90 and Alfa 6 62/162

Alfa 6 97

Alfa 90 102

B.A.T 11 Bertone 146

BAT Alfas 298

Gransport Quattroruote 241

Giulia Super “Carabinieri”             129

Giulia Ti Super Racer 98

Giulia TI Super (Factory car)         196

Giulia Coupes 82

Giulia Dossier (105)                       235

Giulia Sprint GT Tripletest 65

Giulia 105 Series 3 car test         208

Giulia GTC v Flavia Convertible    291

GTA (Track Test) 70

GTA (Tipler) 159

GTA Stradale Portugal 289

GTA 105 through to 155 197

GTA 105 Giulia Sprint GT 203

GTA-R 290 (Alfaholics) 252

GT Junior/Fulvia/124 Coupe        147

GT Junior with 75 Engine              247

Junior Zagato 128/271

Spider Duetto/ S3 vs Fiat 124     116

Spider Duetto 272

Spider Duetto 1750 racer 295

Giulia Spider (105 Prototype)       121

Alfa Spider Group test 

S4/916/Brera Spider 186

Alfa Spiders concept designs      291

Alfa INDY car 207

Alfasuds   72

Alfasud 7 car test 151

Alfasud Trofeo 219

Alfasud Trofeo (Pearson) 292

Alfasud 1.2 Ti 226

Alfasud Buyers’ Guide                   259

Alfasud  - Giugiaro                         265

Alfasud Club Racer 279

Alfasud Bimotore (Wainer)            301

Sudsprint (Time Machine)             185

Sudsprint Racer (Lewis) 86 

Sudsprint 3 car test 138  

Sudsprint 1.5 Veloce 275  

33 Buyers’ Guide 111

Classic Saloons: Giulia Super 1.6 /

2000 Berlina / Alfetta 1.8 / 

Giulietta 2.0            188

Giulietta Turbo 123

Giulietta (Time Machine) 171

Alfetta 2.0 Saloon  231

Alfetta GTV 2.0 Racer  115

Alfetta GT 3 car test 95

Alfetta GT Racers 3 car test        266

Alfetta GTV6 + integrale ‘Ring     101

Alfetta Turbodelta     107

Alfetta GTV6 (Ron Simons)           135

Alfetta Review 232

Alfetta / Autodelta 198 

Alfetta Turbodelta v 75 Turbo 

EVO v 155 Q4 237

Alfetta GTS 270

Alfetta Buyers’ Guide ‘72-’84        266

Alfetta Racers (Jupe)      285

GTV6 “Rare” 550bhp 52

GTV6 (Lindsay) 66

GTV6 South Africa 126

GTV6 /33/156 Club Racers          133

GTV6 Buyers’ Guide 284

GTV6 x2  Restomods 296

GTV6 v SZ v GTV (916) 238

GTV6 3.0 V6 249

75 Classic Choice 84 

75 QV 1.8 Turbo 303 

75 At the ‘Ring (Ron Simons) 93 

75 3.0 V6 twin test (EMC) 139

75 3.0 V6 vs 3.5 GTV6 157

75 Buyers’ Guide                            167

75 3 car Test 239

75 3.0 v Giulietta V6(Jupe)           262

75 VS GTV 3.0 VS Giulietta          266

75 3.2 24V Track Day (Porter)      266 

75 3.2 24V Track Day (Porter)      278 

Alfa SZ 3 car test 100

Alfa SZ 24v Supercharged            136

Alfa SZ Buyers’ Guide                    167

Alfa SZ (Time Machine) 191

Alfa SZ vs Stelvio (Zagato)           198

Alfa SZ VS RZ 266

Alfa SZ v K Coupe  v Shamal         274

146 145 Team Cars 116

146 + 145 Buyers’ Guide 103

145 Cloverleaf/Bravo HGT            180

145 vs 33 vs Mito  160

145 Buyers’ Guide  198

145 Turbo by Autodelta  249

147 Pre-launch test 51

147 5-door + 2.0 Manual 59

147 5-door  1.6 + 2.0 68

147 GTA Road Test (Steve Berry) 87

147 GTA x 2 Autodelta 102

147 GTA Cup Track Test 92

147 GTA Modified 253

147 GTA/Integrale/Coupe 20vT  164

147/156 Monza Sport 70 

147 Rally Car SS1600 86

147 1.9 jtd 16v 90

147 Range test 2005 101

147 Facelift  2005 105

147 Buyers’ Guide (Soper)            114

147 JTD  24hr racer 131

147 Collezione 132

147 Collezione + GT Blackline      145

147 Sport + GT Q2 137

147 JTD-M by Janspeed 149

147 5 car group test 184

155 ITC (Arese) 143

155 Buyers’ Guide 68/201

155 Q4/Delta integrale EVO         284

155 Q4 298

155 BTCC 231/283

155 DTM Drive at Goodwood        260

155 GTA 271

164 Buyers’ Guide (Soper)            105

164 Bimotore 107

164 Procar 142/288

164 v Croma v Thema v Saab      153

164 (Time Machine)        188

Spider Duetto vs 939                    152

Spider 2.0 TS Fleet Report            209

Spider 105 S4/916 2.0/939 JTS  221

V6 Coupes Alfetta/916/Brera     153

V6 Engine Feature      153

Busso V6 Profile      284

GTV Cup (Road Car) 65

GTV Cup v Fiat Coupe v Brera      275

GTV (Autodelta) 50

GTV LMA/AROC Racers 85

GTV6 LMA Racer (Soper) 112

GTV6 3.2 V6 in Italy 90

GTV6 (916 V6 + 2.0TS facelift) 92

GTV (916 Buying Advice) 143

GTV (916 3.0 Team Cars) 119

GTV (3.0 Supercharged) 122

GTV6 3.2 Buyers’ Guide                 152

GTV6 v integrale v Coupe 20vT   155

GTV6 916 3.2 facelift twin test  284

156 ETCC track tect   91 

156 Group N (Powermods) 69

156 2.0 Selespeed (SW)  70

156 2.4 JTD     67

156 Buyers’ Guide (Soper)            138 

156 + GTV (Autodelta)   50  

156 / 147 Monza Sport       70 

156 GTA Launch 69 

156 GTA Saloon         79 

156 GTA Bridgestone tyres      82 

156 GTA Monzasport  112

156 GTA Buyers’ Guide  160

156 JTS Sportwagon (Selespeed)  73 

156 V6 vs 2.4 JTD (OBD tuning)  82 

156 2.0 JTS  (2002) 83 

156 Giugiaro Facelifted (1.9jtd) 84 

156 Drivedata remaps  89 

To order just email claire@auto-italia.co.uk or phone 01462 811115. £5.50 (UK) – £6.50 Europe – £8.00
Rest of World Special package prices for any 3 issues £12 UK – £15 Europe – £18 RoWBACK ISSUES
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156 20v M-Jet (2003)  93 

156 2.4 M-Jet (Tunit) 97 

156 GTA AM (Autodelta) 100 

156 Buyers’ Guide 102 

156 2.0 TS HBE Suspension         103 

156 3.7 South Africa                     128 

156 GTA/TSpark/V6 24v/JTD      172 

156 GTA 3.7 by Autodelta             215 

156/166/147/GT Range 2005     103

156 Ti Buyers’ Guide                     182

156 Buyers’ Guide Twinsparks     203

156 GTA (Supercharged) 281

156 GTA V 164 Cloverleaf (Berry)284

156 Auto / GT /156 GTA 240

156 2.5 V6 SW Auto Jap Import   276

156 GTA V6 Sportwagon               300

166 Let’s go to Italy 52

166 Germany Launch 88

166 TI (2.0 TS Lusso) 94

166 Supercharged by Autodelta  134

166 Buyers’ Guide 148

166 Dossier 251

V6 Saloons 164/166/159.            158

V6 Saloons Group Test

155/156/164/166/159.               218

Science Museum Exhibition 67

Gippo Salvetti (Blue Team) 72

GT (2004) 89

GT (2004) JTS 94

GT (2004) 1.9 jtd 16v 95

GT Novitec 1.9 16v M-jet 99

GT 3.2 V6 (Autodelta) 106

GT 1.9 jtd 16v Novitec 141

GT Q2 v Giulietta Sprint Veloce   147

GT 3 car test.         168

GT 3.7 v 3.2.         233

GT 3.2 v GTV v Coupe v 3200       265

Brera (Ital Design Concept) 91

Brera Italian launch 2005             113

Brera / GT / 159 JTD-M 120

Brera UK Launch 2006                  119

Brera Spider Launch Italy.             123

Brera Spider Launch Morocco.      132

Brera Spider J6 by Autodelta       144

Brera 2.2 at MBW.             130

Brera Q Tronic.             133

Brera S Prodrive.             146

Brera S Buyers’ Guide.                   165

Brera 3.2 V6 Vs GTV6 3.2.             181

Brera 3 car group test.                  227

Brera V 8C. (Ray Hutton) 280

159 (John Simister) 105

159 V6 (John Simister) 108

159 2.4 JTD-M 2.2 JTS 117

159 Sportwagon Italy Launch      118

159 Sportwagon 2.2 V6 Q4          122

159 Ti  139

159 V6 Q4 (Nordschleife) 141

159 2.2 J4 Supercharged 153

159 2.0 JTD-M 166

159 1750 TBi 167

159 1750 TBi SW                           182

159 1750 TBi v Giulia Veloce Ti   286

Brera S Supercharged /GT 3.7/159

3.2. Autodelta (UK)                        166

8c Competizione 139

8c Competizione Spider 161

8c Disco Volante Spyder 248

8c Disco Volante Spyder/Coupe  290

Alfa Range Test 2008 140

MiTo Italian launch 147

MiTo UK launch 155

MiTo M430 by Marangoni              155

MiTo Multiair 164

MiTo Multiair Cloverleaf                171

MiTo 1.4 TB vs Abarth Punto        171

Mito Buyers’ Guide. 189

Mito Carbonio (Monzasport).        191

Mito 5 car group test. 257

Alfa Giulietta Italian Launch.       170

Alfa Giulietta + Mito MY2014      215

Giulietta Marangoni G430            183

Giulietta TCT Launch            194/196

Giulietta 3 car group test             197

Giulietta Buyers’ Guide 216

Giulietta + Mito  QV 223

Giulietta 4 car test (mod)             263

4C 184/211/214

4C (Jamie Porter) 230

4C Modified (Alfaworks)       246/282

4C 410 (Alfaworks) 302

4C v 8C 223

4C SBK 236

4C Spider 234

4C Spider RHD 241

4C Spider Buyers’ Guide                265

Alfa Club Racers 2015 234

Alfa Museum Visit 2020.              293

Alfa Buyers’ Guide Special Issue.

Giulietta, Mito, Brera, 159Ti, 

147, GT, 156 GTA, 156 Ti,

Alfa Buyers’ Guide 

Classics Special Issue. 1750 GTV,

Montreal,  GTV6, 75, 155, GTV 916,

147 GTA, 156 GTA,        242

Giulia Special. 101/750 Series, 105

Berlina, SS, 105 Bertone, GTA, TZ1,

TZ2,  MY2017 Giulia QV                254

Giulia 2015 Museum Launch        235

Giulia 2015 Balocco Test              245

Giulia Super 248

Giulia 2016 UK Drive                     255

Giulia 2017 Veloce 259

Giulia Veloce 261

Giulia Veloce Ti 281

Giulia Buyers’ Guide 281

Giulia 2017 QV by Celtic Tuning  260

Giulia GTA 291

Giulia GTAM Fabio Migliavacca    294

Stelvio Italian Pre-Launch.           254

Stelvio Quadrifolgio     264/268/275

Stelvio QV V Giulia QV 283

Stelvio QV V Giulia QV                   293

Stelvio 2020           298

Giulia Sprint 297

Police Cars last 60 years.             258

Alfa Romeo F12 van                      261

Alfa Romeo F1 group test             270

Alfa Romeo 8cyl group test          277

Tonale (News) 280

Alfa Romeo 110 years 294/295

Alfa Romeo Best Sellers 302

Alfa Romeo Taillights 297

CISITALIA

Cisitalia 202  92

Cisitalia 202 Nuvolari Spider       241

Cisitalia Voloradente  202

Cisitalia 360 Grand Prix  225

DE TOMASO

Vallelunga 113

Deauville  98

Deauville (2011) 183

King Cobra  136

Pantera Restoration  68

Pantera Si 100

Pantera 228

Guara Coupe 60 

Guara Barchetta 60 

Guara Switzerland 103

Mangusta/Pantera/Guarà.           164

Mangusta, Guarà, Pantera 2000  261

Mangusta + Pantera 289

Mangusta (Ex Freddy Moss)          202

Longchamp vs Kyalami  64

Factory Collection  72

P72 284

Panther by ARES 289

FERRARI

Auto Avio 815 208

125 S 266

Ferrari 246 vs 250F 172

196S (rep)  91 

Dino 196SP 284 

195S Coupe by Ghia 143 

156 F1 Sharknose 93

166 Fangio’s first 51

166 F2/FL 240

166 Mille Miglia 153

166 Mille Miglia Ch.0066 180

166 MM Fontana Ch.024               255

212 Export Mille Miglia 2010       169

212 Inter Coupe. Ch.0137E           229

212 F1      216

225 S 292

340 America 158

340 / 375 MM Ch.0320 207

335 S Ch.0674 241

500 Mondial 239   

250 California Spyder 128  

250 California Spyder x 2 148  

250 California Concours Winner  215  

250 GT Boano x 3 243

250 GT/GTO 92

250 Europa Ch.0313 238

Dino 246S 60

Dino 246S Ch.0784                        144

250 GT Pininfarina (Bowtie)         270

250 GT Pininfarina 

Collectors’ Guide 255

250 GT Drogo  69

250 GT Nembo Spider.                  137

250 GTE  101

250 GTE Collectors’ Guide            263

250 GTE Police Car 293

250 MM Mille Miglia 2010             174  

250 SWB replica 52  

250 SWB at Spa 104  

250 SWB Ch.2335  238  

250 GT TDF 151  

250 GT Lusso  94/97 

250 GT Lusso (4.0) 121 

250 GT Lusso Concours Winner   193 

250 GT Lusso Ch.4713 264 

250 GT Coupe Speciale (PF)         277 

250 Testarossa/206 SP (Fiorano) 90 

250 Testarossa Ch.0714 161

250 Testarossa Ch.0738 173

250 Testarossa 237

206 SP Track test 133

206 SP Maranello 197

206 P Berlinetta Ch.0834             251

290 MM Ch.0626 170

290 MM Ch.0626(News)                239

290 MM Ch.0628 275

330 P Ch.0818 230

330 LMB 232

330 GTO at Monza 67  

250 GTO vs 250 LM (Nord)            102

250 GTO Goodwood Revival ‘09    165

250 GTO Ch.4675    169

250 GTO (#3505GT) 231 

250 GTO (#3387GT) 252 

250 LM 84/195 

250 LM  Ch.6045    195

250 MM  Ch.0352MM                     184

250 MM  Ch.0276                           268

500 MD/TR 101

500 TRC 137

500 F2 139

500 Mondial / Mille Miglia ‘08      160

625 TRC Ch.0680 196

750 Monza  (ice racer) 89 

750 Monza Ch.0492M 187 

750 Monza 234 

212E Montagna (Hillclimber) 73 

275 GTB/C Ch.09079 227

275 GTB (Celebration) 98

275 Tour 100

275 GTB/4 130/134

275 GTB/4 (Ex McQueen) 223

275 GTB/4C 235

275 GTB/4C Ch.06885 260

275 ‘NART Spyder’ 145

275 GTS/4 ‘NART Spyder’              211

275 GTB Collectors’ Guide            258

365P 64

375 Plus Ch.0384 105

375 Plus 218

375 Ch.0388                                   181

375 MM Ch.0490 182

375 S  Ch.0030 232

330 GTS & 330 GTC 140

330 GTC 231

330 GTC Collectors’ Guide            253

330 GT 2+2 Vignale 276  

365 GTS 85/278

365 GT 2+2 Collectors’ Guide       270

365 GT 2+2 290

365 GTC/4 274

365 GT 4 BB (Elton John)              280

365 GTC/4 Spider 288

Pinin (Four door prototype)           144

Daytona Spider  36 

Daytona Spider by Straman         250 

Daytona Group 5  107

Daytona by Michelotti  146

Daytona ‘Pozzi’ V Road Car           236

Ferrari 365 GTB/4 Daytona          261

246 Racer (Goodwood T Dron) 88

246 GT vs Stratos 81

246 GT Buyers’ Guide 163/238

246 GT Classiche Feature 205

246 GT/GTS Collectors’ Guide.     252

246 GT/GTS 237

Dino V6 Engine Feature 180

246 Dino vs Lancia Stratos.         265 

312 T3 80

312 B3 “Spazzaneve” 129

312 B2 F1 149

330 P4  Can Am 161

330 P4  Ch.0858 218

P3 at Spa 118

712 Can-AM  76

712 Can-AM  254

512 M ‘Tergal’ Ch.1002 246

512 S/M 712 228

512 S vs Porsche 917 163

512 BBLM 155  

512 Boxer 114/254 

512 BBi Buyers’ Guide 62 

512 BB Buyers’ Guide 236

512 BBi v Pantera v Bora.             154

512 BB by Koenig 291

500 Superfast 228 

365 GT4 BB Buyers’ Guide            179 

365 GT4 BB 512 BB Testarossa   180 

365 GT4 GT4 Targa (Eastwood)   267 

512 Testarossa  Reader’s Car       209 

512 TR + 512 M Buyers’ Guide     277 

Pinin - Four Door Concept             289 

Ferrari V8 Engine Feature 157

308 GT4 vs Merak SS 50

308 GT4 vs Urraco vs Merak        149

308 GT4 LM (NART) 194

308 GT4 Buyers’ Guide 234

308 GTB/GTS Buyers’ Guide         241

308 GTB 126

308 GTB Michelotto 181

308 GTB Michelotto (Olio Fiat).    187

308 IMSA Track Test 87

308 Carma FF 201

308 GTS vs Urraco 65

308 GTS vs Jalpa.                          162

308 4 car test.                               171

308 Collectors’ Guide 266

308E (EV) 281

328 Buyers’ Guide 147/231

328 Racer (Barkaways) 281

328, 348, 355, 360 82

348 tb+ts Buyers’ Guide 243

348 + 348 Challenge 274

400 Buyers’ Guide (Hackett).       112

400 Cabrio by Straman.                138

400/412 Buyers’ Guide.                233

412 Reader’s Car                            206

Mondial Buyers’ Guide 197/235

288 GTO Evoluzione        89/105/233 

288 GTO (Simon Park)  95  

288 GTO V 488 GTB 257

F40LM vs Bugatti EB110SS vs Diablo

SV Roadster  176 

F40 LM  189 

F40 Buyers’ Guide 247 

355 Challenge (Rockingham) 70

355 + 360 by Imola Racing  90 

355 / 360 / 430 V8s  115 

355 Buyers’ Guide 154/232 

F355 Collectors’ Guide 268

F355 25 years on 279

456 M GTA Buyers’ Guide              230 

456 M Racer 195 

F50 Track Test  (Rockingham) 68 

550 Maranello Buyers’ Guide.       209 

550 Maranello Buyers’ Guide.       237 

550 Barchetta Track Test  65 

575M (John Simister) 70 

575M Manual (Steve Berry) 86 
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575M Novitec 112 

575GTC 98 

575GTZ 133

612 Scaglietti 88/97

612 Scaglietti (John Simister) 93

612 Scaglietti Road Trip 123

612 Scaglietti HGTC                      129

612 Scaglietti Buyers’ Guide.       246 

Ferrari V12 Buyers’ Guide.             260 

Ferrari at Le Mans (Historic) 80

Ferrari at Monza 69  

Ferrari at Fiorano                           113

Ferrari Supercars at Mugello        115

Ferrari F1 126C4 Track test.         168

360 Spider (Digitec) 75

360 Club Fiorano Test 59

360 Challenge Stradale 85

360 Manual vs Ducati 999 88

360 Bi-Kompressor (Novitec) 96/100

360 Racers x 2      104

360 Modena (Manual v Gallardo) 182

360 Modena Buyers’ Guide           240

360 Modena v Gallardo 278

F430 99

F430 Spider 106

F430 Spider (Phil Ward) 119

F430 by Novitec 116

F430 Vs Gallardo SE                      122

F430 Bi-Kompressor (Novitec).     132

F430 Scuderia 138/153

F430 GTC Team Modena.              156

F430 Scuderia 16M.                       164

F430 (Vicki Butler Henderson)     165

F430/360/355/348/328.             205

Enzo 83/101/295

Enzo vs Maserati MC12                 158

Ferrari/FIA GT Championship 03 87

Ferrari Club Racers 208/355/360 94

599 GTB Fiorano 120/142

599 Drive Story  156

599 HGTE 159/166

599 Hybrid 172

599 Tribute Mille Miglia                188

599 Buyers’ Guide 245 

Ferrari Technology (Dron) 139

California GT 2008 151

California GT 2010 177

California HS 197

California T 223/242

California T HS 244

California Buyer’s Guide 282

Ferrari at Palm Beach 2009.         157

Ferrari at Le Mans 1998.                18

Ferrari at Le Mans 2009.               160

458 Italian Launch. 167

458 Italia Sebring 12h. 187

458 ISpa 24h (2015). 238

458 by Oakley Design. 184

458 vs Gallardo Superleggera      186

458 Spider 191

458 Italia (EVO 2) 192

458 Italia Buyers’ Guide 248

458 Spider vs Gallardo Spyder     204

458 Speciale on Silverflag ‘14.    225

458/365/Huracan Best Engines  299

458 Speciale v 430 Scuderia v 360

Challange Stradale 237

Ferrari Finales 2005 Monza          103

Ferrari 60th at Silverstone           135

Ferrari Racing days Silverstone    264

Ferrari 60th at Fiorano                  136

Maranello Rosso Collection          182

Ferrari Mondiali at Mugello ‘19     288

Ferrari by Pininfarina 60 years     203

Ferrari by Bertone 221

Museo Casa Enzo Ferrari               196

FF 202

FF Buyers’ Guide 292

F12 Berlinetta 201/212

F12 TDF 241

LaFerrari          207/221

LaFerrari vs Bugatti Veyron vs 

F35 Lightning  249

488 GTB          237

488 GTB v Huracán 247

488 Spider       239/251

488 Pista 268/270

GTC4 Lusso     247/267

GTC4 Lusso T 271

70 Years of Ferrari A-Z Pt2           257

70 Years of Ferrari Top Racers     260

812 Superfast 259/289

Under 50k Buyers’ Guide               271

Under 60k Buyers’ Guide               301

V8 Buyers’ Guide: 308GT4/GTB/328

/348/Mondial/355/360 Modena 259

Ferrari Portofino Italy Launch       266

Ferrari Portofino UK 278

Ferrari Monza SP1/SP2 275

Ferrari Monza SP2 (Goodwood)283

F80 Tributo 280

P80/C 280

SF90 Stradale 282

SF90 Stradale 295

F8 Tributo 285

F8 Spider 285

488 Pista Spider 288

812 GTS 285

Universo Ferrari 285

Ferrari Roma 285

Ferrari Collection (Korecký)          294

Ferrari V Lamborghini                    294

Ferrari in 300 issues of AI             300

Ferrari F90             301

Ferrari V12 Collection 302

FIAT

Mephistopheles 186 

1905 60hp 226 

501  86 

503 Spider  188 

509 140 

521C  98 

514 Spider 133

8V 157/239 

8V mega 8 car test 290 

2800 State Phaeton 115

1800 120

1900 Granluce 195

2300 117

2300S Coupe 235

Balilla Taxi  131

Topolino (Hotrod)  75 

Topolino Variations (Sparrow) 69 

Topolinos  80 

Topolino 500B 106 

Topolino Mare 204

500 Variations (Sparrow) 62 

500 50th Birthday 134

500 Coccinella 136

500 Engine Feature          156

500 Buyer’s Guide          173

500 Based Spada Zanzara.           212

500 L Readers’ Car 217

500 The Coachbuilt cars 243

500 Sixty Years 257

500 Ferves Ranger 259

500 (EV) 281

600s 82

600 Prototype 205

600 234

600 Jolly 246

Fiat 1100S Millecento 52 

Fiat 1100S Millecento MM.           162

Fiat 1100D Millecento 123

Fiat 1100 EZ Millecento 198

1100 TV 128 

1100 103 TV 225 

1100 Berlina + Trasformabile       302

1100 Padmini 119 

1200+1500 Cabriolets                  233 

1500L 176 

1600S Coupe 96 

1400B Junior 215

850 Bertone Race Team 221 

850 Coupe v Spider 245 

850T Camper 286 

850 Spiagetta 300 

Dino Coupe vs Spider 118/250

Dino Spider / Biturbo/Montreal   159 

Dino 2400 Buyers’ Guide 239

Dino Coupe (Fuel Injected)            264

Dino Coupe v Alfa Montreal          299

124 Saloons 215

124 Special 252

Fiat Twin Cam Engine 149/279

124 Spiders  50

124 Spider vs Fiat Barchetta       148

124 Spider vs Alfa Duetto            116

124 Spider Buyers’ Guide 164

124 Spider + Tom Tjaada              203

124 Spidereuropa 2000                290

124 Coupes 52

124 Coupe/GT Junior/Fulvia 1.3  147

124 AC Coupe  293

Fiat 124 Sport Coupe AC/BC/CC 261

125 95

125 S 161

125 Group 1 211

125 Samantha 105

127 Group Test 129 

127 50 years 303 

Fiat 127 ‘Stradale’ (Restomod)     266

Fiat 127 Rustica (Obscurati)        268

128 Rally, Estate, Coupe, Turbo   280

128 Saloon (Michael Ward)           209

128 5 car test             163

128 MK1 4 door Restoration        248

128 3P Montecarlo Historic         195

128 Sport Coupe (Seinfeld)          265

128 Giovanni’s Racer 300

130 (Steve Berry) 108

130 vs Gamma 151

130 Saloon (Buckley) 282

131 Sport (Golden Oldie) 118  

131 Sport / Racing 301  

131 Volumetrico V Argenta VX    288 

X1/9 Buyers’ Guide (Soper)          106

X1/9 Buyers’ Guide (Dredge)        287 

X1/9 Buyers’ Guide        157

X1/9 Dallara (Val Saviore)            103 

X1/9 Abarth Prototipo (Rep)        104 

X1/9 Club Racer        115 

X1/9 (Time Machine) 181

X1/9 VX (Modified) 202 

Strada 130TC/105TC 132

130TC v Grande Punto Abarth     158

Strada 130TC 187

Strada/Ritmo 40 years 267

Strada (Time Machine)                  197 

Strada 130TC/Tipo16v/Bravo      285 

Panda Buyers’ Guide  75 

Panda MK1 (Time Machine)          172 

Panda Nuova (launch)  86 

Panda 2004 91 

Panda in Dozza 94 

Panda 1.2 97 

Panda 4x4 MK1 Buyers’ Guide      185

Panda 4x4 (2004) 99 

Panda 4x4 (2005) 104

Panda 4x4 Cross (UK) 226

Panda 4x4 Buyers’ Guide 294

Panda MK1 (Time Machine)          172 

Panda Cross 4x4 / Monster          129 

Panda 100hp Italy Launch            126 

Panda 100hp UK            136 

Panda 100hp v 500S 232

Panda Buyer’s Guide 149 

Panda Group Test 179 

Panda 160hp (Turbo)  184 

Panda MK3 UK Launch 195 

Panda MK3 4x4 Italy 202 

Panda TwinAir Rally Phil Young    205

Panda MK3 4x4 UK 206 

Panda 40 years 289 

Uno 45 (Time Machine) 179

Uno Turbo MKI vs MKII 247

Uno Turbo Buyers’ Guide  274

Tipo 2.0 16v 54 

Tipo 2.0 16v v Delta v Alfa 33      297 

Cinq Sporting Buyer’s Guide         187

Cinquecento Sport x2 Modified.  258

Seicento (UAD Motorsport) 70

Punto 1.2, 1.9 JTD, HGT  82 

Punto MK2 Group test 120 

Modified Punto GT Turbos              64 

Punto Rally Super 1600 56

Punto HGT/HGT (Jtd) 98 

Punto HGT 2005 104

Punto HGT Buyers’ Guide              166

Punto Speedgear Launch 47/60 

Punto JTD  51 

Punto 1.9 JTD  67 

Punto/Seicento Abarth 60 

Punto Facelifted 83 

Punto Facelifted Driven (Berry) 85 

Punto GT/ HGT/ Scorpione           276 

Grande Punto Launch 112 

Grande Punto UK Launch 116 

Grande Punto Sporting  (1.9).       117 

Grande Punto 120 Eleganza         123 

Grande Punto T-Jet 141 

Grande Punto 1.4 T-Jet + 1.9.       146 

Grande Punto EVO.       165 

Grande Punto EVO.  (VBH) 168 

Grande Punto Buyer’s Guide         184

Grande Punto Buyer’s Guide         221

Grande Punto TwinAir                   195

Grande Punto 3 car group test     201

Coupe 16v vs Integrale  68 

Coupe 16v Turbo Prototype          259 

Coupe 20v Fleet report 143

Coupe 20v Turbo Fleet report.      209

Coupe Buyers’ Guide  137

Coupe 20v Turbo Buyers’ Guide   153

Coupe 20vT/GTV6/integrale        155

Coupe v 3200 v GT 3.2 v GTV       265

Coupe v Brera v GTV Cup              275

Flying Fiats  (Irish Racers)            113

Barchetta Buyers’ Guide                 71  

Barchetta Facelift  97

Fiat Barchetta vs 124 Spider       148

Fiat Barchetta Buyers’ Guide       151

Fiat Barchetta Buyers’ Guide       254

Bravo/Brava/Marea 59 

Bravo/Brava Buyers’ Guide 69  

Bravo HGT vs Alfa 145 CL             180

Bravo 1.4 T-Jet (Launch 2007)     130

Bravo 1.4 T-Jet (Launch 2008)     140

Bravo (UK Launch 2007) 135

Bravo ECO     148

Bravo 1.4 T-Jet + 1.6 M-Jet           202

Bravo Buyers’ Guide                       207 

Ulysse 80

500 2007 Launch 135

500 2007 1.3 Diesel     139

500 2007 1.3 Diesel (remap)        144

500 2008 1.4 Lounge    140

500 2008 UK launch    142

500 2008 1.4 Sport    159

500C    161

500 Buyers’ Guide 181 

500L Launch (Turin)                       198 

500L Launch                                   207 

500L Trekking 211/212 

500L MY2017                                 258 

500L MY2018                                 265 

500x Italian Launch 228 

500x Vs Renegade on Snow         232 

500x Vs Renegade 249 

500x UK         233 

500x Sport 285 

500x Sport 301 

500 MY2015 236/237 

500 Anniversario 260 

500 Collezione 275 

500 on the North Coast 500        286 

500e 291/299 

500 Hybrid 297 

500 Coupe by Zagato 292 

Multipla + Vignale Gamine           130 

Multipla 1.9 JTD 50

Multipla Facelift 2006 127

Multipla Buyer’s Guide 113/202

Multipla/Ulysse 102

Doblo MPV and Van 62

Doblo 1.9 JTD MPV 73

Doblo Italian Launch 2006           114

Doblo Family MY2009                    171

Ducato 160 Multijet 121

Ducato MY14 223 

Marea Weekend 2.4 Team Cars    124 

Marea Buyers’ Guide  115 

Stilo (Launch) 62/67 

Stilo Multiwagon (Launch) 80 

Stilo 1.8 16v 71 

Stilo 1.9 JTD 72/79 

Stilo 2.4 Abarth 92 

Stilo Schumacher 108

Stilo Schumacher Buyers’ Guide  208
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Stilo Buyers’ Guide 145

Idea Launch 88 

Idea (Steve Berry) 93 

Idea Fleet report 107 

MPV multitest Doblo/Idea/

Croma (2005) 107 

Croma in Ireland 118 

Croma 2.4 20v Multijet 122 

Sedici 4x4 Italy Launch 115 

Sedici 4x4 UK Launch 120 

Sedici 4x4 1.9 Multijet 131 

Scudo 129 

Fiorino 142 

Linea 144 

Qubo 151/157 

Dualogic Panda/Punto/500         186 

Freemont 4x4 197 

Freemont 4x4 Cross 231 

124 Spider MY2016 240/246

124 Spider MY2016 UK 250

124 Spider Spa Road Trip 270

Tipo / Spider MY2016 245/250

Tipo S Design 280

Fullback/Fullback Cross                257

Global Unsual Feisty Fiats            276

Centoventi (News) 280

Fiat Heritage Hub                  280/293

Fiat Panda & 500 Hybrid 290

Fiat Panda Hybrid 295

Fiat Turbos

Uno/Punto/Coupe/Croma            293

ISO

Iso Grifo S 236

Iso Grifo GL 365 246

Iso Fidia 160

Isotta Fraschini 90

LAMBORGHINI

Miura V12 Engine Feature            147

Miura (Giordanelli Rebuild)           106

Miura Jota  (Piet Pulford) 120

Miura Jota  (Italian Job Feature)  283

Miura P400 145

Miura SV (Jean Todt)   281

Miura Millechiodi   297

350 GT  152

400 GT Monza 113

Espada  119 

Espada Restoration Parts 1-7

197/201/203/206/210 

Espada 3 car test 239 

Jarama GTS 141

Urraco vs Ferrari 308 GTS 65

Urraco vs Merak vs 308GT4         149

Urraco vs Gallardo Balboni vs 

LM002 133/264

Countach LP400 v LP560-4.         156

Countach Pagani’s own car          271

Countach Prototype & Espada     286

Diablo 6.0 VT  50

Diablo GTR (Reiter Eng) 137

Murcielago 64

Murcielago  (Road Test) 72

Murcielago  (Track Test) 83

Murcielago  Vs Porsche 996 86

Murcielago Roadster 106

Murcielago Roadster (Batman).    117

Murcielago LP640    121

Murcielago LP640 vs Typhoon.     136

Murcielago R-GT (GT1 racer)         129

Murcielago R-GT (GT1 racer)         142

Murcielago LP670-SV                    165

Gallardo (Track Test) 84

Gallardo (Road Test Italy) 93

Gallardo Police Car 108

Gallardo Spyder 116

Gallardo By Hamann 118

Gallardo (IMSA) 126

Gallardo GT3 by Reiter Eng.          130

Gallardo by Reiter Eng.                  139

Gallardo GT3 Adria Track test.     145

Gallardo Superleggera 132/143

Gallardo LP570-4 Superleggera   171

Gallardo Superleggera v 458        186

Gallardo LP560-4 146

Gallardo LP560-4 v Countach.      156

Gallardo LP560-4 Spyder.              162

Gallardo Super Trofeo           159/166

Gallardo Balboni                            163

Gallardo Spyder Performante.      194

Gallardo 5-95 by Zagato.              263

40 years of Lamborghini 83

Countach/Diablo/ Murcielago.     135 

4 car test: Urraco/Silhouette/

Jalpa/Gallardo 94

Jalpa vs Ferrari 308 GTS 162

Aventador  185

Aventador 195

Aventador + Typhoon  225

Aventador/Murcielago/Diablo     198

Aventador LP750-4 SV 235

Aventador Roadster 207

Aventador Buyers’ Guide 293

Lamborghini Aventador SVJ          274

Lamborghini Aventador SVJ         280

Huracán LP610-4 236

Huracán HM680-4 (Oakley)          230

Huracán Performante 258

Huracán Performante Spyder       277

Urus 264/266/276

Lost Lamborghini Prototypes       292

LANCIA

Lancia Reunion (Miki Biasion)      180  

Lancia Theta 35hp 102  

Lancia D50 (Track Test) 71  

Lancia D50 240  

Lambda 7th Series Torpedo         186

Lambda 3 car test                         211

Dilambda S2 Carlton DHC 143

Dilambda S2 Offord Cabriolet      184

Augusta 240

Augusta (Cabriolet) 281

Appia meets Ypsilon 113

Appia Zagato 138

Appia Furgoncino             180

Appia Convertible             194

Lancia Appia  S1,2,3 261

Aurelia V6 Engine Feature            148

Aurelia B20 Series 1 107

Aurelia B20 Pichon Parat 294

Aurelia B24 Spider 127

Aurelia B24 Spider

+ B52 Rosa d’Oro 154

Aurelia B24S Convertible 87

Aurelia B24 Spider B20 Coupe     282

Aurelia B24 Spider + Flavia          249

Aprilia + Aurelia 100

Aurelia B50 Cabriolet Farina         274

Aurelia at 70 291

Aprilia Langenthal 108

Aprilia 166

Aprilia (Fred Gallagher) 188

Astura 88/241

Astura by Pinin Farina 185

Astura by Castanga (Villa D’este) 95

Astura MM Sport 203

Flaminia GTL  76

Flaminia 3 car test 172

Flaminia 2.5 3C Zagato. 258

Flaminia Coupe (Pinin Farina)       290

Flaminia 3c Speciale (Lopresto).  218

Lancia Flaminia Convertible vs 

Alfa 2600 Spider.   255

Flavia Coupe (Golden Oldie)          123

Flavia Zagato + Convertible         170

Flavia S2 285

Fulvia Zagato Historic racer 60

Fulvia Classic Choice  83

Fulvia F&M Specials  90

Fulvia F&M Specials 232

Fulvia 1.6 HF 92

Fulvia S05 98

Fulvia 2C (racer) 103

Fulvia Zagato Club Racer 115

Fulvia 1600 HF (Simister) 121

Fulvia V4 Engine Feature 146

Fulvia 1.3/124 Coupe/GT Junior  147

Fulvia 1.6 HF v Delta integrale     181

Fulvia 50th Anniversary  212

Fulvia Montecarlo / Safari            286

Fulvietta Concept Heritage Hub  286

Fulvia Competizione Prototype    204

Fulvia V OSCA 1600   303

Gamma 101

Gamma vs Fiat 130 151

Gamma 4 car test 189

Gamma Coupe (Time Machine)    206

Gamma Saloon, Trevi, Kappa       289

Sibilo by Bertone 206

Stratos GTO/GT car  51

Stratos vs Dino 246 GT 265

Stratos – 30 years of  85

Stratos World Meeting 2007        140

Stratos Stradale + Group 4           117

Stratos Prototype.          152

Stratos (Heseltine)           233

Stratos Chequered Flag Story      243

Stratos Group 4 Track Test           249

Stratos – 2005  103

Stratos New 2010                         179

Rally multi car feature 99/255 

Beta Historic racer 60

Beta Coupe/Saloon/Montecarlo  139

Beta HPE (Steve Berry) 293

Beta Volumex x 2 260

Beta Coupe (Studio) 284

Beta Coupe Alitalia rep 299

Trevi Bimotore 237

Montecarlo 297

Montecarlo Buyers’ Guide 161

Montecarlo Turbo (Martini)           206

Martini LC1  207

Martini LC2  208

Martini Special (John Campion)   272

037 Rally Stradale 67  

037 Rally Stradale          245

037 Rally Martini (Volta) 62  

037 Rally Olio Fiat (Grifone)         144  

037 Rally Wurth 230

Delta S4 Cesare Fiorio’s 72

Delta S4 ECV1 179

Delta S4 ECV2 295

Delta 40th Anniversary  161

Delta 4HF 4WD 169

Delta 4HF Turbo 277

Delta 4HF Turbo v 33 Tipo 16v     297 

Delta integrale 8v Team Cars       198

integrale vs Coupe 16v    68 

integrale 8v, 16v, EVO    93 

integrale Track test (Drivedata)  95 

integrale Repsol Group A              105 

integrale/Coupe 20vT/147 GTA   164

integrale Buyers’ Guide  156

integrale/Coupe 20vT/GTV6        155

integrale Group A Martini 182

integrale Group A Martini 228

integrale Martini 212

integrale 500bhp (Walkers)          217

integrale Race car (Walkers)        282

integrale 30th-48 page Special   262

integrale Futurista 275

integrale Evo V Coupe 20v T        278

Hyena

64

Hyena 275 

Thema 8.32 Buyers’ Guide            247

Thema v Saab v Croma v 164.      153

Thema Plus 240

Delta HPE HF Turbo  37

Delta HPE Turbo Buyers’ Guide     169

Delta (New) 2008  147

Ypsilon 2004 1.4 89

Ypsilon 2011 185

Y10 (Time Machine) 175

Y10 + Turbo 223

Lybra 2.4 JTD SW 65

Kappa Coupe v Shamal v SZ         274

Thesis (Launch) 65

Thesis 2.4 JTD (San Remo) 80

Musa 1.9 105

Kennedy Collection 263

MASERATI

250F (Fangio’s Car) 73

250F vs Ferrari 246 172

Cooper Maserati 72

8CM + 6CM  82

Bugatti-Maserati (1937)               245

150S + Maria Luisa IV Boat          234

150 GT Spyder 267

300S 209

450S (Recreation) 84

450S (Spa) 91

Tipo 63 (Panini) 102

Tipo 61  89

Tipo 61 Birdcage Ch.2461            211

A6GCS 245 

A6G Frua Coupe 72 

A6GCS (Blue) 132 

A6GCS (2053) 211 

A6G 54 Zagato 202

A6G 54 Frua 203

A6G 54 Coupe by Frua 230

A6G 2000 (Baillon) 270

Race Transporter  112

Mistral vs AC 428 56

Mistral Coupe 70

Mistral 3.7 Spyder 144

Mistral Collectors’ Guide 264

Sebring 279

3500GT Replica Body 75

3500GT Spyder Vignale 80

3500GT Spyder Vignale 167

3500GT Spyder Vignale 

Collectors’ Guide 254

3500GT 59/99

3500GT (Giordanelli)  201

3500GT (25CLO)  249

5000GT (Variations) 81

5000GT (Frua) 85

5000GT (Allemano) 93

5000GT (Joe Walsh) 191

5000GT Ghia 284

5000GT V Ferrari 500 Superfast  303

Cooper Maserati T61P 154

Khamsin Collectors’ Guide.           257

124 GT Prototype 60

Simun Prototype 60

Ghibli SS 52

Ghibli v Ferrari Daytona 127

Ghibli Collectors’ Guide.                261

V8 Engine Feature 152

Bora v 512 BBi v Pantera 154

Bora 4.7 (Park) 194

Merak 298

Merak vs Ferrari 308GT4 50

Merak vs 308GT4 vs Urraco         149

Merak Turbo Prototype 67

Merak vs 246 Dino vs Urraco.      190

Kyalami vs Longchamp 64

Karif 90

Indy 68

Indy Collectors’ Guide 286

Biturbo Spyder 225

Biturbo (Heywood)  107

Biturbo V8 Engine Feature            171

Biturbo Buyers’ Guide 251

Ghibli Buyers’ Guide  51

Ghibli Primatist 65

Ghibli v 3200 v 4200 v GT MC      300

Shamal 238

Shamal v Alfa SZ v K Coupe          274

Quattroporte Series I (Antas)       134

Quattroporte Series I 121

Quattroporte by Frua 233

Quattroporte by Frua Aga Khan   271

Quattroporte Series II 122

Quattroporte Series II v SM          265

Quattroporte Series III 123

Quattroporte Series V 91

Quattroporte Series V (Yellow)     103

Quattroporte V Sport GT 119

Quattroporte V Sport GT               125

Quattroporte V Auto 2007           130

Quattroporte V GTS Auto 2008.   140

Quattroporte V + P1 Boats.          142

Quattroporte S.          149

Quattroporte Sport GT S 156/172

Quattroporte Bellagio Touring     196

Quattroporte Bellagio + QP6 SB

288

Quattroporte Evo Superstar.        196

Quattroporte VI  Launch 204

Quattroporte VI S 241

Quattroporte VI MY2018 247

3200GT Club Fiorano 59  
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...a  motoring icon may be closer
to reality than you ever thought
For the ultimate in authenticity,

quality & engineering 
integrity

Supplier of coffin-spoke and
FIA Mk2 and Mk3 427 wheels

BIALBERO
All the cars powered by the legendary twin cam engine
by Phil & Michael Ward

Anew 304 page fully illustrated colour book with over 900
photographs, many never before published, based on all the Fiats,
Lancias and Alfa Romeos that are powered by Aurelio Lampredi’s

superb twin cam engine.
While some elements of the book are an expansion of the earlier

works by the same author, the early chapters now include extracts from
road tests by Auto Italia’s writers.

Also included in the first part of the book are one-offs and concepts
like the Stola Dedica, Lancia Magia and Grama 2 ‘Puntograle’, while
modified cars include a 180bhp twin cam-engined Lada ‘124’ and a
superb Abarth OT1600 tribute.

The second half of the book is dedicated to hands-on maintenance
and restoration advice of a selection of popular classic twin cams. 

There is also the added bonus of invaluable, expert tuning information
by the renowned and sadly recently deceased twin cam race engine
preparer, Guy Croft.

This much anticipated publication is prolifically illustrated
throughout with high quality photography of real world cars from
collections and dynamic images from Auto Italia’s archives. Many of
the featured cars are owned by the magazine’s readers, in addition
there is also a gallery of restored twin cams from around the world.

Bialbero is available exclusively via www.bialbero.co.uk or

for multiple copies order with claire@auto-italia.co.uk
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SELLING YOUR ITALIAN CAR? 
FREE SERVICE TO READERS. 

EMAIL LIZ.SOLO@NTLWORLD.COM
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2007 Alfa Romeo 939 Spider 2.2 JTS.
46,000 miles, red, registered September
2007, owned by AROC member past 6
years. Low mileage at 46,000, brand new
engine fitted 6000 miles ago, new
springs, brakes, front subframe, Pirellis.
Cambelt, timing chain and tensioners
6000 miles ago, new hydraulic hood
motor (£1000) fitted 2018, plus hydraulic
roof pipe, hood flap motors, roof gas
struts (4), last service and MOT by
Capozzoli of Ilchester, Somerset
October 2020, £6500. Tel: Mike, 07764
603851 (Somerset). A304/074

ALFA ROMEO

2005 Alfa Romeo 166 2.0 TS Lusso Ti.
73,000 miles, Silver Grigio Chiaro. A
superb example of this highly under
estimated saloon, (there are only a
handful left in the UK). The car is fully
loaded (elec windows, seats) etc, and
has 10 months’ MOT. It has been
maintained by the Alfa Workshop for the
past six years and is due a cambelt and
water pump change which can be part
of the negotiation on price! Full service
history is available, £4500 neg. Tel: Mike
Jones, 07455 545111. A304/073

2008 Alfa Romeo GT Blackline JTS.
53,000 miles, black, reluctant sale due
to (even) more practical daily driver (159
Sportwagon) on the way! Standard
except for a couple of very effective
upgrades: front four pot Brembo
calipers, Quaife LSD and Powerflex front.
Timing belt changed December 2019,
MOT due 22 January 2022, FSH except
for one year (when the car did
particularly low miles). Last service May
2020, only fault on diagnostic is air con
pressure related, £3495. Tel: Mike,
07739 974011. A304/072

Alfa Romeo 2001 GTV V6 Cup No.73.
40,650 miles, red. I have decided to sell
my GTV Cup, No.73, she is a beautiful
example of a modern classic and has
been lovingly restored by AutoLusso
with original parts. There is lots of
history which came when I bought her in
2016 (£16,000) as well as a pile of
receipts from the recent mechanical
restoration work (£10,000). She wants
for nothing, is in excellent health,
garaged during winter and the interior is
immaculate. Please contact me for
details and photos, £15,995. Tel: Darren
Clement, 07839 180000. Email:
darrenpclement@protonmail.com.
A304/071

2007 Alfa Romeo Brera Q4 3.2 V6.
124,000 miles, red, great car, drives
beautifully, just had a full service inc all
new J hook discs, pads and braided lines
with new fluid. PZeros all round,
unmarked leather interior, 3.2 V6 4
wheel drive with the 6 speed manual
box, not the Selespeed. Call for any
more photos or information, £4250, may
take a part ex car/bike. Tel: Dustin,
07817 842443. A304/070

1991 Alfa Romeo Spider S4. 16,104km,
Rosso Red, reluctant sale due to ill health
and downsizing of my much loved and
admired Spider. Owned from 2006 with
little dry use only since, superb bodywork
having being high quality refurbished in
2002. MOT until March 2022, RHD
conversion, tan interior, Nardi steering
wheel, original alloys, mohair hood.
Comprehensive history file, workshop
manual, original tool roll, Alfa Parts CD and
original sales brochure included. Matching
hardtop with heated rear screen available
separately, £12,500, further details on
request. Tel: Glyn, 07971 952358. Email:
glenn@ bugattis.plus.com (East
Yorkshire). A304/069

1965 Alfa 2600 Bertone Sprint 2 door
coupe. RHD, 68,000 miles, metallic blue,
a sound strong and robust grand tourer.
Major body rebuild 1986, very little used
since, records show mileage in 1984 as
62,000, in 2015 64,000 when purchased
by me. I had a major engine rebuild by
professional old fashioned engineer in
2017, work inc radiator recore, new
shockers, 5 new Michelin X tyres,
mileage 65,000. Total costs over
£10,000. Interior original Italian leather,
but driver’s seat well worn. Big file of all
work done with photos and previous
owners, mileage etc, £43,000. Tel: Tim
Courtenay, 07483 860942. A304/068

1983 Alfasud TI Green Cloverleaf. Red,
same family ownership since 1994. Fully
restored some years ago including bare
metal paint and new Alfa wings, bonnet
and tailgate. BLS built engine (fast road
spec) and gearbox with less than 2K
miles since. Recently serviced with new
cambelts, £9000, call for more info/
photos. Tel: 07734 516308. A304/067

2011 Alfa Romeo 159 Sportwagon 1.8
petrol. Rare petrol TBI Lusso with full
spec, must be one of the last 159s, FSH,
leather and Alcantara interior trim,
Bluetooth, sat nav, dual exhaust, auto
lights, cruise control, reversing sensors,
folding mirrors, 2 keys, locking wheel
nuts, new tyres, alloys in very good
condition. 94,000 miles, £10,995 ono. Tel:
Robin, 07890 269143 or email:
robingeorgepaul@gmail.com, more
pictures available. A304/066

Alfa Romeo 2000 Spider Veloce.
Restoration project. Been restoring my
Alfa for 17 years, the car is based on a
S2/S3 Spider, have built car from a shell
upwards and is now 85% done. I do know
the car is not 100% original as I've added
parts like a newer dashboard than in the
S2. This car includes extra parts like
another engine, gearbox, etc. For more
information or questions email me at
stefaneames@sky.com or call me after
8pm on 07968 347339. A304/054

Restored/modified Alfa Romeo 1984
GTV6. Extensively restored and
modified by Alex Jupe Motorsport
including full body bare metal respray in
original 919 Black Metallic with vinyl
protection in key areas. Engine upgraded
to 3 litre with Cloverleaf high
compression pistons, Colombo & Bariani
fast road camshafts, gas-flowed heads,
CSC exhaust manifolds and ANSA rear
silencer. Full refurbishment of engine
bay including many new/reconditioned
components. Fast-shift to gearbox with
LSD. RS Racing coilover suspension and
16” Compomotive alloys/Toyo Proxes
T1R tyres, upgraded front discs, new
rear calipers and discs. Lightly patinated
original tan velour interior with new
headlining. MOT to 12/21, garaged
throughout my 12 year ownership.
Extensive history file and spares,
previously featured on BBC Top Gear,
£28,000. Email: dajhill@gmail.com
(located in PO7 Hampshire). A304/002

2002 Alfa Romeo GTV 3.0 V6 Cup.
82,500 miles, red immaculate GTV Cup.
Completely unmolested, garaged,
scrupulously maintained and serviced,
number 123, with unique matching
numberplate. MOT due in August, car is
SORN but will be back on the road in
April, located in SW England. Car has an
agreed insured value that is higher than
my asking price, a beautiful, fast, fast
appreciating classic that wants for
nothing, £15,950, call for more details.
Tel: 07584 170078. A304/053
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1991 Ferrari Testarossa. UK supplied
car 2FTR, 18,000 genuine miles with full
Ferrari/specialist service history, lovely
history file, cam belts and main service
just completed. Full original Schedoni
Testarossa language set, with leather
bound owner’s pack, set of Azev (fitted
from almost new) and original set of
wheels, multiple owners but in my
ownership since 2011. I have loved and
hated this amazing machine but it’s time
for me to move!! Will only sell to someone
who will appreciate it!! £185,000. Email:
ewtg@icloud.com. A304/005

Ferrari 360 Michelloto. Factory built
360 Challenge on the 22/12/2000,
assembly no 39879, one of only 2 cars
built to Carbon Michelloto specification.
This particular car has had over £80,000
spent over the last few years, including
a new Stradale engine (invoices on file),
and lightly used since. Full Air Jack
system, Ohlins fully adjustable dampers,
Autotel comms, slicks and wets. This car
is very well known in the UK, and has
been maintained to the highest of
standards, happy to p/x road car. Tel:
Robert, 07802 638618. A304/006

Ferrari 430 Challenge. 430 Challenge in
excellent condition bought 8 years ago
and well maintained by FF Corse for 6
years and currently RNR. Used for track
days and just three club races.
Renovated and colour changed this year
to a high standard, complete with wing
and front carbon splitter, three sets of
wheels. To see the car contact Stuart
Shield, 01245 250981 or 07747 605566.
Email: stuart@ipropertymedia.com.
A304/008

Ferrari 308 Reimagined. 4 owners, 3rd
owner for 20 years. It has a dry sump,
extensive engine work by Shiltech with
composite doors and rear section,
adjustable suspension and modified
brakes, a new cooling system has been
installed, extinguisher system and
Kevlar seats, full cage and harnesses
and central locking. Over £83,000 of
development work with a full history
folder. New clutch fitted and full
inspection and belts by Shiltech in 2018
with little mileage since. It is road
registered with V5 and MOT, FOC member.
Email: j7uan@aol.com. A304/009

FERRARI

Ferrari 360 Modena. 2000 360 F1, such
an impressive car, it was purchased by
UK Ferrari Main Dealership by Tycoon,
car has been in UK but it was taken to
Northan Ireland in 2009 for job relocation
and brought back in 2013, car has very
impressive service history, 44,900m,
pristine, Ferrari Red, immaculate black
leather interior with red carpets, Bi
Xenon headlights, air conditioning,
electric windows/electric seats and
mirrors, red brake calipers, £50,950,
bargain. Tel: 07466 021553. A304/013

Ferrari F355 GTS. 1996, 20,000 genuine
miles with FSH, Sebring Blue, one of 2
ever made. Black leather interior with
s/steel, straight through exhaust.
Immaculate condition, I am the 3rd
owner and have owned the car for 17
years, £98,000. If interested please
email: viv@well.ox.ac.uk or call: 07894
556355. A304/015

2007 Alfa Romeo Spider V6 Q4
Qtronic. 54,678 miles, Argento Silver,
very well cared for V6 with red leather
interior. Used for summer outings, SORN
every winter/garaged. Everything works
as it should including Pioneer head
unit/GPS,  hood works like new. Oil
temperature a constant 90 and water
100. FSH from Alfa specialists, last three
years have seen a new alternator, coil,
heater fan and recent two front tyres
plus a 54,000 mile service at Alfa
Technico. Reluctant sale due
space/age/health, ‘V6 6 SPD’ reg
included, £13,250. Tel: 07813 037501 for
further information. A304/055

Ferrari 360 Spider. 2002 360 Spider in
Rosso/Crema, 28,300 miles, high spec
and full service history. My car since 2015
and it has just had cam belt service (3rd
in my ownership) at Bob Houghtons, full
details on Bob Houghton website. Car is
immaculate and ready to go, the car is on
SORN at Bob Houghtons so give Russell
(sales manager) a call on 01451 860794
to see or test the car. I’m happy to take
calls on: 07803 964349. A304/007
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Ferrari California T Handling Speciale.
California T 2016, Grigio Silverstone with
Nero Daytona roof, Rosso leather with
blue stitching, 9500 miles with 3 years
free servicing, Ferrari warranty till July
2021, 20-inch diamond cut alloys, carbon
fibre driver’s zone with rev LEDs, superb
unmarked condition, may part exchange,
£101,950. Tel: Les Coates, 07814
009595. Email: les.coates@tiscali.co.uk.
A304/012

Portofino valved exhaust and
‘stainless steel X’ pipe. 2020 Capristo
valved exhaust and a Kline Innovation
stainless steel ‘X’ pipe. Will fit a Ferrari
Portofino, used for 9 months (1500
miles) during 2020, car now sold with
original exhaust refitted. Any sensible
offer considered. Tel: Guy, 07768
511614. A304/023

Fiat Strada 130TC spares. Mk2 grille,
tailgate, rear lenses, washer bottle,
exhaust manifold + other parts. Tel:
Martin, 07941 851991. A304/003
Ferrari 360 Spider ECU. I have for sale
one ignition ECU. This has come off my
own car, open to offers, ring with any
questions. Tel: 07896 556107. A304/022
Ferrari 208 F106C engine. Very rare
F106C 2 litre V8 engine and cylinder
heads for sale complete with
camshafts, cam covers, crankshaft.
Date codes from 1975, less than 1000 of
these were made I believe. There is no
gearbox or diff with it, I have no idea of
the condition of the internals. Very rare
engine, spares or repair, does NOT run!!
Asking £6000. Tel: Andrew, 07375
288003 (Staffordshire). A304/028
F430 wheels and tyres. A set of four
genuine and original F430 alloys which
have just been refurbished by the
market leader – Lepsons. Together with
a brand new set of Pirelli P Zero Rosso
tyres which were fitted at the Pirelli
Performance Centre in Burton last
month. They have not been fitted to a
car and are immaculate, I have lots of
photos, £4000. Tel: 07714 155570. Email:
michaeltcarr1965@gmail.com.
A304/075
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Fiat 1900A 1952. Right-hand drive, very
rare car! Very good condition, original
bodywork, very low mileage. Been in
family for 22 years, featured in Auto
Italia in November 1999 by Phil Ward,
lots of spares included, sensible offers
considered. Tel: 07925 904194. Email:
miller221245@gmail.com. A304/078

FIAT

MASERATI

PARTS

Pair of Ferrari F50 front calipers. New
and unused F50 Brembo calipers with
pads for 330mm x 32mm discs. I have
found them listed for F50 may fit
others? The calipers have the s/no
20.7679.01 1A & 20.7679.01 1A. The
pads have 07.4865.61 & 338414. Open
to serious offers. Tel: Phil, 07443
851877. Email: philbrad73@hotmail.com
(Liverpool). A304/045

F355 Challenge race car road
registered (1995). Much loved and well
known Challenge car, raced with the
Ferrari Owners’ Club since 2006. Road
registered and ready to race, in fact just
back from a successful race weekend
picking up overall 1st, 2nd and 2nd
results at Snetterton on 10 October
2020, and a total of 5 overall wins in
2020. I have owned the car since 2013
and raced within the Pirelli Ferrari
formula classic, Pirelli Ferrari Open and
Aston Martin Intermarque Championship.
Notable previous owners include Jay Kay
from Jamiroquai. Email:
nefoc@tristec.co.uk . A304/011

GT4 doors. Ferrari GT4 panels, new old
stock. One pair of door frames and skins,
£3000. Email: david.potter@live.com.
A304/049

Ferrari 458 exhaust (Capristo).
Capristo valve-controlled exhaust
system for the Ferrari 458, fits to the
original mountings. Grade 1.4828
stainless steel, optional Capristo remote
control exhaust valve opener is available
if required. Very good condition, very
clean, removed by Ferrari main dealer
prior to sale of car, asking: £1600, no
VAT. Tel: 01223 901990. A304/020

Ferrari 458 plate holder. Carbonio
Design engineered bespoke mount that
fits cleanly and perfectly to the front of
any 458 without the need for any
destructive holes. 5 second install /
removal. “Tested to over 185mph, this is
the most advanced and thoroughly
engineered plate mount ever offered to
Ferrari owners”. Great video on Carbonio
website at https://bit.ly/3negbcn.
Buying my one used will save you £110
compared to the brand new one. I’ve
sold my 458 so no longer need, FOC
member 28 year. Email: m@il1.uk.
A304/033

Maserati Open Cup. Unique piece of
Maserati’s racing legacy: one of only 27
ever built Maserati Ghibli Open Cups in
pristine condition! This very special, well
maintained white Maserati Ghibli Open
Cup in full 1996 Evoluzione specs is still
as new with less than 60km (!!) on the
odometer. It has never raced or been on
any track. The car
(ZAM336B00*00361627) was part of a
famous car collection and is obviously
not road-legal. Email: viva-hate@web.de.
A304/077

2010 Ferrari 599 GTB factory HGTE
(LHD). Selling my immaculate 599 GTB
with rare and desirable factory fitted
HGTE pack, Grigio Silverstone with
special order grey interior. 2010 car, 2
previous owners and very light usage in
its 28,400 miles, clutch wear 16%, brakes
36%. Imported from Germany 2016, full
main dealer and specialist independent
service history. Many options, including
shields, parking sensors, heat insulating
screen etc, all books, covers, keys,
battery charger, toolkit present,
£109,995. Tel: 01327 261415. A304/014

Ferrari California RH headlight. I have
a UK genuine Ferrari California RH
headlight for sale. It’s brand new, bought
for a pre-facelift California, it’s no longer
wanted. Brand new as in it’s not even
been unwrapped and taken out of the
box. It was an HR OWEN part,
000240126. £3200 but open to offers.
Tel: Lee, 01689 664769. A304/027

Ferrari F40 rear screen. Good used
condition, sensible offers. Email:
david.potter@live.com. A304/051

High quality automotive grade domed
acrylic engine cover badges for the 2
litre Alfa Romeo Giulia and Stelvio. Two
iconic designs, with carbon fibre effect
background and Italian Tricolore. Easy
fitment, with self-adhesive backing, £18
per badge, including first class recorded
P&P within the UK. Order via
matthew.utting@tiscali.co.uk. A304/017

2004 Maserati 4.2 Cambiocorsa
Coupe. Dark green metallic, 26,000
miles only with present owner from new.
Full documentation and service history,
appearance as new inside and out, best
offer secures. For more details tel:
Richard, 01453 824133
(Gloucestershire). A304/052

Ferrari 456 MGTA. 1998 in Tour de
France blue metallic with natural tan
leather and dark blue carpets.
Bodywork, wheels and interior in
excellent condition. 66,000 miles, MOT
Aug ‘21, full Ferrari dealer service
history, serviced by Italian specialist in
the North West for last 5 years in my
ownership. Cam and auxiliary belts
changed at 61,500, full and
comprehensive documentation folder,
spare key, leather tool case and all
manuals. Realistically priced at £45,000.
Tel: Nick Green, 07780  850110.
A304/010
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AVANTI MOTORSPORT
ABARTH / ALFA / FIAT / LANCIA
General Servicing & Repairs
1000s of used parts in stock 
Performance Engine Parts
Engine & Gearbox Rebuilds

5 & 6 Speed Close Ratio Gearkits
LSD Units, Final Drives
Tel: 01458 446517

Email: avantimotors@btconnect.com
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Ferrari 458 Spider OEM floor mats.
458 Spider, OEM new driver’s and
passenger’s black floor mats, still in
Ferrari taped bubble wrap, £130 ono
excluding postage. Email: Gillian,
geb_40@yahoo.co.uk. A304/029
Ferrari F430 Spider carbon engine
bay panels. Carbon fibre engine bay
panels in immaculate unmarked
condition. Only on my car for 400 miles,
will fit RHD or LHD F430 Spider models,
£700 ono. Email:
simonlewis63@hotmail.com. A304/037
Ferrari F430 wheel bolts. Here is a set
of genuine and original boxed Ferrari
F430 wheel bolts x20. There is no
corrosion on any of them, £250. Email:
michaeltcarr1965@gmail.com. A304/076
Ferrari 4x tyres. Fronts 245/35/ZR/20,
rears 305/30/ZR/20, only done 4000
miles on 488 model. Available as I
bought a 488 from a dealership, they
put 4 new tyres on under the purchase
deal and I got to keep the old tyres. On
the tyre gauge, new tyres have a 7 to 8
depth of tread, two of these tyres are 5
depth and the other two tyres 6 depth,
therefore only a quarter used, £500 the
four tyres. Tel: Johnny Vanner, 07956
365177. A304/046
Ferrari 355 hi spec brakes. 4 discs and
calipers I took off my 355 when sold, if
you have ever tracked a 355 you know
why I replaced them. Contact for any
questions, reasonable offers, need the
space. Tel: 07860 658429. Email:
joe.sacco@talk21.com. A304/043
Roll hoop. Roll hoop to fit a Ferrari
GT4/308/328, made by Safety Devices,
with inertia belts fitted, please contact
Robert, to discuss, £400. Tel: 07802
638618. A304/041
Ferrari F40 body panels. Ferrari F40
body panels, email for details. Email:
david.potter@live.com. A304/050

355 Spyder brochure. 36 full colour
pages, presented in a white Ferrari
folder, excellent condition, £50. Email:
r19831993@aol.com. A304/018
‘Original Ferrari V8’. Bought this new
and is still in same condition, price to be
discussed. Tel: 07900 930255. Email:
henryclewarth@gmail.com. (East
Sussex). A304/019

Ferrari yearbooks and manuals. Ferrari
Yearbooks 1999 & 2003, never opened,
still in the original wrappers, £50 each.
308GT4 Workshop Manual and Spare
Parts Catalogue (1979) both unused
condition, Mar Part reprints, £50 each
plus postage. BB512i Spare Parts
Catalogue 1982 Maranello
Concessionaires Reprint in unused
condition, £50 plus postage. Daytona
365GTB/4 Workshop (Assembly Data
and Repair Instructions) Manual in
English, Angelo Wallace translation, £75
plus postage. Email:
geb_40@yahoo.co.uk. A304/030
Ferrari workshop manuals. Workshop
manuals for 348, 355 Vol.1, 355 Vol.2+3,
246, 308GT4. In ring binders, £150 each.
Email: mark.charles@ntlworld.com.
A304/032
Ferrari workshop manuals. Workshop
manuals in ring binders for sale :
275GTB, 355 (Vol 3), 456GT, Testarossa
(Vol 1), 355 (94/5), Mondial T, Testarossa
(Vol 2), Mondial 8/QV, 348, £150 each.
Email: mark.charles@ntlworld.com.
A304/038
Ferrari spare parts catalogues. Spare
parts catalogues for Testarossa 1990,
BB512, Mondial T, 360 Modena, 308GT4,
355 Motonic 5.2, 550 Maranello, 456. In
ring binders (mostly blue, but 456 in
yellow), £150 each. Email:
mark.charles@ntlworld.com. A304/039
Ferrari 348 electrical manual.
Electrical manual for 348 in ring binder,
£100. Email: mark.charles@ntlworld.com.
A304/031

Ferrari 328 wiring diagrams. Wiring
diagrams for 328GTB/GTS, £80. Email:
mark.charles@ntlworld.com. A304/036

Schedoni luggage set 360. Ferrari 360
“Jeu de Trois Bagages en cuir par
Schedoni”, three piece set in Crema
leather each bearing the Cavallino
emblem. Two suitcases with sprung
retractable handles and combination
locks with beige lining plus gorgeous
leather suit carrier, all in beautiful
condition. Made to measure suitcases by
this world leading manufacturer,
Schedoni, are getting increasingly
difficult to obtain for these classic
Ferraris, offers in the region of £1800.
Tel: 07802 960333 (W.Yorks). A304/044

Ferrari brochures. Genuine Testarossa
brochure (1989), £30; genuine Ferrari
model range brochure (1990), including
price list, £15; genuine Ferrari model
range brochure (1989) 328, Mondial 3.2,
412, Testarossa, F40, including price list,
£15. Email jon.leo@btinternet.com.
A304/048

Registration number ‘WT 55’. For that
special car, £12750, on retention,
immediate transfer. Tel: 07768 028400.
Email: briantdavies@aol.com. A304/083

Alfa Romeo Alfetta Haynes workshop
manual, 1973 to 1981, all models,
hardback, £3.95, vgc. Tel: 07399
359072. A304/082

Registration number ‘P1 FGT’. Put your
car on the ‘Front of the Grid’ with this
amazing registration! £3250, on
retention, immediate transfer. Tel:
07768 028400. Email:
briantdavies@aol.com. A304/081

Dino 308GT4 workshop manual. Well
used, many fingermarks, first three
pages loose/torn, offers. Tel: 07500
844265. A304/080

Ferrari 512 TR – GB Progetti no.10.
Italian large format softback book,
English edition, published Jan Feb ‘92.
Unique publication, no.10 is dedicated to
the 512TR. Chronicle of the project with
masses of CAD diagrams, drawings,
expanded views, photos, test results
etc, from Enzo’s first ideas to the 512
presentation and marketing. Rare
publication, in superb condition,
essential for 512 owners, oir £100. Tel:
Tony Hodgkiss, 01364 642808. Email:
tonyhodgkiss@outlook.com. A304/025

Ferrari models 1/18. Model collection
from 166MM to Enzo, 1/18 scale, most
with boxes. Available singly or several,
message for details, price, etc. Email:
mark.charles@ntlworld.com. A304/024

Vintage Owners’ Club magazines. 36
very good condition magazines from
issue no.77 – Winter 1988 to no.128 –
Winter 2000 – with gaps. Just like
today’s magazines filled with great
period photos, articles, reviews, adverts
and more, £99 please. Email: Douglas,
smithmearns@aol.com. A304/021

MISCELLANEOUS

Ferrari 355 dashboard gauge cluster.
355 dashboard gauge cluster, like new,
£1500 ono, only ones available on eBay
are selling for £1600 plus and are from
America. Will take sensible offers, willing
to post at cost or collection. Please
message or call: 07501 079424.
A304/034
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Huge literature collection. Genuine
Ferrari factory brochures, handbooks,
yearbooks and more besides, about a
thousand items mainly 1975 to 2010, to
be sold as one lot, located in London, if
you are interested and have deep
pockets. Email:
cardewlondon@gmail.com. A304/042
‘NNF 430’. Registration for sale,
currently on vehicle but will be ready for
transfer shortly. I do have a figure in
mind but I’m putting it out for offers on
the price. Email:
deanw330@yahoo.co.uk. A304/056

‘612 TOY’. Perfect for Scaglietti, on
retention, ready to assign, sensible
offers please. Tel: Mike, 07880745480.
Email: wklloyds@btconnect.com.
A304/057
‘F430 TOY’. Fantastic registration for
any model Ferrari 430. Currently on
retention, can be supplied on retention
or transferred to vehicle, if you have any
questions please call me. Tel: 07587
818181. A304/058
‘F12 GTM’. On retention, £1680. Email:
apmrobson@yahoo.com. A304/059
‘612 RED’. Registration mark on
retention certificate, £5750 or best
offer. Email: rob.morris131@gmail.com.
A304/060
‘SFE 275’. Scuderia Ferrari 275
registration for sale. Ideal for a
lightweight 275 GTB, serious offers. Tel:
07800 649800. A304/061
‘F8 TRT’. Presently assigned to a
vehicle, but ready to transfer to new
owner for the right price. Needless to
say, the perfect fit for an F8 Tributo.
Feel free to give me a shout. Tel: 07971
560159. Email: jtdenoon@gmail.com.
A304/062
‘355 YEL’. Unique and displayed on my
Ferrari 355 for many years. On retention
and ready to display yours!! Bargain
£3500 secures. Tel: Neil, 07957 420069.
A304/063
‘488 SPR’. The ultimate number plate
for your 488 Spider. All sensible offers
considered. Tel/text Garry: 07767
611936. A304/063

Car wanted: Espada S3. Prefer LHD,
swap4 Merc 230TE auto estate, 70,000
mls, 2nd owner, 1988, many extras and
new parts: alloys, exhaust, g/box, rad,
batt etc; also Snap-On tools new,
Nikon/Pentax camera collection and pro
items and cammo clothes, ideal 4
wildlife, ELO record collection etc. Tel:
01277 200530. A304/064
Wanted anything Lambo: cars,
tractors, boats, bikes, BMW-M1 etc, any
language. Swap4 books, mags,
brochures, posters etc, USA trucks,
cars, guns, Mustang, GT40, Lincoln,
limo/ hearse, Jag, Lotus, MG etc, wildlife,
m/bikes. Tel: 01277 200530. A304/065

Thepublishersacceptnoresponsibilityforthequalityofgoodssoldthroughthesepagesalthoughthegreatestcarewillbetaken
toensurethatadvertisementsacceptedarebonafide.AdvertisersshouldtakenoteoftherequirementsoftheTRADE
DESCRIPTIONSACT1968 whenpreparingtheiradvertisementsforpublication.

SellyourItaliancar,
bikeorspareshere
FREEOFCHARGE!

Advertsreceivedbefore13thMaywillgointoJulyissue

AUGUSTDEADLINE:10thJUNE

YOUCANINCLUDEAPHOTOGRAPHWITHYOURADVERT
FREEOFCHARGE!

Colour photographs are free for PRIVATE advertisers! You can include
approximately 30 words. Advertisements can be submitted by email, or posted

using this form. Send your advert to:
Auto Italia Magazine, c/o Ginger Beer Promotions, Enterprise House, Building 52,
Wrest Park, Silsoe, Bedfordshire MK45 4HS, United Kingdom,

(email: liz.solo@ntlworld.com) to arrive no later than 13th May for inclusion in the July
issue. August issue deadline: 10th June. All adverts received after the deadline will be
inserted in the following issue.

Private adverts cannot be submitted by telephone.

PLEASEUSEBLOCKCAPITALS

NAME:

ADDRESS:

POSTCODE: EMAIL:

TELNO:

WORDINGFORADVERT:

TICKASAPPLICABLEPICTUREENC:        TRADEIDENTIFICATION:

HOWDOISENDAPHOTOTOGOWITHMYADVERT?
1.Emailajpegfiletoliz.solo@ntlworld.com
2.Sendagoodqualityphotographicprint(non-returnable).Posttoaboveaddress

WANTEDprice

Ferrari Mondial time schedule. Mondial
time schedule in blue ring binder, £100.
Email: mark.charles@ntlworld.com.
A304/035 50 years of Maranello by Albero

Bolaffi. Number 220 of a limited edition
of 12 philatelic covers depicting GP/F1
Ferraris in a nicely presented ring binder
with text in Italian and English, £100.
Email: mark.charles@ntlworld.com.
A304/016

Ferrari Owners’ Club GB 40 Years dvd.
Amazing rare full colour dvd showing
club events from 1967 to 2007. Only
£15, free postage. Email:
smithmearns@aol.com. A304/040

Rare hardback ‘Fiat Dino - Ferrari by
another name’ in as new condition
inside and out, £400 ono. Also rare
original factory Parts Catalogue for Dino
2400 in four languages including English.
Very good overall condition, £350 ono.
Email: Peter, pj@jerrampc.co.uk.
A304/079

Panerai chronograph. Panerai Ferrari
gent’s chronograph. Mint condition, with
inner and outer boxes, manuals and
original invoice, £3250. Email:
mark.charles@ntlworld.com. A304/026

‘V6 GTU’. Unique private registration
plate on retention cert. After hours of
research it appears there is no ‘V6 GT’
number available anywhere, £9950 ovno,
to include 2 new top quality plates. Tel:
07988 889829. A304/001Superb, hand made 3D Martini sign.

Measuring 1000mm long x 350mm wide
(over the circle), all wood construction,
£175, shipping extra. Tel: 07564 637636.
A304/004
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OBSCURATI
CURIOSITIES FROM THE AMAZING WORLD OF ITALIAN CARS

Tesco Rocket
THE UTTERLY BONKERS STORY OF LIBYAN DICTATOR COLONEL
GADDAFI’S ITALIAN-MADE ALFA BUSSO-ENGINED SUPERCAR

T
he story of the Tesco
Rocket is an utterly
bizarre one. No, we’re
not talking about a
supermarket special

offer on rucola, but an unlikely
automotive collaboration
between Italy and Libya. The
latter had not been known for its
car industry before Colonel
Muammar Gaddafi formulated
plans to put his country firmly on
the motoring map. 

Gaddafi loved cars. When Libya
was liberated from his rule in
2011, rebels discovered a whole
collection of machinery, including
an electric Fiat 500 beach car
converted by the Milanese
carrozzeria, Castagna. Gaddafi
also considered himself to be a
car designer, and this car, the

Saroukh el-Jamahiriya or ‘Libyan
Rocket’, was the realisation of a
man that BBC correspondent
John Simpson once declared to
be “probably insane”. It was
kitsch and it was overwrought –
in other words, a true reflection
of the despot’s warped vision. 

The partner Gaddafi chose to
develop the car was Tesco TS, 
a company based in Chieri near
Turin that had already
collaborated with big names 
like Mercedes-Benz, Audi, 
Fiat and Toyota. 

The Rocket lived up to its
name in one respect: it
resembled an intercontinental
missile with its peculiarly pointed
nose, a stylistic quirk that was
repeated at the rear. This
arrangement was designed to

make the car ‘slide’ away from
other vehicles in the event of a
collision, leading its creator
describe it – somewhat
improbably – as “the safest car in
the world”. Oh, and there was
something called an “electronic
defence system” (which was
never explained).

This was an enormous vehicle,
fully 5.5 metres long, 1.8 metres
wide and weighing 1860kg.
There were four doors, the front
ones opening conventionally,
while the rears slid back along
the body sides. Inside were four
individual seats, while Gaddafi
insisted on the use of Libyan-
made materials such as local
leather and fabric, even marble. 

Tesco TS specified an Alfa
Romeo 3.0-litre Busso V6 engine

with 230hp, sufficient for a 
0-62mph time of just over 
7 seconds. It also specified
carbon-ceramic front brakes and
run-flat tyres. One of Gaddafi’s
spokesmen hubristically called
the Rocket “the future of the
automotive industry”.

As originally seen in 1999, the
prototype was finished in the
revolutionary colour of Gaddafi’s
Libya: green. The BBC reported
that a new factory was being
built in Tripoli to begin
production in October 1999,
after which things went very
quiet. Then, fully 10 years later
at the 2009 African Union
summit, Gaddafi dusted it off
again to show off to the
assembled heads of state. Two
revised versions were presented
with even more sharply pointed
front bodywork and fresh
paintwork (one white, one black). 

Talk of a production run of 500
units per day at a former Daewoo
factory in Tripoli seemed every
bit as absurd as the rest of the
story, as did the mooted price
tag of 50,000 euros. Of course
production never did start, and
any such prospect was
definitively holed in October 2011
when Gaddafi met his demise in
the ‘Arab Spring’ uprising.

Story by Chris Rees





1969 MASERATI GHIBLI  
Chassis AM115*1140 has been registered in England since 1989 and known to McGrath 

Maserati since 1997.   Having its original 4.7 engine overhauled by us in 2007 and the body 

repainted in its original colour in 2012, this wonderful car drives superbly and benefits from a 

comprehensive history file. Please visit our website for further information and photographs. 


